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The PouTtAiro Dailv 1'iiK-e is published evci y
morning (Sund.v, excepted I. si #«.00per year i
advance, to which will In' addl'd ta-enty-nveceut# f« r
eaoli three monllis’ delay, and if nof paid for at tl e
and of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three rents.
The Maine .State fa ess I. published every Thur
dav morning, at *2 Oti per autiitm. in advance; 82 5
if paid within six months; and *2.50, if payment t e
delayed beyond the year.

Rates of Advertising:
*1 26 per square daily Hrat week; 76 oents
per wee k
alter; three insertions nr less, *1 00: coutinumg et<
ry other day after first week, 60 cents
Half square, three insertions or less. 75
cents; on
week, *1.00; 50 cents per w eek sfter.
Lnder head of Aecsehssts, *2 ftij per square pe r
week; three insertions or less, *1,60.
Special Notices, 81.75
per square first week
• l.dO per square after; three Insertions or less, 81.26 :
half • square, throe insertions, *1.00; one week

£1-25.
BraixEss Notices, in roadiug columns, 12 cent
por line lor oue insertion. No charge Jeas tliau fill
cents.
Leoal Notice* at usual rates.
Advertisement* inserted in the Maine 8tati
Press (which has a large circulation in
every part o
the State) for 88 cents per square in additiou to tin
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad

!

vanco

rF“A» communications intended for the papoi
should be directed to the ••Editor of the Press," anc
those of abusiucKg character to the Publishers.
tarrhc Portland Daily and .Maine Statk
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82) Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock iu the morning to 9 in the
Press

~C0MMUNICAT10NSr~
Inttlcr from the Army ol the Potomac.

tlir*

‘Lilli

Vnrk

Done in the best

FLeal

Kcopcctfully calls

manner.

His Great

!

WHICH

20 HOUSES, at price, from #1000tn #5000,
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price, from 8200to 83000.
2.000. 000 feet of FLATS.
1.000. 000 feel of LAND.
2 STOItE I.oi S on Commercial Street.

SUMMER GOODS
Cheap
A*

SWEAT &
Attorneys

s*ai.l

Mprcws»

ompauy

c

my22 cod3m

B.

SWEAT.

Such

Law,

plain and brocaded Black silk*: blue and
Silk*; a!*o all the dcirabic colors to be

found. Let every Lady in want of
bear In mind that this is the

Largest and Best

Washington, will
Money, and all

assortment of Silks

brought into this State. I
hare the EXtiLISH CBOH K BLACK SILK, and
both plain and ligured of all other celebrated Kuropean make, all of which will be

ir1

you

Best
MILLION

Recently distributed

DOLLARS,

among the

Policy holders

NEW

OF

Should lead every man to look into the avutem and i
ad»antages of this Company belore insuring else* I
where, This dividend ha." added
nearly ufty ptr cent
to the value of the Policies, and is. in
many instances, j
P** cent. Mttre than the premiums paid, i
The beat and safest investment
any man can make
for the benefit of bis family, is in a
Policy with this

old and substantial company.
A large number of the business and
professional
men of I ortlaud and
vicinity hold its policies and
cau attest to its
advantages, to whom retcreuce mav7
be made.
Documents and all needful information
cheerfully
on

application

at

rant

Calais

TRASK * LEWIS,

-A..

City Bonds

D.

NEW
With

YORK

AND

w—_«—-,

1

Portland,Sept. 24.1802.

and

No. 65

cb Bonds

The steamer CASCO will, until
fu ft her notice, leave Burnhams
Wharf for Peak's and Cushing'*
and 2 and 3.80 P. M.
Islands at 9 and 10.80 A M
lb-turning, will loave Cushing’s Island at 9.45and
and2.45 and 5 15 P. M.
11.15 A. M
The boat will touch at Peak's Island evejy trip
down, but r«/i*rnin*7, will only touch there the last
trips in the forenoon and afternoon.

j/SBQP**

.,

Fare Down and Rack 25 Cents.
June 24. 1868.dtf_

eodt24ih

Portland, Aug. 15,1863.

GARDINER A BROWN,

STYLES

ALSO,

A

mifi

KE A DY-H A I) C

Chaplain Ward of the 104lh New York.
The 16th regiment Maine Vols. is the only
Maine regiment in this whole Corps, while the
3d Corps and some others have as many as
three or four Maine regiments each.
Kenton.
Yours, &c.,

CLOT HI NH,

which

we

will sell at

-DEALER*IN-

of the Prose:
We transferred ourselves at 10 o’clock las
evening to tire smaller steamer, Jeanette
Roberta, aud ware presently oblivious to al
tbe beauties of nature, which our route inigli
have disclosed by daylight An extra moliot
and commotion with louder pulling of oui
high pressure engine, waked us occasionally
to remind passengers that we were hatigiu; :
upon a sand bar. Soon after daylight we Uis
cover ahead two boats fast aground, and an :
other just pressing on toward the same shoa
or slough (pronounced aloof. She U>o grounds
The snxious question with us is, whether wi
shall share the same fate. Our pilot provin
more skilful, or our boat of lighter draft, w
shoot past them without grounding, and wit *
three cheers for the pilot, and a wave of kei
chiefs to the tad-looking people on the imai *
which we leave beliiud, we pass “Beef Slougli
with great pleasure aud soou make a landin S
at Wabasbaw, a smart little town ou the Mil
ne9ota shore, situated ou the river bottom, ui
^
der the hills.
To the Editor

GO,"

New and Second Hand Furniture,

130

•

Exchange Street.

dtf

J.

K.

Furniture and

everv

Department

To be Sold for vvhnl they will bring.

may

will be answered and delivery made to those
de*irc. Open until8 o'clock 1‘. M.

b bi.yb.y, tsii*Ci*

n tu

toorrnitR

|
|

too

Canvax.

Ruth, Me.
()/"W

k

BOLTS Superior Bleached |
300 do All Long tlax "Gov- |
ernment contract,'• }
300 do Extra All Long tlax [
300 do Navy Fine

Work(l *
ArDro*lu'

Those Wishing to Save
mi ME. money, health, trouble, fretting and the like
call where you can get Hawse’s Patent Pulley
Elevating and Folding Clothes Dryer, undoubtedly
An assortment of the
the best in the world
Beds,
best Clothes Wringers now in use.
which for neatness, simplicity and durability nave no
knife
scourers
and
w
indow
washers,
Churns,
equal.
other articles too numerous to mention.
Where is it?
At 229 CONGRESS ST., near City Building.
iy#0 dti

Crockery

Spring

COMMON FURNITURE.

REVOLVERS,

Glasses and Mattresses.

</*Pv

»e.*urp

LOW PRICES.

My entire stock

of

China, Cvoehm, and
GLASS WARE,

Fishing

shall be closed out to make
Now is the time to get goods
one month goods

room

for Fall Goods.

CHEAP,

as

in less than

Will advance at least 25 per Cent.
Let all who want Dry Goods embrace this opportunity, and buy what goods they want for summer and
fall.

|f*Ai this is a rare chance, all in want ol Dry
Goods should call early in order to secure the

BEST BARGAINS!
ffrTnnntrv Merchants

AND

to

Tackle!

The BEST Assortment In the

Ware,

G. L. BAILEY

are

particularly •elicited

call examine.

y REMEMBER. THE PLACE IS

City.

42 Exchange Street.

No. 195 middle Street.

ap2? iseodtt
FROST

I,1!

Flour, Meal,

THOMAS LUCAS’

FRYE,

A

-DEALERS

IK-

Grain and

Feed,

No. lOO Commercial Street.

AM AUIAH FROST.

I

Portland,

February 4,1S8S

ADDIBOR

Iand

terimr nlare

FRY*.

eodtf

NEW YORK STORE,
^Portland-Tvlaine.
Jy25 d3tn

*»».

m

qHET)

v»ooo

neighborhood.
«i

T

Va-,all>on>.

IBM*

A AC 8 V

A
weighs

LVESTER.

undivided half of the

two

VOB ril Y A K.noiTH
AT

1

j

iugl7s^awAw3w

HOME

THOM.A8JL

the

C.
Principal,
f

MRAD, 1f»y,

INSTITUTE.

FREE STREET.
Boarding and iHy School for Yoaag

r.*A

X31U9
f a dim
X will re-opru on Thursday, Sent. 17th. Circular*
containing terms nta> be obtained ov addressing Ilka
I. U. Prince, Principal, who will (mi found at her
residence after the 1st of September.
30dfcw2m

SALE OF PUBLIC LANDS.

Prick

Laud Officb,
of law as

June 1,1863.
Bangor,
in

defined
pursuance
chapter 5,
tion 32. Revised Statutes, and of orders from the
IN
lioveruor and C
sec-

ouncil, approved February 5, sad
March 25. 1863. 1 hereby give notice that the following schedule of Land* will be offered for sale on
Tuesday, at 12 o'clock uoou, on the first day of September neat, at the Land Office, at a price
per acre

not less than the minimum fixed in the advertised
list.
The sale to be by sealed proposals in conformity
with the provision* of the foregoing 1'hapter sad
Sectioa. which requiro that tea percent am of the
minimum price of the township or part thereof, shall
which sum shall constiaccompany each
tute a
part of and be allowed in the cash payment to
be made upon the towuship or tract purchased.
The person making the highest bid above the minimum price shall be declared the purchaser, and on
pa« unit of one-third of the purchase money in
cash, including tbe tco per cent, of the minimum
price deposited, the Land Agent ahull make out and
deliver to him a conditional deed, in the usual form
of Mute deeds, of the tract by him purchaaed.taking
for the remainder of the purchase money, three
notes for equal sums, payable anauuily
promissory
in one. two and three years, with interest, and a

proposal,

the heir*

Joseph Thaxter. It is in good repair, very
convenient, contains sixteen rooms, ami well adapted for one or two families; has an abundant supply

of excellent water. Lot 60 feet frout by 100 in drpth.
Good stable on the premises.
This property, from its very central location, must
always be valuable, and desirable either for investment or occupaucy.
For term* and other information call on JAMES
TODD, 134 Middle street, or E. M FATTEN, Exchange street, over Oceau Insurance Office.

Jy29 dtf

stumpa*!* of all timber eat thereon, to be applied to
the payment of the notes.”
••The sum deposited by any other bidder, who
does not become a purchaser, may be withdrawn by
him at any time alter the bids are declared and re*

FOR HALF.
LAWN COTTAGE, situated in
Caj»e Elizabeth, two miles from

jorded.”

Portland Post Office. This is one of
tin* most beautiful country resideu__res in the vicinity of Portland.commamliug a fine view of the city, the harbor, and tho
surrounding country. The house, stable, and out-

AROOSTOOK COtTKTT.

5
3g

Township, Number,
aud Kangs.

by shade trees and shrubbery; and are in good
repair. Connected with them are two acres of land
in a high state of cultivation, aud planted with ap-

^2

o

3
5533

32

H

«0X

»1S88X

5663
6568
5568
5563
5007
9000
5X0

46
40
40
40
X
X
X

22XX
23X X
33X X
22X X
1363 X
3*00 00
1516 X

X
X
X
X
15
10
10
10
10

*1X8 X
1883 X

X
X

»1S77 X
1877 X

15143

U

1103U

X

1371X
320400

|

ple, near and cherry trees, now in bearing condition.
On the whole this is one of the most desirable country seats to be found anywhere, and affords a rare
opportunity for those desiring to purchase. Inquire
of
HENRY BAILEY k CO., IS Exchange St.
Je8 3m

RE) 14. R 13 W K L S.
N tV j 11. K 13 do
8 W j
do do
do do
8 F. 1
do do
K E 1
S E ) 1« K 3 do

lor frnle.

E t 17 K 9
W | do

3

dominat'd
do
do
riai'ATAgcia cocstt
5568
to
N W j in K 13, W K L S,
do
55W
K tV i in K 14
t
_r
do
5681)
W
do
8
5530
do
do
great bargain.
8 E i
The Farm contains 110 acres of laud, of excellent
do
56»
do
Ji K ]
tons of ; N W 1 4 K
Kin
quality, w hich prod-ces at present about
9. N W P.
»10
do
do
hay, aud the amount may be largely increased.— j 8 W J
5510
do
do
Fruit, wood and water aie abundant. The dwelling
S E1
are commodious and in good
house and
5510
do
do
NEi
repair. The location is pleasant and healthy, offerraaoiMwijT couatt.
ing a desirable country residence.
6610
*0
K W J 4 R 7, IV ELS,
For particulars inquiry may l*1 made on the prem
5610
do ’do
NEi
ises of I>r. W. A. RUST. South I*aris, or WILLIAM
N IV, 8 W, and part N E
tiOODLNoW, Esq., Lortland.
JySeodtf
f|’ni of 6 K 6, W K L 8,
intipel to right of euttiugtarelre hundred thou*
hind n. of .pruce, under
or of Sara'I
rcwolveta
B. Oilman. which rights
The FARM owned by the late
Hon
R. K
<»0<>dent>w, situated
within on hundred rods of the
County Building* nt Laris, Ox'ord
County, Me., is offered for sale at a

j

NOTICE.
)

t'trst District Maine,
Portland, August 10, 1*63
)
is hereby given, that the Board of Enrollment will be in readiness to examine the
the followquotas from the several Sub-Districts in
ing order aud as nearly as possible on the following

Sub-Districts.
Aug 14 aud 15
No. 6. Westbrook.
»»
17 and 18
6, Cape Elizabeth aud Scarboro,
*'
19
7. Windham.
*’
»•
2n
8. Gray and New Gloucester,
21
9, Casco and Raymond,
"
J2 and 24
10, Cumberland and Falmouth,
M
25 and 26
11, Gorham and Buxton,
27
12, Baldwin and Sebago,
13, North Yarmouth ami Yarmouth,” 2*
29 and 31
14. Bridgton and Naples,
Sent. 1
15, Otisneld t lid Harrison,
2 and 3
16, Saco and Dayton,
4.5and 7
17. Biddeford.
Band 9
1*. Keunehunk aud Alfred,
10
19. Kennebunkport,
11 and 12
20, Liuiington and l’arsonsfield,
14
21, Limerick and Cornish,
14 and 16
22. NewficW,
15 and 16
z3. Waterboro and Lyman,
*•
17 and IB
24. So. Berwick and S’o. Berwick,
19.21 k 22
26, Elliot and Kitterv,
22
26, Lebanon,
23
27, Acton and Sliapleigh.
24 and 25
2*. Berwick and Sandfurd,
25 and 26
29, York.
»•
28 and 29
30. Hollis and Standish,
»’
29 aud 30
31. Wells,
Oct. land 2
32. Brunswick and Harpswell,
•’
2 aud 3
33. Pownal and Freeport.
The quota from Portland will report during the
four first days of this week. Pay no regard to the
Marshal,

augll dtoctl

out-buildings

COAL

COLKHAINK LKHIHH.
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S.
Tilt: GKNUtNK LOR HUH

NEATLY EXECUTE!'

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

anniaarr

T,

1381 50
1383 50
1383 X
551 00
XIX
Ml X
MIX

CUMBERLAND

COAL

KOU SMITHS' USE.
foals are atrictly of th, boat
warranted to give satLsftctiou.

THESE

of

cochtt.

N W I 6. R 16. W ELS,
do
do
S tV
do
*N E |
do
N tV J 4 R 16,
do
S tV
do
do
R 3. K R K P,

IW]I,

N 11. K 4 IV B H\
do
S W 11 It 4,
do
do
8 E i

X
X
X
46
X

*283DX
38XX
1410 00
1X8 X
3X7 X
1877 X

riAtiLin

Nova Scotia and other

8 W
8 E
N E

i 2,
i 2,
i 3,

do
do
do

jt-lD

SAWYER A WHITNEY.
_

3766 X
3766 X

*0 16

*730 00

1*

730 00
730 00

66X
cocmr.

do
do
do

48X
4X0
4800

16
15

48X

to

730 X

Innrs to tho

purehaaer.

HIRAM ( UA1'MAN. Land Agent

lawtaE_

The public are requested to call, at we are deter
mined to give food bar fains to those who pay cash.

Office, Commercial St., hrail of Maine HTi’J

X
50

5630

•Permitted till May.1868—stumpage
benedt of the

Hard and Soft Wood.

SI X *18776 X

11030

NW|1, R7WPKP,
quality.au

DINE AT THE
Honae.17 * 13
ev»t> day from
L. 8. TWOMBLY.

Lnncb
Exchanges*.
MERCHANTS'ExchangeKatiog
ap8
A Free

10 to 12'

0«

Hlarblniste’ Tool<for Sale.

g'lONSISTINU of OM 11 ft. lroa Planing Machine;
One 7 ft Engine Lathe
V

Dine at. the
lUcrclinutsExclinnKr Euliuu Honor1
17 A 19 Exchange Street.
A Free Lunch every day from 10 »0 1*

*0 M

5640
5640
5640
6168
5168
5510

OgruRD COOSTT.

Parc and Free Buraia*.

mch20'«8dly

Book Card & Famv Printing

•nplrv# MarrMt. IMS,
)8K». W E LS,

W

srnrsi; mountain lkhic.h,
HAZBLTON LKHIC.H.

quality

9

WOOD,

&

CHEAP FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY KART OK IHECnv

Also, for sale, beat

K

a?

"g S-

*
?

ed

Country

on

of aii able Hoard of Teacher*.
For further Information applv to the
L Hiltok. A M.

■arc

story double Hon** and Land. No. 19

belonging to

t322:

•>»

Prlncoo.1, n a. Hoyt

wewswswwnwpim^Wr^ilP^8
Tucsdav. Sept. 1, IMS, under

I I ■ mu
X fomnM'scf

jo6 dtf*_

ang3

the

a.gll 3weodfc ew 9

j

Dwell Ink House A I.and for Salt*.
Middle street,

or

*

The house contains ten finished
rooms, well arranged for two families, frout and tack
stairs, unfinished attic, good cellar and well supplied
with excellent water.
Arrangements cau be made for purchasing the
whole property if desired.
C. M. HAWKES,
Apply to
Residence No 23 Elm *treet,or at John Lynch k Co..
139 Commercial street.

near

E*n Term will eommcnc
TncwUv, Scnlria-

P

f-fc&i
Js*u “ -**
particular, a.ldrrw

36 x 100 feet.

two

ACADEMY^

YARMOITH, MAINE.

Lease.

storikd

^hooi

Bethel. Me.. Jnljr 99.

( oagress Stree

or to

aTTd^irncd
raar&aM

from

—

on

Princi,*!.

.^

ONEDWELLING HOUSE, WITH LOT NO. 32
GREEN STREET, (above Cumberland.) The lot is

Cross,
THE
of the late

,fLJ"*"*E™. U* D

*V

9 years old,
450 pounds
warranted
in haruess or saddle—has
tricks, and sold for no fault.—
for children. Enquire of Kemu-bunk
about

pnJotTl x^i'
landlj**

,"r i,,*'ruc|l<'"
lobe of
,f
and i«rrai, and
nrl»o have boys to sand avruv
hno ■ ■!
!o cxan.il., into il,<• m.-rit. of
t|,i,

■1,111111
hanfhaaVbav PONY,

and Prov. Mar. 1st District,

Head Quarters Provost Marshal,

*.

FOR Hoys.

Desirable Kea! Estate for Salt*.

j

---■

VAN BLAKCOH.

Hithlnnd Koni-diug School

Apply

CITY OF PORTLAND.

■

Ills

.n,1T5w

will be lea*<*d for a term of years, say ten or more
—any of the land on the above streets’the Isms to
have the privilege of purchasing at the expiration of
the lease.
to the subscriber for terms, which will be
made satisfactory to those ishing to build.
WILLIAM OXNARD.
Portland. July 7th, 19*53.
jy7 dlwoodim*

NOTICE

Ukwi.

Jw wb^SJ

character:

■"*=&- ssE vs
Wiffstebi;'■*
“

or

Attention Conscripts.
HEADQUARTERS PROVOST M A USUAL, 1
First District Maine,
Portland, Aug. 3, 1868. )
is hereby given to the drafted men of this
District, that it is impossible to examine and
dispose of the Conscripts lor several days after the
time they are ordered to report at the rendezvous,
therefore no man will be considered a DESERTER
if he reports within ten days after the time appointed in h»>* notice to report. If he chooses to report as
soon as he receives his notice, or is ordered to report,
he will be put into camp until he can 1m> reached for
ClIAS. II. DOUGHTY
examination.

nannO. Oft

mSSrsr

F)U

day

A B.Piiacioal.

14 Fw»u.
Boero*.
Sebuol will be >WK>n«nMf n w .»
*h#
vacation, on the 15th ot Sent*mh*r
h*" * p*‘
pil« ua itqalrcd to b,
9
A limited iimiuIkt of
hoarder,, uuder U TTear, of
of
ir.Ktmiud II. 11.1- Principal*,

*n<I kind
7l— Hn>11>.^
no vice or

about

lal

Collegiate and military School.

SALE. llou«e Lots in dimensions to suit, on
Oxford. Washington. Fox. Wiuthrop, Everett,
Madison, Munroe, tire* ideaf. and Fremont streets,

[

numbers that have been given out.
Per order Board of Enrollment,
CUA8. H. DOUGHTY. Provost

I

House Lot* Tor Sale

Seizure ol Goods.

auglS td

Tilt

Title

rA^UIIHSM

dim

JACOB McLELLAN,
STEVENS SMITH.
WM II. STEWART.
SAM’L W ATERHOUSE,
CYRUS K. LADD,
J. D. SNOW MAN.

furnace.

aupilll HI
rooms, besides close
lard and soft water. Lot 23x90. with a common paslage way 12 feet wide. For particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Lime Street.
jy22eod3w

cent. Discount

Mayor’s Office. August 17, 1863.
is hereby given, that it is tlie intention of
AfOTR’E
w
(kn ( itv I'dtiiiA-il t«» wifii'ii t'nion Street, between
Fore and Commercial streets, “on the southwest
side.” The Joint Standing Committee of the City
Council, on laving out and widening Streets, in pursuance of an order of the City Council, passed Au3. 1863, will meet for said purposes on Tuesday.
ugust 25th at five o’clock In the afternoon, at the
corner of Fore aud Union streets, the place of beginning. and then and there proceed to view and lay
out said widening.
All persons interested will take notice and govern
themselves accordingly.
of August,
< Jivcn under our hands this 17th day

^

Brick House and Store

1
Collector's Officw,
District of Portland and Falmouth,
Port la m>. July 9.1868.
)
TICE is hereby given that tlie following dex scribed Goods have been seized at this port for a
violation of the Revenue Laws, viz:
One box containing three watches on board steamship Jura: three pieces woolen cloth on hoard steamship Hibernian: one thousand cigarsat T. L. Libbv's
bouse: three bbls. sugar on board brig J. Polled*;
one bbl. sugar pu board sett C. D. Horton: four bbls.
molasses on Smith's wharf; three bbls. molasses at
P Randall A Son's store; one bbl. sugar on board
brig Loch Lomond. Auy person, or persons, desirto apjtear and make such
ing tlie same, are
of the date
claim* within ninety days from the
the
said
Otherwise
hereof.
goods w ill be disposed of
in accordance with the act ot CongTf, approved
April 2. 1*41.
J EDEMA II JEWETT. Collector.
jy 10 dtf

Capt.

cellar and

IVORY LITTLEFIELD
Katmebunk, July 22,1963.
j>23 dtf

will l>e allowed. On all taxes remaining unpaid four
months after the date of assessment, interest will be
charged, to commence sixty days atter the date of
assessment.
HENRY 1\ LORD.
Collector and Treasurer.

—c«l

SSMTSJEi.JAMES

f

kind
Depot Master,

1MM OI XT,

requested

■*“»««»**»<

or

£

colic”

PIHKMAM,

26th of

WutinS,0^^

Vor healthfulne** and
beauty of location

I-'or Salt*.
A new two-story house,
thoroughly built,
slated roof, 11 finished r<M>ms, convenient tor
one or two families, with bar
windows.plenty
or excellent water;
wood-house attached, and a
Jarzegardeii lot—situated on Veranda street, near
lukevs bndge, in Westbrook, within ten
miuutes'
walk of 1 ortland Post office.
Conditions easy .price
low, and

Perfectly

Portland, July 28,1863.

T

JOS. 0.

To I,«■!.
eliyil.lv and Convenient rhaubtr, orvr «tnr»
rpHF.
-It
Market
Square, now uccmded by Mr.
3.
Kurils Dunham. suitable for salesrooms
or other
purpose*. I’o«so**iihi given alnvut July let
AIm>
one rer.T desirable ( hamber in
the third «tory of
same block.
Apple to
je2tdlf
IHUMAS or WM. HAMMOND.

TAXES TOR ISfll.

Sixty Days, Three per

over

mcliH dtf

n

Seminary,

oq

For particular* enqtHrr of THOM A 8 H.
JONES,
or
J-C. 1‘KoCTKIt, Lime Street.

excellent

CENT.

Aug.

Oak Crave

«

clear.

Awmn of the City of Porll.nd,
having
committed to me. withe warrant for the
tin" of the .aim-, the tax list fur the l>re»ent .ear
notice is hereby given that on all ta\c»
paid within

Mu.ieTwchS^’
Yeisa!
VV,Sl^5Sm

Kail Term begin*
the
THE
".on,
f Augu,,i and *3l

boarders.

continutTt'wclvc

.od

Hoard of Ih> fraction—Kry. 8.
H
M’Colie.ter
A M
I riiic p*!; Aaron
Lovell. A. P".
It
AuochULn
I rlncfpal: Mi.»-nil
j
**
.irtant.; Mr. J M. Mllllhcn.
Kates of tuihou aud board as in
past terms.
**
Steven* riaina,
*,

HOUSE No. 172 Cumberland Street, be
ifAm Rev. n...
!? *n*l Chestnut, now occupied by
W R. Clark. Said house is in
good repair. is built of brick, and contains thirteen rooms.

COLLECTOR'S’''^OTICK.

IS8TITUTE

Term of this Institution will
commence

X Weducad.}, August »tb,

to

auinni*

SEMIXARV,

EMALE COLLEUlATE

mUE Kail

FOR KALE.

je23 dim,

PER

and

Jircod

-AMD-

STEELE* HAYES.
je30

particulars enquire of
G EO. OWEN,
»1»7
31 Winter Street. Portland.
dtf_

S?S

Aag. 17, lHBl.

WEST BROOK

20
firtiK rooms,largi
N
aitnatedtvf
one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in C’ai»e Elizabeth for a wa-

JOHNS. HEALD, City Marshal.

days?

SUMMER GOODS must be and

All the Accompaniments.

DEALER IN AND IMPORTER OP

A

JSkit.

FIVE

For, land,

TO LET.

person shall erect, place or conhog-sty within one hundred feet of any
street, square, lane or alley, or of any dwelling
house, such person shsll forfeit and pay for every
such offence, the sum of live dollars, and the
further
sum nt Svo dollars for every week
during which any
ho* or swine shall be kept or continued in such sty.
bKCT. 19.—All bouse offal, whether
conaJating of
animal or vegetable *uh*tancep. *hali be
deposited in
convenient vcaaola, and be kept in some convenient
place, to be taken awav bv mir.h m
nr
snail dc appointed
by the Mayor and Aldermen for
that purpose.
Sect. 30.—A city cart, or other suitable vehicle,
shall
beprovided, and furnished with a bell to give
notice of it* approach, which shall
pass through all
the streets, lanes and courts of
the city, a* often as
twice in every week, to receive and
carry away all
such house offal as
may have been accumulated in
in the vessels aforesaid.
22.—All person* shall promptlv deliver the
offal so accumulated on the
premises to the person
apiHunted as aforesaid to receive the same; and if
any person shall neglect to provide suitable rrsidi
for the deposit of Mich house ofTal, or shall in
any
wav hinder or delay the
person so appointed to reit, in the jm forinauce of his duty aforesaid, he
shall forfeit and par a sum not less than two, nor
more than
twenty dollars, for each and every offence.
•Sect. 23,—No person shall go about
collecting any
house offal, consisting of animal or vegetable substance*. or carry the sainethrough
of the streets,
any
lanes or courts of the city,
except the person appointed as aforesaid, or hi* de nty, under a penalty
of not less than two nor more than
twenty dollars,
for each and every offence.

TUIK

•"&***'»*&.
r'^KAmVT'T*-18
KARP, Kxcliauge street

m I At
*1.

two rooms

For Sale or to Let.
CLIFF COTTAGE, containing

a^SSS

—

in the second story of theCodman
THF.
Block, lately occupied by John W. Muuger.Ksq
Possession

Portland, Juue 29. 1863.

elegant and

—

t

Apply

and
convenience for

boarding

87 Middle Street.

given July 1st.

“»«*

“*

w<?

^#,'ve French teacher will be
employed and
other masters as the school
may require.
1 enceling is one of the common
exercises of the
* rayouing.
Tainting, 4c. are optional
Pupil* from out of town can be furnished with nleas.
ant
upon application to the Vrinri
places
pals, and will be subject to their special ease.
Terms for session of
twenty weeks
Prim*,-.
Classes 9#.00; Intermediate Classes 912.00: Advaiwftd
Classes, *16.00. To be paid at the middle of ,ur
the
session.
For circulars with particulars, apply to th« Him.

■Pflotf__

18.—If any
CJECT
tinue any

buyers of Dry

all

•o'“hcUCH^'?:rTor.U>n,‘r,,D,,“
spacious

occupied
Aaii.V0^11"1
w 11 b
rec reaf'ion

term of years, the vacant Lot of Land on
Fore street, above India street,
recently occubv l». t. Noble A Co., as a 1,timber Yard.
LEWIS PIERCE.
Apply to
64 Middle Street.

City Ordinance r<‘«|tt>«-tinj; lleallli

Fashionable Dress Goods, NOTICE

RIFLES,

GINS,

-ALSO

to mention

Hood? that this is
tbe OXI. Y STORE IX PORTLAND where can be
found a complete assortment of
Would

AT

ap22dtf

GOODS,

THOMAS LUCAS

)

Delivered in Portland or Boston.
Bath, April20,1803.

numerous

caw

a

FOR
pied

on

21 at.

m*T

TO LET.

above Ordinance will bo strictly etiIIEALD, CityJ Marshal.
j,.24 g,„

ig03

-von SALE by-

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.,

with allothfr

HOUSEKEEPING

rjr~

JmVjyJ

4

HmU_

Mall.

embrace* the higher
T‘LM.r
Coolr" °Y*tndy
“*“«» brauebe*
and the Latiu and French
Language, ,„d Literature*. InHmeUoa gi.STil
othe language* when desired, and
in
of decided
'*k,! "‘e P'««of ‘kVutU
Sf'ibeTJuri"""*"

contains

S.

Sust

are now

The proprietor Is prepared to supply his former
customers and all w ho may give him a call, with pictures of every description, executed iu the be t manner aud at reasonable prices.
Particular attention given to copying.
A. S. DAVIS, Proprietor.
dtf
Portland, July 30, 1^63

Neotch

nv*i*M*,

Balmoral SkirU, Watch Spring Skirt*,

i.f fI... nut.He

an

full assortment

USES CAMBRICS,

supplied wi lt all the latest improvement*,
.loti...,

a

SHEETINGS, SHIRTINGS, STRIPE SHIRTINGS, DENIMS, PLAIDS, CRASH, TABLE
LINEN, TABLE COVERS, NAPKINS,

BEST!

THE

The

dtf

Also,

j

Re-opened.

Fashionable Parlor, Chamber,
AND-

Britannia,

devoted to the

lOOO 1STEW CAPES

citizen*.

Photograph Galleries. No. 80 Middle street.
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and

Nos. lift mid ISO middle Sired,

ALBO,

our

to l*e

Monday, Sept.

fourteen
finished
furnace; plenty of hard and
abundance of closet room. Enquire
JAMES E. FERN ALP,

harbored,’

description, and Lobster*, to be had at thi*

THE

WARER00M1S,

Looking

W ooten

J«34tf_t_

COLDER,

“JStarage, Fortrardin;, anil Commission”
is the ng* osi nearly ail the business houses c n
The wheat from the back-lyin
the river.
farms is brought in to these landings for shi]
menu, and the business of transportation is
Plated
transacted by ageuts or merchants under the *
AND
•igns. The wisest is tran»i>orted in sacks, <
TABLE CUTLERY.
in bull, in light, clean barges, from which it is
raised into tbe elevators at Dunlelth, Dubuqi te
rr*AII of which will be sold very LOW for CASH
or elsewhere.
We haul up at tbe entrance o
my 18 tf
Lake Pepin to repair our little steru-whe
Wuntrd Immediately.
which has taken a lee lurch, iu virtue of co
A GENTS. mu4 men with Urge or mall capital, t
tact with some snag or other obslructic it
A enpnge in a business ilia: will P»v eight hur !
Near this point comes in tbe Chippewa ri\
dred per cent, profit on every dollar invested. Ca 1
on our right.
tii
u*
of
Wisconsin
rafts
1 and see tor yourselves, at 229 Congress street,
Large
G. W. MADOX.
ber—in the log. Large cranes are floppi it 1 aug!7 dtf

f

Of

FURNISHING GOODS.
12* &

Special attention

establishment.

-AND-

mayll

accommodate

dtf

JOHN CROCKETT &

PATTERNS

NEW

FRESH, SALT AND SMOKED FISH,

price! to suit the times.

Portland .Nov. 19,1862.

Stops and Mark*—No. 6.
1
“Beer Slough,”
Uppkb Mississippi, Aug. 12. (

To

Furnishing Goods,

Gentlemen’s

THE

ALL

—

11a* opened this
CENTRAL- FISH MARKET

_r— *1...

AND-

FliANNELS,

HOPKINS

T.

lat-

FULL STOCK OF THE

AT

!Vo. HO Federal Street.

Of

CLOTHS. OVEECOATIHGS,
Fancy Doeskin* and Fansinicre*.

Blue, White, Striped, and Shirtin

F1LT0X FISH MARKET !

who

daily receiving the

j
j Grey,

OppositethoCustom House,
are

Maker,

Market Square,Portland, (up stair,.)
SySeparatc room for lAdie,- and Children'* Hair
Cutting.
A good stock of Wig,. Half-Wig,, Band,. Braid,. I
Carls, Filicit,. Pads, Bell,, Crimping Board,. Ac.,
jo22'tS3 dly
IN
Sc., constantly on hand.

< >rder*

Street,

"Woolen Goods.

No. 13

Knapsacks!

DKS1RABLE

ind all kinds of

Hair Cutter and Wig

I

hand, and

KINDS,

OF ALL

—

will roceivc bids until Monday, the 24th. for the
bale of 2» MUSK ETS, badly broken ; 56 RI FEES
badly broken; 350 MUSKETS, whole, but until tor
service; and 875 unfinished KNAPSACKS, with
leather and copper rivets attached. Offers may be
made for the lot, or in separate parcels, as specified.
Terms cash. They may be examined at the Arsenal
in this city any time on or before the 24th.
CUAKLES HOLDEN.

on

wear,

JOHN F. SHERRYj

For the Islands.

MOST

large assortment of Cloths for Men and Boys’
consisting of German Broadcloth*, West of
England Broadcloths, American Broadcloths, Doeikins, Satinetts, Tweeds, C ansi mere*. Waterproofs,
A

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

JoMdtl

Patterns!

BROADCLOTHS \

Stairs.

mvISistf

YORK STREET, TOBTLAND, ME.

New

OlHct*,

Exchange Street,

Up

Sugar Refinery,

Have
RSTaud

OVER 3000 NEW SHAWLS,

dtf

Gxrhanne

°*

Or within

R. JONES

T.

dog sliall

Said House
is wanned by

water;

soft

shop,

Poil <H-

Perfect Beauties*—All

nankins

ilL
rooms;

be perm tied to go at large
or loose, in
any street, lane,
court or travClod way, or in any uniuclosed oralley,
public place in this
City, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or the
head ot the lainily, or the
keeper of the house, store
office, or other place where such dog is kept or
harbored, shall have paid to the City Marsha! two
dodars for a license tor such
dog to go at large
Sect. 7. Ill case any dog shall be found
loose, or
going at argo, contrary to any of the foregoing provlsions, the owner or keeper thereof, or the lo ad of
the family, or keeper of Die house,
tore, shop, office
°'
"lH'rcsl»cl» dog is kept or
shah forfeit and pay a sum not e <
ceding ten dol-

iy 17 dtf

Slmwl*! Shawl*! Shawls!

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

Stoclta

nAt

BOSTON,

Audis prepared to make them up at short notice.
Call and See,

tf

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

62 Middle

—

alarge and well selected Stock of Spring

-jr

AS-

Plaids, Satin Stripe*. Garabaldi
Cheverw, Travelling Mixture*, rich
French Poplin*,Italian Lustres,
Spring and Summer
Detainee, plain all-wool Delaine*, in all the beautiful
shade* and color*. Taflcttas, Goat's Hair Good* uud
['arncl's Hair Lustre* in all the n< w shade*,
plain
Alpacca* in all colors, Freuch and English Gingiam*, A meric in and English Prints, Thibet*, Lyon**e*. and all other Dress Good*, too numerous to !
ecapituiate here.
Checks,

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings!

WANTED,

Guns and

VKOM

LCT. 1— No

Silk ami Wool

Tailor,

RETURNED

HAS4UST

mm »ieti

Twenty Thousand Dollars on Bonds
of the City of Calais, payable in not less than
twelve, nor more than twenty years. Coupons for
interest at six per cent, per annum, payable semiannually at Globe Bank, Boston, to be Issued Sept.
S. G. PIKE.
1st. 1863.
Treasurer of Calais.
augl5 d8w

V

ItEEVES,
The

—

*80U0 to the Sanitary Commis-

J>24

DRESS GOODS,
-SUCH

InS

Oily respcctinir
Dojis.

cJ*,vlf

Ikr New Styles of

All

satisfaction. at pricer rhicli defy competition.
B.—Large Ambrotype, only Fifteen rente.

27 Market Square, h'd I'reble St
July 14th. 18G2.
dtf

my office,

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
This Company gave
sion the past year.

Photograph,
war-

Co.,

YORK.

or

VKRV LOW FOR CASH.

not fail to call at

N.

Caoh Fund !?!>,500,000,

granted

Ambrotype

No. 27 Marknt Square, where
DOthey take I'ERFKCT
L1KENESSKS, ami

or THE

Mutual Lite Insurance

ever

-WANT THE-

SOLD

THREE

HOOD SILK

a

Library Room, Mechanic*’

The Fall Session 0f this School
will open

■

the

as

brown

F. TOBIN. Proprietor.

Tin: GREAT dividend

arc

NATHAN CLXAVk.0

Having a responsible Agent in
procure Pensions, Bounty, Prize
claim* against the Government,
my2 dtf
I

qdick rkturns

FOREIU.V DRESS MOODS.

PORTLAND.

-—---

and

THE STOCK CONSISTS OF KICK

OFFICE-117 Middle Street.

roruand.

omcp.

profits

hand.

anil ( oiinsi llors at

C%V,nmiN!i!R<i0.M!>verNo-

JDHNS.
r°e<’d.i
Cortland, May 7. 1863

only motto appiyeiatad by Buyers of Itry Goods—
the daye of large profile having gone
by.

CLEAVES,

America

EDUCATIONAL.
YOlfNG LADIES’ SEMINARY,

Room to Let.

THE

N. B.

for the Nlillions !

Middle Street.
on

nr

Counting

District of Maine, ss:
(
90 Commercltl St.
Thomas Mock, to let.
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Apply to
are. Judge of the United States District
It. J. MILLER.
Court
„h.u„
within and tor the District of
toch.ldtf
Ovei 92 Commercial Street.
Maine, I hereby give
public notice that the following Information and Li- |
bel have been filed iu said Court, viz:
To
Cot
An Information
against Three hundred and
eortt Bushels or
commodious Chamber in the northerlvcnr
Salt, seized by the Collector of
nerof the now brick block, orner of
the District of Machias on ttio
Lime and
twenty-third dav of
July last, at Cutler, in said District.
I “1. Streets, directly facing tbe market. Rem low
A label against The Schooner
Enquire at oflicc of
Linda, her tackle,
OCEAN
INSURANCE CO..
apparel ana furniture, and Thirty-four barrels of
4
,a4M,
dtf
Sept.16,1862.
tiut/ar, one Hogsbeail and three Tierces of Moteuses
No.27 Exchanges!
Seeen and a half <bests
of Tea found on board said*
Schooner, seized by the Collector of the District of
Office to Let.
1 aasamaq noddy. on the
eighteenth day of July
1 last
at
second floor, Middle Street,
Lastport 111 said District.
centrally sitnated
an«l easy of access. Apply at No. 61 Commer!,erc for l*re« hesofthe laws of the
nJL?51oJe!zarcs
L n ted states, as is more
ciai Street.
psrticularly set forth in
Jyl7 t!
said
Informationjand Libel; tiiat a
and trial
will be had thereon at Bath, on the bearing
First Tuesday of
To be Let.
September next, where any person interested there/in AMBERSIn the second
in may
story, over 8tore M
appear and show cause, if any can tie shown,
V/ Middle street—Mitchell’s
Wherefore the same should not be
Building. Possession
decreed forfeit
j ami
given immediately. Inquire ol
disposed of according to law.
J»n2,f
A. T. DOLE.
this seventeenth dav of August,
I A.
a
D. 1863
F. Ay LIN BY.
|
DcpU*7 Mzr”h*1’ D“,rlc* of Maine.
augl; dlH
For Sale.
TlIKThrnn Story Brick Dwelling Honw,
ijl
**{•> Cougross street, corner (Quincy street.
Ordinimcc or the

>

WOODMAN, TRUE & CO.,
AGENTS,

M.

OFF FOR

-AND ALL KINDB OF-

SEWING MACHINES!

L.D

BR BOLD

Borages, Borage Double Ki be,,
Parasols, muslins,

SIIVCrER’8

Thundau mornpm. at
o’clock,
PORTLAND same evening, for
sr Amiiuwb, Woodstock amt Roci tos.
KaruiutiNG leaves lioaltou and Woodstock every
Monday and Wednesday morning.
OJHcet, No. 5 Cann-OM (Square, Boston.and Eastern

WILL

Silk and Lace mantillas,

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,
Commercial Street,
Portland. Mr.
jc23tf

and 56

United States

S

Corn, Flour and Grain,

kfrmday snil
BOSTONevery
8
ami

GOODS,

WHAT THEY WILL BRING!

IH

Needle* and Trimming*a!way*

U. S. ranrslinl'K Notice.

ON

Ur Stairs.

DEALERS

EXPRE8 S.
Leaves

Sale of

-FOR-

ALBERT WEBB ftCO,

Nos. 54

Closing-out

T\\© Next Thirty Wavs,

GOULD, 74 Middle St.,

nov27dtf

particular attention to

your

DRY

GREAT CHANCE FOR BIRGAINS BEFORE IRE RISE!

MOSES

Portland,

--

SPRING AND SUMMER

Estate,

imvestjieh'ts

Aroostook and New Brunswick

now

PaaL- nf

No. m middle Street

GAS FITTING,

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore St.,
rOKTLAN D, M K.
JtlHdtf

TOBIN’S

Cat

.J.in

STEAM AND

mclil8 tf

7 o the Editor t\f the Press:
The weekly visits of the “Tress’’ make me
feel as if much nearer Portland than I really
am.
The visit of our Western friends, the
meeting of the true meti of Portland to
r Gen.
Shepley, are matters n Itich many of
us iu the army feel a deep interest in.
We are
now Keeping as quiet as tins very hot weather
will allow. 1 never saw anything quite equal
to this for heat.
The drafted men are coming in. Stragglers
are returning, and some who were taken
prisoners at Gettysburg have returned, and our
ranks begin to have the appearance of former
days. Do not for a moment suppose we are
idle, for this army is very far from Unit. The
1st Army Corps, now commanded by
Maj.Gen.
John Newton, is at this place, on both sides of
the Rappahannock river. YVe have a
strong
position and can hold it just as long as we wish
to do so.
occupy ground almost sacred in
the history of this war. Here was
quite a
battle between “Stonewall Jackson’’ and our
under
(ien.
army
Pope. Gen. Ranks was encamped in a beautiful oak wood here, but the
rebels getting a battery in range on a bill on
the other side of the river, soon compelled our
troops to fall track towards Realton. The
Railroad bridge over the Rappahannock was
destroyed, but was rebuilt last week in the
short space of two days, and this a bridge of
250 feet in length, and our cars are now running to the South side of the river. We see
all around here tire great destruction which
brxe.
us piaiuly Uiat once Uiis was quite a village,
and now not a family remains here.
Any one has only to ride on the cars from
Fairfax Station to Manassas Junction aud so
on to Carthletts and all the way to Warrenton
Junction to see the wreck of cars and all the
in one
apparatus (or doing a railroad business
The whole discommon mass ot destruction.
on
either
tance of 26 miles you will see strowu
side of tire road car wheels, whole truck frames,
broken engines, smashed up cars and the half
buried remains of those loaded with Quartermaster aud Commissary stores, which were
burned on Pope’s retreat. The few inhabitants
who remain are sick at heart of their folly,
and all whom I have seen wish themselves
out of tliia, “the worst fix they were ever in,”
as one ex pressed it to me the other day. Notwithstanding the hard fighting and long
marches we have had, we are ready to move
forward at an hour’s notice. We have courtdence in Gen. Meade and believe be will yet
There are
lead us on to greater victory.
many Ihiugs we love—our friends at home,
our dear old flag, a brave and true man, Are.,
aud some few things we hate; and among
them our enemies at home. We do from the
bottom of our heart hate (that word don’t exthose beings, (not
press ill despise, loathe
men) who are seeking to counteract our efthis
down
forts to put
uugodly rebellion; and
while we feel anxious to see this war closed
that we may be at home once more with loved
ones, we also feel that we have an account to
settle at tire ballot box with the traitors at
home. We have a thousand times more regard for the prisoner*" we take from the rebel
army than for the miserable sneaks North.
Look out, Mr. Copperhead, the day ofjudgmeut will soon be upon you and no space left
you tor repentance.
A sad accident occurred here yesterday.
Charles Small, a Sergeant of Co. C, Kith regiment, was drowned here, while bathing in the
river. Sergeant Small was from Wilton, Me.,
where bis parents reside. He was a very fine
young man. and few had more personal friends
than he. No less than eight have been drowned in tire river at this plaee since we cainc
here two weeks ago. Sergeant Small’s funeral was attended at five o’clock on Sunday, P.
M.
Religious service was suspended in the
other regiments and all attended this service
which was conducted by Rev. George ltiillin,
chaplain of tire 14th regiment, assisted by

THOMAS LUCAS,

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Whole
sale or Retail.

j TOR SALE & TO LET.

PURSUANT

AM EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY.

P.

Rappahannock Station, Va., )
August 17th, 1807!.
(

We

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
Stoam

WHOM *0. 86*

LEGAL & OFFICIAL.

THE LATEST NEWS!

MANUFACTURER OF

We apprqprh the little town of
Red-win",
where we leave an intelligent
family emigrat.
ing from Canada, to the richer fanning lands
ol Minnesota. His hundred acres of Canada
farm purchased for him three hundred in the
new state; and his boys are with him to
assist
In opening the new farm and work it
up to
the rich estate of ten years hence.
“Westward the star of empire takes its
way.”

Traveling Agent.

DRY GOODS.

J. L. WINSLOW, Ajumt,

Ing.

evening.
feiT Joe Printing <q every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as
above.

F. Tracy,

BUSINESS CARDS.

!

tlle distance, and a white crane i,
a"/‘-v
pututed out as a rarityrara arts in
gurgll,
ratio. Immense bass or other fish
leap froti
the river as we
pass, to remind us of fresh fisl
Tor dinner. And so here we enter Lake
Pepin
Let us go up to the
pilot house to observe,
Magnificent! Tin* bottom lauds are gone
and wide across from
!bluff toou*'bluff, siglit;
some four or five miles, thf
waters spread into a lake-like
expanse, said tc
be in many parts without fathomable bottom,
miles
Half
thirty
long.
way up the lake
is a Isold headland called Lover's
Leap. Lake
City on the opposite shore is a place, of considerable pretensions, where we laud and take
a mail,
drop a few passengers, and then push
on across the
remaining half of the lake.
The difficulties of steering for a while disand
a
appear,
green hand from Maine is allowed to relieve the pilot, for an
hour, while
the said pilot instructs a Scotch
lady in the
legends and history of the various points
which we pass.
The lady in question lias
traveled much in Europe and entertains us
with her observations upon the
people and the
lands she lias seen abroad.
We are over the lake, and
by a very narrow
passage again wind into the river proper, with
high lands on one side and low wooded islands
the other. Here innumerable
snags are born.
i lie low lands nre washed
away, and the
trees that grew upon them full into the
river,
to tie carried into the channels and
anchored
by their roots, to ensnare some ill-fated boat.
\Y e passed two or three wrecks
yesterday.
Which have been sacrificed in this
way, within
a short time.
Dinner relieves the monotony of sight-sec-

*t
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is larger
rhe circulation of the Daily Pres*
than that of any other daily in the city.
three months
TER**,—M.oo a year if paid mHADi at the end
00
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from the date of subscription, or Si
the year.

NOMINATIONS.
GOVERNOR,

FOR

nothing more reprehensible in a politician,
misrepresentation ami total perversion of the remains of those sages, philosophers and statesmen, whose sayings and opinions have been embalmed in the public heurt,
and become the chart by which thrir success'1 he
ors feel safe in guiding the ship of State.
teacher of religion who, to carry a point in
discussion, should deceive his people by knowingly misquoting the Scriptures, and willully
misrepresenting the teachings of prophets and
apostles by omissions or additions, would he
deemed worse than the open iutidcl, and infinitely more deserving of the scorn and reproach
of every friend of truth. So, too, tiic political
journalist or public speaker, who knowingly
misrepresents the Farewell Address of Wasliton, or the teachings of Jefferson,or any other
equally important lesson of the past, by misquotations, or by adding thereto or subtracting therefrom anything essential to a
true understanding of the matter, is a willful
deceiver, does the grossest injustice to the
memory of the revered names of the nation,
and proves himself unworthy of public confidence, and is justly entitled to the uutningled
than the

Monday Morning, August 21, 1803.

cony.

bamuel

•
For Senator..
Cumberland_SAMUEL E. SPRING. Portland.
LEVI CRAM, B rid Eton.

DANIEL ELLIOT. Brunswick.
JOHN H. PIIILBKIC'K. Standish.
Penobscot .O N BRADBURY. Springfield.
A. D M ANSON Bangor.
CHARLES BEALE, Hudson.
D. L. MILL1KEN, « alervllle.
Kennebec
JOSEPH A. SANBORN, Readlleld.
JOSIAH I HUE. Li cliflold.
RUFUSS. STEVENS, Purls.
Oxford
v*fora
gborgE B. BARRoWB, Fryelmrg.
EVERETT W STETSON.Damaris’a.
Lincoln
LUTHER SANBORN, l'arsmi.Held,
York
KSREFF II. BANKS. Biddeford.
ELISHA H.JEWNTT. So. Berwick.
Kuox .JOHN B. WALKER, of Union.
GEO. A. STARR, or Thoniastou.

execrations ol cveiy honest heart.

For Clark of Courts,
Cumberland. ...D. W. FESSENDEN. Portland.
Oxford.ALBERT L. BURBANK. Bethel.
Knox.C1IAS. A. MILLER, ol Rockland

Ii»rj.

WILLIAM A. PlIWilN. Pari?.
Oxford
Lincoln .L. McCOBB, Bootliliav
York.ALBION II. (.ILK, Alfi-I.
icklaud.
Knox.ALDKN SPKAGL'K, of

Cumberland

..
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political editor Would dare garstudied omissions present, as

whole connection, is no better than a counterfeit or a caricature? .Here is what that false,
deceptive and venal sheet gives as a fair ex-

inaugural referred to, and
which it styles, “the creed of our political
faith/’“as drawn up by” Jefferson himself:
from the

The Diffusion of Information ;
“The Arraignment of all Abuses at the bar of
Public Opinion *,

E. B.

Freedom of Religion *,
Freodoiu of the Press *,
Freedom of 1'cnsou under the protection of habeas corpus; and
Trial by Juries Impartially selected.”
These principles form the bright constellation
which bn* gone before us, and guided our
through on age of revolution aud reformation. The
wisdom of our sage* and the blood of our heroes have
boon devotod to their attainment. They should be
the creed of our political faith, the text of our civil
instruction, the touchstone by which to try the services of those we trust; and should we wander from
thciu in moments of error or alarm, let us hasten to
retrace our step? and regain the road which alone
leads to peace, liberty and safety.”

step*

TURNER, Esq.,

Texas, formerly a Slaveholder and a Democrat,
win address the citizens of Portland and vicinity, at

New

City Hall,

This Msuday Evening, Aug. 91 III.
Mr.Taruor has just escaped from Texas; he was a
law-uarttter of (jeneiai ilamiiton, and while the
rebels Itoftd the State he *aunot return.
Let the people omne out and hear what
mau has to ray about the Kcbelliou.

a

We have before

us

Southern

«N>klh«

Per order of Executive Committee.

Portland, August 24. 1363.

Wc italicize

which it contains.
Union Meetings.

items

The friends of the Union will hold meetings
at tile times ami places indicated by llie following list of appointment*, to wit:

4

Warren...Friday,

44
44

Biddeford.Saturday,

44

Gray.Monday,

South Paris.Tuesday,

Bridgton.Wednesday,

Sept.
*•

[About

as

27
*28
29
31
1
2

follows*.

24
Augusta.Monday,
August
,l
25
fckowhegan.Tuesday,
26
Lewiston.Wednesday, 4‘41
27
Dixfteld. Thursday,
44
28
Bettffel.Friday,
44
Mechanie Falls.Saturday,
*29
44
31
Gray.Monday,
1
Sept.
fcaocarappa.
.Tuesday,
**
2
Standish.Wednesday, 44
3
Yarmouth.Thursday,
44
4
fcaco.Friday,
44

South Berwick.

..Saturday,
Lebanon.Monday.

.Tuesday,

Sanford

44

Kennebu nk port.Wednesday,

Berwick.Thursday,

North

Lewis Barker, Esq
will speak

as

5
7
8
9
10

44

44

of Stetson,

follows-.

Augusta.Monday,
Farmington.Wednesday,
Tim r<ulw v

44

24
26

44

>n

Bethel.Friday.
Waterford.Saturday,

2s
2ii
31

Fryekurg..Monday,

k

City Hall, by a

gen-

Texas, who knows what terrible
realities the rebellion lias brought upon the
Union men of the South. He was the lawtleman from

partner of Gen. Hamilton, at (lie capital of
that State, and comes recommended as one of

interesting speakers in the Held. The
proscenium will be occupied by ladies. No
doubt the hall will be Ailed w ith our
loyal,
Union-loving citizens.
the most

in

a

fHIow-cttircns,

on t

.m,vi'uuui

uui

uu.ii.

uiric.M

OI GIVI1

in-

struct ioii, the touchstone by which to try the services
of those we tru-t; ami should we wander from them
in moments of error or alarm, let us hasten to retrace
our steps, and to regain the road which alone leads
to peace, liberty, and safety.

It will be

This evening the citizens of Portland will
be addressed at the New

us

authority;eoofiom)

can

Cmati Kail) To-night.

North,

has involved

lie exercise of
dun. *
omnprcfcend everything dnrtud valuable to you, it in proper >ou *hould undei stand what
1 deem the ****eniial principles ©f our (Jovernineut,
and, coiiMt|iieiuly, those winch ought to *ha]»e its
uduiiui*iraiiou.
1 will compress them within the
narrowest compass they will bear—stating the general principle, but not ail its limitation*. Equal ami
exact ju fire to all men of whatever state or persuasiou, icligiou* or political; peace, commerce, aud
honest friendship with all nations, entangling uliiauccs a ith none; the support of the .State governments
in all their rights, a* the most competedt admlni*trations lor our domestic concerns, aud the surest bulwarks against anti-republican tendencies; the preservation of the General Government in ift whole constitutional rigor, as the sheet-anchor of our peart at
home tintt sajety abroad; a jealous care tf the ritjhi
of election bu the people; a mild and sate corrective of
abuses which arc lopped bv the sword of revolution,
where |veaceal>lo remedies are unprovided; absolute
acquiescence in the decisionsfafthe majority, tht vital
principle iff republics, from which is no appeal but to
force, the vital principle and immediate /parent of
d- spottsm a well disciplined militia, our best reliance
in peace, and for the lir*t moments in war, till regular* may relieve them the supremacy of the civil over
the military
in
the public expense, that'labor may be lightly burdened; the honest
payment of our debts, and sacred preservation of the
pubhc faith; cuconragcmeut o! agriculture, and of
commerce as its handmaid ;] the diffusion of information, [and] arraignment of ail abuses at the bar ot the
public reasou; freedom of religion, freedom of the
l»i ess, [aud] freedom of person, under the protection
of the habeas corpus; and trial bv juries
impartially
selected. These principles form the bright cointellatiou which has gone before ns, and guided our
steps
through an age of revolution and reformation. The
wisdom of our sages and h ood of our heroes have
been devoted to their attainment. 1 hey should be
to enter,
mi.d ii

Governor Washburn
will speak

the

bloody struggle:

Hon. Henry Wilson, of Massachusetts,
will speak as follows.
Farmington.Wednesday, August 26

Brunswick.Thursday,
Gorham.Friday,

study, and

democracy
disregard of

the Democrats of the South aud

their allies of the

25
26
27
28

44

few of the

a

hich the modern school of

which, by

...

Lewiston.Wednesday,
Brunswick.Tbujaday,

w

would do well to

Hon. Albert G. Jewett, of Belfast,
will speak as follows:
August .'0
Waterville .Monday,
v.4

fckowhcga.il.Tuesday.

authorized version of

inaugural, and below we give
the entire paragraph from which the foregoing
is garbled, enclosimr t»» omitted i>oriion in
careful intention of
brackets'; and
the Intelligent rHiaSMo the word* of wisdom

Jefferson’s first

tST" Galleries reserved for Ladies.

Urutid

an

seen

by the above, tlmt no
patriotism

stand Jefferson’s test of

of

Skowhegan,
gy Mr. Franklin Searle,
hud his unkle and cords of his heel badly cut
on Saturday last while at work with a mowing

family, and

whose friends

are

man

who.

like the Southern rebels and their Northern
apologists, resist the decisions of the majority,” or who are willing, as they have proved
themselves on

repealed occasions, to violate
the right of election by the people, [vide Lecomptouism in Kansas, for example,] who deny the right of the General Government t.o
maintain its constitutional vigor, and who, as
the leading modern democrats are now foreshadowing, arc prepared to destroy the public faitli by repudiation of the honest Indebt-

learn from the Farmer.

machine,as

military

gy We learn from the Bath Times that
the house of Mr. Bannister in that city was
entered on Saturday last and $2;55 in gold and

He has held

service.

the offices of

Adjutant

gy The Biddeford Journal well and truly
says we cannot, at the present time, fight reb-

register of the city and State offices
shows this fact. His salary as Mayor is paid
by the city and is Axed by a city ordinance.
He is furnished with a horse and carriage by
the city, the same as former Mayors have been,
nml he enjoys no extraordinary privilege in
tiiis regard.
The above fling at him in the midst of his
friends seems to have been gathered from a
correspondent of the New York Times, who,
report says, was employed in the Mayor's
office, but for some detected or strongly suspected malfeasance was kicked out of the
office by the Mayor, and lie lias taken this

Virginia better or more effectually than
by crushing the copperheads in our midst.
gy Hon. ScNuyler Colfax is very generally spoken of as the Union candidate for tire
Speakership of the next House of Representa-

els in

tives.

jy Gen. Sigei. has been relieved from bis
duties in Pennsylvania and his staff mustered
It is also rumored that alt the
out of service.
unemployed volunteer generals are to be mustered out immediately.
gy Tho new fast press being built by
Messrs, lloe A Co., New York, for our office,
we are assured will be completed inside of four
weeks. We hope then to be able more prompt-

method to salve hia wounded honor.
But the intended

in the above parais contained iu the “Query,” and was

graph

sting

ly

Hawes, of Waterville, who
drafted, but whose health will not
admit of hi* going into the ranks, proposes
to come as near it as he can by going out under the auspices of the Christian Commission.
jy- The first meeting of the Gorges Monument Association will be held at Fort Popham, Saturday, Aug. 20th, at 9 o’clock, A. M.,
to establish by-laws, appoint trustees, and take
such other measures as will secure the object
of the act of Incorporation.
Z]f~ Mayor Opdyke of New York, refuses
to sign the appropriation bill of *si,UOO,(X)0 for
drafted soldiers, without the insertion of a
section that no person shall be paid a penny

cordial

charges against the purest men, and those
always stood by it in the past. Tills

who have

fact shows that the controllers of that sheet

appreciative sense of patriotism; they

no

understand only the lowest and most mer-

can

cenary motives, and show plainly enough that
Government could readily secure their services if it would

only

pay the

price.

In relation to Gen. Shepley it may bo said
with truth, that against no man would such a
base imputation be more unjust. Ho is a gentleman of

until be has been mustered into the U. S.

the

army,

vice.

and

was

that

was

ample means, was, when he left for
occupying a high social position,
engaged in a professional practice
fortune in itself.

a

Geo. F. Shepley

lias been the man to
dollar.”

“almighty

the

worship

never

More than this:
Avarice is

weakness of Ids character. Few men
could lxi found in any community who would
not

a

I

the pay of"ireolonel! His advancement has
been because of his Htne»s for his new duties,

pleased to learn that the ciryy»
cumstances that led to the reduction of the
Waterville Mail have so changed that it will
soon

in its former dimensions.

appear

loyal portion

How the

of this country,
half of men in the

with over a million and a
battle field, can raise provision

enough to supenough to spare

its owd wants and have
feed the destitute of other nations, is the
wonder of the world.

ply
to

is

of vindication of honorable men who laid
their lives upon their country’s altar, taking

Notwithstanding

all the risks of such
a

an act, against the attacks
mendacious and unprincipled

malicious,

press.

Augusta, August 22,

1803.

Ksnt

week to be

dead, and

Mr. David Wills of

his agent, with
to the Governors of Maine,

Gettysburg

authority to apply
New Hampshire, Vermont, Kliodc Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota,
each of which States had soldiers engaged in
the battle, for their co-operation in carrying
out the project.
The plan proposed is that the State of Pennsylvania shall purchase the ground—about
twelve acres—on

the

linttle-lleld

the

near

present Gettysburg cemetery, and take the
title in fee, the ground to lie devoted in perthe

petuity

to

closed

by a

object.

The

ground to be enstone wall, and a keep-

well built

er's house to be erected on the lot at a cost of
about $2000. The grounds to be tastefully
luitl

nnH

nut.

iiHnrnpd

bery. A suitable
the ground at a

with

trpp«

monument to

nmi cht*nl>_

be creeled on

cost not exceeding $10,000.
The bodies of all soldiers who fell there to be

taken up from the battic-fleld and
the cemetery without unnecessary

designated by name, iu graves
small headstone with a number

that can be
marked

by

deposited in
delay; those

a

upon it. and the others in a common grave,
which shall be marked by some appropriate

stone; and

a

record to lie

kept

of the

the

number of

dwellings

The Oxford Democrat says Ephraim
Gilman, convicted of murder, was sentenced

at

appointed

city of Augusta
rapidly at the present time
during the last ten years.

erected the past year, many families arc wanting tenements who cannot obtain them.

Governor Curtin of Pennsylvania has proposed that a cemetery be established at Gettysburg for the burial of the Union soldiers killed
He has

more

than ever before

To the Editor of the I'reee:

in the recent battles there.

Banner says the

or The
growing

by Judge

Letter Irom the State Capital.

The

Mail is one of otirmost sprightly and welcome
exchanges, and the more ot it the better.

and not to secure his services to the government, for government had them fully and
heartily of his own free will. So much by way

of

ser-

We are

have less

pecuniary motive for changing his
position. He evidently left his practice for
the army at a large pecuniary sacrifice—a
practice worth $8,000 or $10,000 a year for

on

hanged by

to

the neck until he

was

The Lewi*ton Journal says: We notice that one of the drafted men from Iiatli
who was lately exempted by the Board of En-

rollment, nevertheless brought forward an ncccptiblc substitute yesterday, saying that he
thought every man ought to go himself or
furnish

a

belter man.

sr- The London Times has come out
strongly for Valiandigbain as a representative
of the principles of constitutional liberty. The
London Times would speak iu Haltering terms
of Satan himself if he could appear personally
in the position of any enemy to the restoration
of the authority of the government.

Luther Sanborn of

Parsonsfleld,

E. II. Banks

of Biddeford and E. H. Jewett of South Bernominated for Senators.

Albion

wick,
H. (iilejnf Alfred, for County Treasurer, Alfred Hull of Shapleigh, for County Commiswere

sioner.

ir- Frederick Douglass announces his determination to discontinue the publication of
his paper, and to serve his country by going
South to aid in the organization of colored
troops, who shall win for the millions in bon-

dage

the inestimable

blessings

of

liberty

and

country.

The

that ft! is as low as the Daily can possibly be
atlorded. It is the lowest priced paper in Xcw

to the

ordinary

to

“Your manufacturers

ing the general principle,” he lias not given
all its limitations.” One or those limitations
is distinctly set forth by him iu that memorable
letter of 1810, to Mr. Colvin, in which lie said:
The question whether circumstances do not sometime? occur which make it a duty in officers
high

jar-

Gen. Neal Dow, in

a

communication

Manchester, Eug., Examiner, says:—
ought to know that they
will get no large supply of cotton from this
country for some time to come, if ever again,
that they u.ay arrange their affairs accordingly. The slave system of this country is already completely overthrown by the reliellion
and the war, and for all industrial purposes is
dead.” He says what must be apparent to
everybody, that the planters will be poor,
without the

after the

capital

to

increase their business,

is over, and with prejudices that
will not allow them to give freed labor in the
blacks

a

war

fair trial.

If. therefore, lie adds, “the

culture is to be continued at all in tills
country after the suppression of the rebellion,
it will be, I think, by uew men who will succotton

ceed to the estates of the ruined cotton
planters, who will have neither the means, tiie inclination, nor the knowledge necessary to carry on the business with a kind of labor they
are unacquainted with, and which
they cannot
pay for a year in advance of the
It will

crop.

require
for

a

very long time, as any one can
new set of men with sufficient
a

see

capital,

to

take up the cotton lands and bring
up the culture of that article to its former extent. It is

indispensable, therefore, if the cotton manufacEngland on iu former
scale, that other resources of supply than this
country, should lie provided.”
ture is to be continued in

w-

The drafted men in Aroostook
county
ander present arrangements will have to
go to
for
B*u«or
examination, and of Washington
county to Belfast. Could not the

Examining

Boards or these districts save some time and
trouble for the men, and money for the
government, by assigning some time to be in some
central place in each of these distant and
sparoely populated counties, lor the purpose of

examining

these men.

times, and

as

lie has

said,

while

stat-

tru?t hi assume authorities beyond the law—is
easy
of solution in principle, but sometimes embarrassimiu practice. A strict obse rvance of the written law?"
Is doubtless one of the high duties of a
good
hut it is not the highest. The laws of
nicesiitu, of
self preservation, of earing our country when in
danger, ore of higher obligation. To lose our couna
adherence
to written law would
try by srupuluus
he to lose life itself, with liberty,
property, and all
those who are enjoying them with us; thus
absurdly
sacrificing the cud to the means.

citizen’

President Lincoln will never shrink from
the touchstone afforded by Mr. Jefferson’s
inaugural. He will be content to be tried by
the rules laid down by that great statesman.
With him he believes in “a wise and frugal
“government, which shall restrain men from
“injuring one another,” and which “shall leave
“them otherwise free to regulate their own

“pursuits

of

"shall not

industry and improvement, and
take from the mouth of labor the

"bread it has earned."

In

a

time of pro-

found peace Mr. Jefferson could say, and did
say, "If there be any among us who would
“wish to dissolve this Union, or to change its

“republican form, |Mr. Jefferson, be it remem“bered was called a Republican, Democrats
“being unknown] let them stand, undisturbed,
“as monuments of the safety with which error
“of opinion may be tolerated, where reason is
“left free to combat it;” but in time of insurrection and rebellion, when wicked men are
conspiriug to overthrow the Institutions of
freedom, Mr. Jefferson held to no kid glove or
milk and water
but to the

policy,

question,
whether an executive officer was justified'at
such times “iu
seizing notorious conspirators,”
he said "ther can be but tiro
opinions ; one of
“the guilty and their
accomplices, the other

"that of honest men."

the numbers on the stones.

the State.

The whole expense, which it is
stipulated shall not exceed $dT>,000,

expressly

be carried to

to

common

a

account

against

the

States above named, each State to be assessed
according to its population as indicated by the

representatives in Congress.
original outlay the ground is to

uumber of its
After the

be

kept iu order and the houses and fences in repair by the State of Pennsylvania. This plan
of Mr. Wills has been submitted to the various
Governors for their

approval

and

co-operation.
Helios.

A Missing Boat.—The Collector of Customs ut Gloucester

lector here that
last week
Essex

from

county,

Beverly;

nine

she had

ten

tons, witli
named “Una."

telegraphed to the Cola
sloop boat was taken
Manchester, a seaport in
a

no

miles

northeast

of

round stern, was ajiout
gaffs to her mainsail,

She
by Mr.
Bertram.
As four prisoners escaped from
Fort Warren, it is probable that two are still
at

was

owned

large.
It seems to

us that the officers in command
of Fort Warren should have sent at once by

telegraph a description of the prisoners who
escaped, their number, dress, &c., to each seaport town on our coast; but we suppose they
waited for orders from “headquarters.”
Atlantic Monthly.—The September No.
of this

popular work has been received from
publishers, Messrs. Ticknor «fc Fields, Boston, and contains a very interesting table of
contents. Coi. Higginson, of the 1st South
Carolina Volunteers, is among the contributhe

tors.

£2T“ Hon. Hiram Chapman, Land Agent, as
learn, from the Aroostook Pioneer,is on an
official tour through that county. The Pioneer says he gives evidence of being the right
man in the right place.
we

umns.

£#“The tiowell Advertiser says a private
letter received in that city from New Orleans,
under dale of Aug. 13, says; “There is to be a
change in this department. Gen. Hanks is to

commaud three army corps, and each corps is
have a Major General, Gen. Franklin commanding the 19th, Gen. Andrews the corps
de Afrique, and the 23d corps is on the way
here.”
to

ZB- The Aroostook Pioneer says that a son
of William Barker, of Maysville, aged about
19 years, was drowned in the Aroostook liver
his father's -residence, on Sunday morn-

near

ing, 24th ult., while bathing. lie got out of
his deoth, and was drowned before assistance
could be rendered him. His body was subsequently recovered.
Hon. John A. Gurley, Territorial Governor of Origonia, who died at his residence
Cincinnati, a few days since, was a native of
Connecticut and formerly editor of the Star
of tlie West," a Universalist paper published
at Cincinnati. He was elected to Congress iii
1858, and re-elected in 18(10, during which
term he earned the reputation of an able, fearman.

difficulty escaped

the north

breaker,

which threatened to swallow them, boat and
all. Getting outside the bar, they managed to
reach Salisbury beach, whence they hastened
the city to fulfill an engagement of the company, leaving the lioat in the surf. The next
day there were a few pieces of the boat in the
sand, and fifty dollars were required to settle
the bills.

George NB—N 1 Miller
Edinburg, (Br) Barrett, Fredericton NB—N

^•sch

McCutchins,

Sch D Hawes, (Br)
master.
Sch Rachel Vanaman,
Li York A Son.
Sch Leesburg, Blake,

*

authorities went out in search of them in a fa.-t
sailing yacht, ami had got on the track, when
they learned they had been captured half an
hour before by the Revenue cutter from Poit-

land. Everything depends iu such cases, upon

energetic and persevering action, just
prompt,
such as qlways characterizes and gives success
to the movements of our Collector.

Dr. Lyman of Calais, horsewhipped a
man ou the street, a few days
since, for misusing his horse. The verdict of the Justice
will probably be,
served him right.”
Skk

B Nick-

Fuller, Hamilton, N York—k

a
u lor*

BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, schs Good

22.

It
It
It
It

is insoluble in water or oil.
is a liquid, and as easily applied
will adhere oily substauces.
is

as

HILTON’S INSOLUBLE CEMENT »
Hilton Brothers. Proprietors,
Providence, K. 1.

Supplied in package*from 2

Sole Agents for New England.

feblT

Editor i»f the Prees
Dear Sir:—With your permission 1 wish to say
to the readers of vouf paper that I will send bv return mail to all who wish it, (free) a Recipe, with full
directions for making and using a simple Vegetable
Balm, that will effectually remove, in ten days. Pimples, Blotches. Tan. Freckles, and ail Impurities of
the Skin, leaving the same soft, clear, smooth and
beautiful.
1 will also mail Iroe to those having Bald Heads or
Bare Face*, simple directions and information, that
will enahle them to start a full growth ol Luxuriant
Hair, Whiskers, or a Moustache, in less thau 30 days.
All applications answered by return mail without

charge.

Hope, Phillipa,

Dolphin.

Otis. Golden Gate, and others.
FALL RIVER—Ar 29th. schs Cornelia, Hatch, fm
Elizabethport; Minuiola. Holt, ( alais.
BOSTON -Ar 21st. brig D O Castner, Hastings,
Philadelphia; schs .Sailie B, Robinson, and HarbinRyder, do; R U Shannon, Thompson, and Mary
‘atterson, Godfrey, do; George W Baldwin, Snow,
New York.
Cld 24th, ship Catharine. (Hr) Freeman, Picton NS;
sell Emblem. Sherlock. Wise asset.
Ar22d, brig? ('has Edwatd. >hute.
City;
Loraua. Wade. Elizabethport: schs Sarah. Holden,
and Shenandoah, Dunning. New York; M S Partridge, Hix. do; Hannie Westbrook. Littlejohn, do;
S F C hase, Cobb, do.
Cld 22 l, bark Laconia. Pierce, for Baltimore; schs
Zina, Bradbury, Machias; Thus Martin, Lyon. Gardiner. to load tor New York; Saxon,Snow, Bangor;
Morea. Kelley, Thomastou.
SALEM—Ar 21st, sch Commerce, Mullen, Elisa-

fer.

Respectfully year*,

THUS. F. CHAPMAN, Chemist,
No. 831 Broadway, New York.

aug3 3md&\v7

Jersey

A Beautiful Complexion, free from Tan, Pimples and Freckles, mar emailv h procured bv using
the "HALM OF A THOUSAXD *LO WF.RS.'' For
shaving it is unsurpassed a ugh
making a
a Hue lather.
It is
of palm-oil, honey and
other valuable articles, highly perfumod by its owu
ingredients, and when used for washing, night and
morning, renders the skin soft and white, and free
from blemish. Price50 cents. For sale by II. ii.
I1AY. Agent for Maine, and all druggists,
mug 12 deodfcoowSin*

drop

—

composed

Calais.

PROVIDENT E—Ar 21st, sch Xulma, Lamson.from
Calais.
Sid 21st. sch Van Bureu Wall, N York, nr Calais.
1IOI.ME.S S HOLE—Ar 21st. brig C Boxers. Yeaton. New York for Portsmouth; schs Glide, Lewis,
Albany for Boston; Comet, llodgdon. New York for
do; Dolphin. Bunker, do for Portland; Otis, Ames,
do for Edgartowu ; Golden Gate. Weeks, do fbr Boston ; Exeter. Snow, Bath for Baltimore: S A Appleton. Saulsburv, fin Calais fbr Stonington ; Spokane,
Lopaus. Calais for New Haven.
Sid 21st, schs Kossuth, Ella, Comet. 8 A Appleton,

dly

bothport.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th. schs Java. Wilson. Cutler for Bostou, leaky; 9th, B Franklin, Bray, Bel last
for do.

NEWBURYPOKT—Sid 20th, sch Otranto.-. fbr

THE MUSTEK AT PORTER

Ellsworth.
Ar 21st, sch Wm G

ia TO BE roBTPOXED
on account

aug20

of

not

MT" CARDS and
at this office.
call

being able to obtain guns.

BILL HEADS

neatly printe
tl

II you are in want of any kind of PRINTING
at the Dally Press Office.
tf

Due. LOCKF. k KIMBALL,
Middli-Street.fortlanu Me.

Dentists, No.11
augl6—ly

BROKERS' BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Aug 22, 1862.
• 12.500 American Gold.125
7.SH).do.Ys4i
5.000 .do.125
3.700 .do.124 j
Sale

of

Eagle Wing. Kelley, aud Aramada. Jeffiey,
disg: Emily A llall. Hall, and Sarah Freeman, Aus-

cension

Loan.106]
(Aug).124J

United States 7 3-loths
United States Coupons,
U. S. Five-Twenties] .100
(By Jos. L. llenshaw.]
Maine State Sixes (1*80).1081

tin, disengaged; Rachel, for sale; Montebello, Henderson, laid up.
At Leghorn 23d ult, ships Gulf Stream. Bartlett,
for Now York; Evening Star. Robinson, for do. disg.
At Montevideo June 27. ships K H Tucker. Clark,
from Grimsby. E; Minnesota, Deshon. do; William
Cummings, Willar. for San Fraucisco; Alba. Stacey,
for New York next day; bark Anna E Sherwood,
Thompson, from Portland, disg.
At Belize, Houd. 1st inst, bark Jas Wolsh, Bates,

Baugor City Sixes (1874).106J
HARRIED.

In Bridgton, Aug. 1, Ransom G. Stetcns, of B.,
and Miss Fannie E. Wilson, of Sweden.
At Cardiff. Wales, July 8, Capt. W. G. Allen, of
ship J Baker, and Miss Lucy, daughter of Win. MeLoon, Esq., of Rockland.

DIEP.
1

In this city, Aug. 22. at the residence of Mr. A. F.
Gerrish, Mrs. Sarah J. March, aged 84 years5 moa.,
widow of Col. James March, formerly of Gorham.
!• uneral from the residence of Mr Chas. Kobie,
in Gorham, on Tuesday, at 3 P. M.
In this city, of dysentary. Wm. Alexander, infant
ion of Alfred and Amelia Robertson, aged 9 mouths
and 29 days. [New Brunswick paper* please copy.]
C&~Fuuerai on Tuesday afternoou at 21 o’clock, at
19

Kadic, Thurlow, Portland.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Shanghae June 6, ships Cromwell, Crocker, for
Maulmain; Kuthven, Williams, for Singapore; J U
Tyler. Cooper, for Hong Kong.
At Foochow June 2d, bark Ellen, Mather, (from
Shanghae, ar May 27th) for East Coast.
At Swatow May 28. barks Valeria. Dawes, fm New
Chwang. ar 13th. for Shanghae; T G Bouker.Cooper.
from Cnefoo. ar27th, one; Wild Gazelle. Humphrey,
forShaughao; Lillie, Knowes, for Chefoo; Moncka,
Mayo, aud Oriental. Carroll, unc.
Sailed tm Woosung June 4th, ship Monsoon, Loring, for Hong Kong.
Sailed from Calcutta 6th nit. ship Elia, Nickerson,
Bombay.
Sailed from Antwerp 6th inst, ship Kate Dyer,
Dyer, for Cardiff
At London 1st inst, ships Augusta Norwood. Higgins. for Singapore; Hamlin, Wheelwright, for As-

dlw*

for New York llth.
At Lingan CB 9th inst, soli Rescue, Kelley, fbr New
York about 19th.
Ar at St John NR 17th inst. sch Julia, Andersoa,
Portland; Honest Abe,Strong, Ellsworth: 16th. ship
Lottie Warren, Holmes, Boston; 18th, Banner, Evans. Hath.
('Id 17th, ship Western Empire, MoLanghlin, for
London.

SPOKEN.
July 21. Iat 8 19 S, Ion 33 W. bark City of Bangor,
Edgorhr. from Bangor for Callao.
July 27. Iat 41 36. Ion *>i 32, ship Atmosphere, from

New York for Liverpool.
July 26, lat 9 16 X, Ion 41 42. ship Bosphorus. Pendleton, from Bombay for St Thomas.

rWWBIUTI.

In this city.
23, Grace Ella, infant daughter
of Sam’I li. and Emilinc Go well, aged 1 vear 8 roo*.
street,
pgr*Funeral at their residence, No 17
Relatives and friends are Invited.
on Tuesday.
In Cat»e* Elizabeth. Aug. 23. of cholera infantum,
Albert Henry, vouugeet son of William aud Julia A.
Atwood, aged 10 months.
OTKu neral this (Monday) afternoon, at 3 o'clock.
Relative* and friends are iuvited.
In Scarboro. July 21, Mr. Joseph Larrabee, aged
75 years 5 months.
In 8t John NB. Aug. 17, after a lingering illness,
Mrs. Mary, wife ot Dunbar Douglas Stewart, Esq.,

Aug.

llyrtlo

aged —.
In Mt Vernon, Aug. 16, Walker Francis, aged 14
months; 18th. Kendrick, aged C years—children of
Moses $. and Harriet A. Mayhew.

advertisements!
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Executive Committee of the Memorial Cele-

brat ion
11HK
inemoiation of the

Colony

announce to the public that the coraSettlement of the First English
the shores of New Euglaud. it being the

ou

256th ANNIVERSARY

IMPORTS.

Sydney CB. Sch Valetta—201 tons coal, to J L
Farmer.
Noel NS. Sch Royal Tar—60 cords wood, master.

of that event, will take place oti the Peninsula of
Sahino, near Fort Poplunn, at tho mouth of the Kennebec River, ou

Saturday, August 29th, A. D. 1863.

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
STEAMER

FOR

FROM

SAILS

Sidon.Liverpool.New York. .Aug 11
Groat Eastern.Liverpool.New York.. Aug 12
City ol Baltimore..Liverpool.New York. ..Aug 12
New York...Aug 12
13
North American.. Liverpool
Persia ..Liverpool.New York. Aug 15
York.
21
Aug
City of Limorick.. Liverpool.New
Africa.Liverpool-Boston.Aug 22
Hibernia.Galway-Boston.Aug 22
City of New York Liverpool.New York. Aug 33
Scotia.Liverpool.New York.. .Aug 29
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Sept 5

Bavariu.Southampton
....micbec.Aug

Early morning trains, of w hich due notice will be
given, will run lrom Augusta. Lewiston and Portlaud, to Bath, and return the same evening, of half
fart.
From Bath passengers will be transported in
Steamboats to tort Puritan*, down and up.
The Steamer EASTERN QL'EKN will run from
Gardiner, taking passengers at Richmond and Bath,
in season tor the celebration, and return the same
evening.
One or more Steamers will run from Portland to
Sabino. leaving Portland in the morning aud returning iu the evening. Due notice of tlie time of tho
sailing of the Steamers will hereafter be given.
AT NINE O’CLOCK, A. M.,

TO DEPART.

China.New York

Liverpool.Aug26

York Liverpool.Aug
York.. Liverpool.Aug
Roanoke.New York. Havana. Aug
Bremen.New York Bremen.Aug

Virginia.New
City of Washing’n-New

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
City of Baltimore. New York. Liverpool.Sept
G real Eastern.New York Liverpool.Sept

26
29
29
29
2
6
5
5

Teutonia.. .New York.. Hamburg.Sept
Persia.New York .Liverpool.Sept 9
Corsica.New York Nassau NP
Sept 12
Tubal Cain.New York. Bermuda.Sept 12

Africa.Boston.Liverpool.Sept 13
Scotia.New York. Liverpool.Sept 23

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamers,carrying Mails for Aspinwali, Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, aud 21st of each

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Monday*.Awgwal 24*
6.48
Sun rises.6.13 I High water, (p m)
Sun sets.8.48 | Length of days.13.32
...

the

Monument Association

place, within the enclosure of the Fort
Opportunity for exploring the localities of the
place, and for Refreshments, will be had in the early
part of the dav.
The Memorial Celebration will take place in front
will take

of tho

OCEAN

by

circulatiou.

PORT

OF

NEWS:

PORTLAND.

Saturday..August 29*
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston. Knight, Boston.
Bark Sebra Crocker. Segur. Sydney CB.
Brig BenJ Carver, Perry, Philadelphia.
Sch Welcome Home. (Br) Hatfield. Hillsboro NB.
Sch Windsor, (Br^ Barberick, Hillsboro NB.

pronounced by

Hon. GEORGE FOLSOM,
a Son of Maine, the OtiAToa

of New York City,

M AH1 X E

HOUSE,

if the weather is propitious; if otherwise, under the
large Stone Shed.
A Signal Gun will be fired, and at precise!v ONE
of tlie clock P. M., the Assembly will be called to
the Chairman of the Executive Committee,
order
who will announce the proceedings of the occasion,
aud introduce the President of the Day, After his
proceed in accordance with
speech the servicesofwill
which priuted slips will be in
tne Programme,
The Address will be
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McKay Maria L
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Mulieu Koseauia
Murch Sarah J
Ma; berry Sarah L mrs

Merrill D L mrs
Keiss A M mrs
Ultnstead Kate M
UH ounell Elizabeth B
Oh>ra W ilium mrs
liere Abby
Parlous Alice V
Pvuneii Eliza mrs
Patteu Juba £ mrs
Philip init, federal si
Pliilbrook Eliuda b mrs
Parker Sarah mrs
Treble b A
Procter T mrs
l<ic hards Annie E mra
Eobinsou E £
Ktce Jeauis mra
Koach James H mra
Koes Lucinda mra
Kcade Mary M
Small A A
Small Abby 8 mrs

m

mr*

mr*

mra
mra

lira

tarrell Klicu
f nllcr Maria A
t la** Mar, M mr*

Creeuuu*h
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MI,

Mului* Mary A mn
Mar/un-t M

mrs

(handler
fuller
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GENTLEMEN'S LIST.
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ao* t eonard r U

botfa His. of ltebellioa I iaotu t
reneiaco, for hie
Allyh lleury—2
hoi in* Johu M
brown A M
Butler Alfore
Bibber Alonzo
Brown ft Crocker—2
Bartlett ft Wiiliam# naati
bangs C has t-'l
Barrett Chas U
Bailey (' B Her
Bunker Ltevid
Baida in D I*
Enoch, for mra X
Emeis< u
Bailey Frank rapt, for
mis* llelcu Bailey
beck with (, E. d tug fiat
Jlarrcll t.eo ft
Biake Henry M Rw for
Kev lleury b Blake
Barker Henry
Blm Johu
bovard John
Bladen Joseph, for mlaa
Bellr Little tie Id
Bradbury M H
Blaucbard O A
Baker Kichard W
Beal K A
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A ii

boyd
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-ippincott Oliver
-agree Peter
4»Wal Hot
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Cape K
Mitchell Cjrna
Melinite 1 has
Meter* v Chas A, Cape E
Mom Darid.ol Mouireal 1

Murray

David K
Mason D W
Mitchell D L
Monattort tliaa
Merrill Edward M
Mckeuncy r W
Matthew* oeo T
Morse ki«UX
Meuiain il
McArthur Jamea
Mason John Gray
Mahoney Jamea A
McArthur John
Meguire Jam**, for miaa

Mary Meguire

Miuott John W
Martin Jamea, sure of
Mall

aur

McGregor J. shipper
Moore Joua'n, to the ad*
miuiatratrix in the estate

Morrison John
Morrill iuaea
Moore Lemuel B
Merrill >>eleon A
Met obb Wa, for
Hattie knight
McMullen Wa
Merrill Wm U
McCulloch W r

C ole H W
Crowell II r
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othy Dwire
gaiunel Charles
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Donohne Thomas
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Co 1 list Me Vols
Laar Jewett
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Stereos Edwards
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Freeman Geo 8
Staples F A
Fogg John H. Id lient in- Star bird Hoary H
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Stary J K
De Fouteuy PI Gaskin
Sylvester Joaeph
Glidden Freeman P—1
Sullivan John P
Stevens John C
Gray John
♦
Gilman J I
Smith Jehu
Gullina L
Stereos J Stillman
Geud K 8—Cape E
Slier Idas Patrick P
Graham Robert
Sherry Peter
Gtrrish Win
Skillings Simeon
Strout Stuart A-I
Harmon Albion K
Amuu*
Stimpton W U
Humphrey
iiuuett Wm capt, forbeo
Harris Clias G
H Bennett
W
G
Hillyer
Uasoltou Henry H
Stacy Wm
Hunt Israel, tor l rban L rowiucud Chas H
Irtuk Cyrus
Hitchcock
Uanua 1 K, trustee No 8 rwitchell F.dmon.for Cbaa
W S Urove
Bastard
Hall Joshua G
rhompsnn t,eo
tucker Harden
Hutchinson J U
rhotapaou James, mr miss
Hey don Jr L
Mam C I hsmpaon
Howard Thomas
tanner Juka E Her
Haskell John
—

Jordan Arthur D
toby Peter
Johns on David 11
toby Hubert
iVh *eler A A
Jackson G M capt
Welch Albert
Johnson James W
Jonston J, for mrt Gravis Whituey B F
Webstar Darld X
C Leavitt
Wood David S
Jordan L M
Chile F.corpT oo B 3d Ma
Z
D
or
L
D
ace
Joy
Call Francis
Jones Levi L
Cbitney tieo A
Jewels Loren
Caldron Howard D
Jenks Norman F
Chile Joeiah
P
Daniel
Knights
Vooila John
Kit ly Patt
Cells Samuel Hon, X C
I,ibbv A Jackson
Vsllnce l imutby S- 1
Lamb C H
Cebb W II
Uacb Edmon
Jr Wm
Fatts
Lovell Elisha
Cbitten Wm X

Legrow Elia*

still

Fowler, MfBMj Carver
l
Beiij n I Jouee, »eb balleuge
Chaa B Aruold. .learner Clydo
Doaglaaa
Iirover lieo. brig
Ameriah h. Hall. Mb Eareulanoo*
liufu* W

I rmirl N l*ray,

brig

1 rwsloui*

Forsyth Meigs, midshipman C 8 rhip Marlon
Caul C W Jordan, ach May Flower
Dai is. ship Nietranx
"
Edw smith.
Henrv Burch, l 8 ship Si Lawrence
M Beaver, yacht Wreath. Peak's Island
A. T. DOLE. Poatmaater.
s

..

organization of tho

Gorges

uoy

Lynch Mary
Lamport tars

Couucr* Mato uvr*
Corbett Maria mrs
Chase Mary K
Bwiter t arrie E mrs
Pagan El leu
Bowus Ccorgeanna II

MYSTIC. CT.~Ar 2othw schs Jane, Haskell, and

Joseph I.angler. Langley,

i.i

Cagella Martha J

R«**olute. from Ponce

to 100

lb*., by
CHAS. RICHARDSON k CO.,
61 Broad Street, Boston,
ox.

extra

U

Chase Jenny mrs
Chamber* John mrs

ships Wm Wirt, Jackson. Lisbon; Joseph
Gilchrist, Levensalier, St John NB; bark Kilitigwood. KUingwood, Cow Bay CB; brig M Dutch.
Dix, Boston; schs Roanoke, Smith, East port; Ada
Ames, Kendall, aud II C Boynton, Herrick, Boston;
F^agla, Hall, do; L W Dyer, Sumner, Wareham; Sarah, Conary. Providence
l By tel.] Ar23d. ships I >r< ad naught, fin Liverpool;
BortJ Adams, tin do; Seth Spague. fm New Orleans:
barks liogua, fm Foochow; Vulcan, Bermuda; brig

paste.

L'aH.iw

Beau U (j mrs
Brook* No lie
Bennett Lixzis
Brown J l mis
Burkley Bell
Boyd John X mrs
Bradbury Lydia A mrs
Brier l^ucy S
Buizeil Mary Jana
Beil Margaret iur*
Booth by rutnam A mrs
Brown Abu mr*—2
Bate bolder A A mrs
Bell Sarah
Cutter Hannah inrs
Chapmau Hannah mrs

Havana.
Cld 21st,

leakage of Coal Oil.

an

.vnwl‘vre
Itere-aner

Berg or Berry Albert W Libby
mra

gor; Billow, Spear, Rockland.
Ar21st, ship Chace. Edwards, Montevideo; brigs
Emily Fisher, Staples, from Palermo; Emma. Morse,

It willeffectuallystopthe

willtind it invaluable!

Alls...

At Delaware Breakwater 18th,Brigs Loch Lomond,
and Sarah Elizabeth; schs J CCurtis, Martha Roger*,
C II Bliss. Georgia, G W Carpeuter, Edwin Reed,
Ossuna. and others.
NEW YORK— Ar2<>th. schs W Stevuus.Fosa, Ban-

use.

to

ksactbd. That liett ot
“••»> peetoffieeia any
»
newspaper shall be
be published once
only in the

jtoxk
K,r

Aluutt Lucrefcia
A liken Mary

Boston; Lejok. Whitmore. Rockuort.

all articles of household

IT ru

or

Watts, Thomaston. to load for Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th. bark Olestia,Howes.
Genoa.
Ar 20th. brig Goo Amos, Nickels. Boston; chs II M
Mayo, Ward. St John NB; Fairdealer.Cox, Bangor;
Mountain Avenue, Kelley, and K Knight, Eudicott,
Boston: Matanzas. Blake. Bridgeport.
Cld ami. bark Emblem, Baker, notion;
ong ueo
Ainos, Nickels, do.
Matanzas
;
brig Jas
Cld 20th, bark Linda. Hewitt,
Davis Clough, for Stockton; !*ch* N Clifford. Shute,
and
Susan
Strout,
Sba
Moore,
Gull. Rogers,
Bangor;

Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,

for, please say

demur) of said office.—lasers if the United statu.
I .A DIES' LIST.

Ar 20th, schs I Morse, Bradford, St George, Me; E
Nickerson, Nickerson, Boston.
Cld 20th. schs Active. Sherman, and Isabel Blake,
Freeman. Boston.
NEWCASTLE. DEL—Ar 19th. brig lleury Means.

Furniture, Crockery

called

rf.dv.wv

ner.

DISCOVERY.—An adhosivepreparation
STICK
Patches and Linings to Roots and Shoes sufficient*

are

olteuer.
JhalTh^veV'‘0
theT
U‘,U'^ »«**/•
largest circulation
within the range oi

Bangor; E Paine. Adams. Washington.
Ar90th, brig Maria Wheeler, Wbnnler, Bath: schs
Lookout, Foster, Portland ; Richmond, Dill, Gardi-

NOTICES.

tow

ur.n'tvi

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 19th [by tel; ships Stan*
do.
Stripes. Cleaves, l'uget Sound; C EReed,
II Adams. HinkGEORGETOWN—Ar 10th, sch
lev. Washington.

GREAT

Toys, and

mv

StGeoraeNR—
*

Sch Bellona. (of St John NB) Adams, with lumtxw
for Boston, weut ashore at Cutler 10th inst, and was
abandoned. She was subsequently boarded by C T
Thurlow. who succeeded in getting her off and towed
her iuto Cutler harbor.

iu auother column picking Sambuc
(jrapes, for Speer’§ Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals,and by the first families in Paris
London stud New York, iu preference to old Port
Wine. It iu worth a trial,asit gives great satislac
tiou.
dec22dly

i/ airuug wuuoui suicuing;
That will effectually mend
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Vanaman, Philadelphia—K
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ARRIVED.
Sch Valeria. Lord, Sydney CB.
Sch Royal Tar, (Br) O'Brien. Noel NS,
Sch Eagle. Marehant, Hancock for Boston.

rortiauu Poat Office Aug.

,,M*e letltrs
advertised.
they are "j

advertleed are subject
-i££IA
charge otrIct,ers
cent.
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Messrs. Oakes & Doane. arc building at Brewer an
A1 ship of about 000 tons, to be launched in about
four weeks, and to be commanded by ( apt Bartlett
is building a
ot Orrington. JT
shin of
about 1000 tons, and W S Wilson is building a sch of
about 300 tons, to have a clear deck tor the purspose
other
timber.
and
of carrying masts,

the same, weut
suspecting they
quietly to Portsmouth and informed the authorities. On Thursday morning, the city
were

iu the
REMAINING
24, uncalled for.

J

Philadelphia—Moses

erson.

Sch Harriet
It Sou.

LIST OF LETTERS

I'arsboroNS—

ren, and

on

Tuesday two members of “Rumsey’s Minstrels”

to

McCullough,

Capt Willard, of idiot boat Nettle, reports 21*t off
Cape Elizabeth, spoke sch Maggie Bell, from Philadelphia for Bangor.

month.

N’ewburyport Herald says that

hired a boat for a sail on the river. As the
wind was light and the tide run out, they were
soon drifting
through the mouth of the river,
and with

Sch Automaton, (Br)
natter.
Soli Ccresco. Smith, St

Boston Journal in the afternoon of the escape of pirates from Fort War-

leiy-ncd by the

__

The

i

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

CLEARED.
,’0">mac’ sh‘rwood. New
York-Emery
FMn*r
C“tUll‘”’ ,,un"in?. 1'hiladelphia—R U York

Suuriay.Amimmt

The Portsmouth Chronicle says the
man at Hampton on whom the
escaped pirates
called and obtained clothing and provisions,

England, considering the amount of reading
matter and other information given in its col-

less and honest

k

and McClernund.

At the Y'ork County Union Convention held in Alfred on Saturday, 15th inst.,

dead of eacli Suite, where known, to l»e buried
by themselves in the particular lot set apart

by

Berry

Dickson. (Br) Maratcrs. Hillsboro NB.
Achorn. Now York.
Hudson, Olivor, Phipsburg.

Sch Thos

5°^
Sch

be confined in the State Prison

hard lalior for oue year l>efore the sentence
should he carried into effect.

edness of the nation. Mr. Jefferson intended
his
essential principles of government” for

indicated

the list tile names of three at least not thus
be, viz: Geuerals Hunter,

marked who should

Friday afternoon of last

Our frieml who has written us in relation to the terms of our paper, is informed

names

members of the democratic party at the
opening of Hie war with a star. We notice in

were

Kcv. Mr.

has been

the government, but he is accused
support
of corruption, and the Argus is ready to prefer

have

“the President and his constitutional advisers.” It also marks the names of those who

digharn.

to

such

The May number of the Army and
Navy Gazette contained an article entitled
“Voice of the Army,” which gave a list of
Generals, all of whom, says the article in
question, “have expressed their utter detestation of Copperheadisrn, their desire to sec
“the curse of slaeery eradicated, and their intention to fully and unconditionally sustain

that will

subscribers,

......

of the government, and of his present views
upon tha policy to he pursued. No man of
a

our

about the intended Invasion of Canada by the
Northern troop* from Clement L. Vallnn-

of money out of bis position as Military Governor, anil that this is the secret ol his defence

give

to meet

the demands of

Toronto (Canada) Globe says that
■y The
rr>t
I'\? A
rr#,f
)>ia Inr.mm.tiA.

intended for Geii.SllEFLET.and is a contemptible intimation that be is making a large sum

Democratic antecedents can

we

silver stolen therefrom.

An official

creed, as drawn up by him,”
something which, when compared with its

Of

from New Orleans.

the Union” are

save

General and Secretary of
State, hut holds neither of them now, nor has
he held them since Ailing the office of Mayor.

“the Democratic

tract

Sunday.
gyLicut. Col. Murry, of the Maine 15th,
arrived at Easlport on Tuesday last, direct

numerous.

Assistant

j

gy Joseph S. Hubbard, Professor of Mathematics in the U. S. Navy, died at New Haven

All the money he receives from
the United States is his pay as Captain in the

article

Tuesday

gy Rev. Dr. W. H.Channingtook passage
in the last steamer from New York for Europe, where his family is now sojourning.

sneered at, is Mr. James F. Milof N. J. Miller, Esq., of this city—a

sou

the first

presses.

Argus
morning. The Mayor of New Orwhom the above refers, and whose

to

in

September.
gy Charles H. Robinson, of Bath, lias obt lined a patent for improved hay and cotton
on

on

of excellent

man

suppose, when Jefferson's first inaugural is
found in ulmost every school district in the

AGUE.

Bath,

meanly

so

actually said, palmed off, not ns “the
principles of our government,” ns
Jefferson himself expressed it, hut as “the
nf

as

Governor of a State!

“sacrifice* endured” “to

essential
Mr.

New
aie said t«» be the items
niaor of New Orleans:
of

gy On the last page—Miscellany.'
zr- The U. S. District Court meets in

The abovo morceau is cut from the

Jefferson

nroi.il

Military Mayor

tiie

|y*~ On the first page—Letter from the
Army of the Potomac; Stops and Marks, No. 0.

ol' Saturday

Who would expect, from suelt tt preface, to
find a garbled, emasculated extract Irom what

bam.

<

Military

of the

following

For County Treasurers,

of

Captain in U. S. army, #1,900; salary as Assistant Adjutant General of State. *2,754: salary as Secretary of
State, $2,000; salary as Adjutant to 60 days’ volun
teers, #2,000; salary lor carriage hire, $2,400. Total,
#15,354.
Qture.—If the mayor of a city bleeds thus freely for
his country, how intolerable must be the sufferings

laid down the
political maxims us the
creed id' our political faith, and the touchstone by
which to try the services or those wo trust. * * *
It enables us to discover departures iVom the true
course, and with the chart before us, to return to it.
Jefferson was the founder of the Democratic creed—
the study of it now os drawn ujj by him will not he
amiss, ft reads thus

Cumberland ...THOMAS II. MEAD. Brldgtoa.
Penobscot.A MII HOSE ( FLINT.

Portland citizens at

our

salary of the military
Salary as mayor, per annum,^6,000; salary

We have

The

of

of the

opens with this sentence:
Mr. Jefferson, in his first inaugural address,

York.ALFRED HULL. Sliapleiylt.
Knox.ZEN AS COOK, tn. of Friendship.

.1 mlzc of Prob.tr,
JOHN A. WATK1IMAN,

Political Faith.”

our

by one

Orleans.—The following

in

freed of

CAIU. ILL. New Castle.

AenntUcC.UA.Aibi.

“Salary

SELECTED.

AND

be a

Orleans:

New

In the

For County Commissioners,
Cumberland. ...(’HAS. HUMPHREY. Yarmouth.
Pen,X,scot.LORE ALFORD. Oldlnwn.
Kennebec.NATHAN1EL CHASE,Sidney.
Oxford .c. c. CUSHMAN, Hebron.
Lincoln .I

sacrifices endured

point:
Argus Saturday morning was a leader
evidently prepared not without much care ami
labor, entitled "Ji ffirmn's Touclixtunc. The
a case

ORIGINAL

Patriot!—TIiom officers
who have been transferred by the Administration
from their legitimate held of duty to marshal the
cohorts of abolitionism up to the polls in Maine, have
much to say iu praise of their efforts and sacrifices
to save the Union. Wc give below a specimen of

of

-_----—

UNION

Who would koT

Remains.
Next to overt acts of treason we can think

MAIN*

Idling.

A Mean but Characteristic

Sacrilegious Dismemberment of Jeflerson’s

THE DAILY PRESS.

Chi

LOftf.

STRAYED

from the

owner on

Wednendny

a
Auc. 11th. between the boon of 10 and fl,
and two
small lap do#: to white with brown earn
a
lion;
like
spots of brown on hia back; to sheared
the
with a red and black collar, and anawer* to
or
of rorko. Whoever will return aaid do*o# *»»•
formation where he may be found will
word may be left at this oitee ar Mhon*
9 It ram hall street.

warded?

select School—No. <8 Hl«h Street.
E Fall Term of the above School fh» Tonnj

til

Ladle* aud

Mtaaea. will comnseoee

on

Monday,

Hah St.
of

the Day.
Alter the services of the Memorial Celebration are
concluded, opportunity will be afforded for brief addresses flrom eminent gentlemen present, from different sections of the couutry.
The Committee deem it proper to say. that they
have made no provision for Refreshments, lutimntlous, however, are given that these may he obtained ou the grounds.
By order of the Executive Committee.
B. C. BAILEY. Chuirman
Bath. Aug. 22.1868.
ty Courier pleat, copr.

For the !*■*»■
-ccmmi'a

r,.. .teamer TV HO will leave Bailwharf, foot of Sint* atreet. lor

vsMa£a&5±»«

.■wStJRS.’WK
5SSWTS.
the last trip np.
at Peak’. Island
on

Fare Down and Back 90 coat*.
Tickets sold at the »®«> ol the Capo F-liiabeth
Ferry, and on board of the boat,
tugll dlw

ABOUT

MATTERS

TOWN,

u. S. Commissioner’* Court.
BEFORE WM. U. CLIFFORD, ESQ,
Saturday—William D. Stevens of this city

brought before the Commissioner, charged
with purchasing a U. S. uniform coat from
He pleaded not guilty,
Edward Harlowe.
was

waived

an

examination, and was ordered lo
sum of $.300 for his appearance

Negro Soldiers in the Revolutionary
War.—In the Revolutionary War, a company
from

Windham, commanded by CnpL RichMayberry, contained in its ranks, six negroes. They were slaves, but they entered
the ranks, and were treated tlic same as the
ard

whites—no dill'ereucc
of

color,

G. E. B. Jackson, Ass’t U. S. District Attorney, for the government.

defendant;

Municipal Court—Aug. 22.
Catharine O'Conner was brought up for assault and battery ou her husband Dennis. In
consequence of the illness of an important

witness,

Thursday

the case was continued to

S. L. Carleton appealed for the prosecution, and Irving W. Parker for the defense.
Joseph S. Pearson was brought before court
for assault and battery on Greenleaf Sawyer.
Sawyer was not able to *pi>ear and it was contended by his counsel, Mr. Williams, that he
On the other hand
was in a dangerous state.
it was represented by Mr. Carleton, counsel
next.

for defendant, that the injuries were but slight.
In order to determine upon the amount of

bail, the couit ordered Dr. Tukesbury to be
Sawyer, and re|>ort upon
the matter. His report was, that it was an
even chance with him to recover.
Pearson
summoned to visit

then admitted to bail in the sum of $1,200, and the case was continued to next Satwas

urday.
ZW~ Theodore D. Weld, of Mass., lectured
yesterday afternoon and evening in Mechanics
Hall. The subject of the afternoon’s lecture
was the Cost of Heforin—that of the
evening
lecture, The Higher Law. We have heard
many lectures in that beautiful hall, but we
confess we never have heard any more tersely
Alld

til'llIIV

written

Mild

i>«riiPKllv

innro

eloquently delirered than these. The flushing eyes, the trembling fingers and the quivering lips, showed that the speaker was all
alive with his subject We have not space to
give even an outline of these lectures. No
report can do them justice unless the same
words are used which he employed to convey
bis ideas. It was word-painting of the highest
order, and his style a model for ail lecturers.
and

We wish these lectures would be delivered in
the New City Hall, for we are quite sure that

spacious

room would be crowded.
Perhaps
the M. L. Association may take the hint and

engage this

gentleman

to

lecture the coming

season.

A

in behalf of the United
States Christian Commission was held at State
Street Church last evening. The house was
crowded.

meeting

Uev. S. II.

Merrill, who, for two

months past, has been pursuing his labor of
love among the soldiers in the field, tent, hospitals and forts, delivered an address aboundin

ing

interesting incidenU and facts that came
knowledge. He was followed by
Kev. E. W. Webb, of Shawimit Church, Boston, and Rev. Dr.Chlckering, of this city, who
under his

made some remarks upon the worthiness of
the object. At the conclusion of the addresses, a National Hymn, written by Rev. Thos.

H. Stockton, was sung with great effect, to
the tune of “Star Spangled Banner.” A collection of rising $125 was taken
up for the benefit of the Commission.

CyRfMSKv'a Ministbels had a very full
bouse Saturday evening,
notwithstanding that
evening is proverbially the poorest one in the
week for any entertainment.
Such a large
audience was an acknowledgement of the
supei ior talents of this troupe, and the performances were received with shouts of applause. Pierce, me Done plajci, is a gtm*.
He understands hi«

usual, executed his ballads
was highly applauded.
Taken

Smith,
quire Blaney.
l’eter

as a

whole,

we

think this company cannot he excelled. This
evening is positively their last nppearauce in
our city for the present, as to-morrow and

Wednesday evenings they appear in Lewiston,
and on Thursday, go to the Provinces.
National Hotel, New Tobk.—We
ceived a call

Saturday

from Mr. II. A.

re-

Chase,

Jr., who

is connected with Mr. Rumsey in the
management of the troupe of minstrels, and
who is also connected with his father, H. A.

Chase, Senior, in the proprietorship of the
National Hotel, No. 3, 5 and 7 Courtland St,,
New York.

This hotel is conducted upon the
most liberal scale, and is in such proximity to
the business portion of that city, that our
merchants will find it for their convenience to
atop there. The charges are low, and accommodations and spread of the table
any of the hotels in the city.

are

equal

to

Patriotic.—Among the drafted men in this
city was Mr. Joel W. Merrill, a driver for the
British and North American Express Co.—
Mr. Merrill could very easily have been ex-

empted, being

over the age required, and in
fact had gone to the expense of gett'ng his
papers all ready for that purpose. .Jut lie
changed his mind, and instead of presenting

his

exemption

papers to the Enrolling Board,
marched up with a good substitute, who
was examined and passed.
All honor to Mr.
Merrill for his patriotic conduct. Let others

do like wise.

stole about $70 and cleared out.
Mr. Southard was in the city last week, and left a description of the girl at the office of the

city
Thursday, officers Riley and Iluinarrested the girl, and she will he taken to

Marshal.

Richmond for examination.
cr- The yacht Sparkle, which was scut out
by Collector Jewett, to search for the escaped
prisoners trom Fort Warren, returned to this
port on Saturday night. The yacht made for

Seguin,

for the purpose of

intercepting

the

runaways, should they attempt to pass to tiie

eastward.

Saturday morning they run

up to

Harpswell, where they learned of the capture
inado by the Cutter Dobbin.
Capt. Senter,
who commanded the
yacht, then concluded to
return to port.
C3T* Capt. Nichols, of brig R. s. Hassell, on
his passage from Sagua, to this port,
picked
up three bales of cotton, which had undoubt-

edly been thrown
ade runner.

overboard

by

some

The cotton was sold at

Saturday, by Messrs.

block-

auction,

II. Bailey <fc Co.
Two
bales of it
brought 59 cents a pound, and one
bale .10 cents a
the whole amounting
pound
to the sum of lost.
—

the U. S. Circuit
Court, Saturday,
in consequence of the sudden illness of Mi.
L.
Small
of
Joseph
Sacc»rappa, Foreman of
the Jury, no proceedings were had in
the case
of Potter v. Clarke et aL Court
adjourned to
10 o’clock Monday morning.

jy The American Illustrated pipers for
this week, have lieen received at the
bookstore
of A. Robinson, No. 57
Exchange street
Sy“The

a

uegro

belonging

total

value of

Foreigu exports

from this port last week amounted to *13
911.36.

^

city

THE SIEGE PROGRESSING FINELY!
Death of Commander ltodyers.

to EsFORT GREGG SILENCED.

The tint one was killed near

Saratoga.—

lakes.

Philadelphia, Aug. 23.
U. S. supply steamer Arkansas, from off
Charleston Wednesday morning, has arrived.
The Arkansas brings 170
passengers, pris-

and invalids. She reports that the
navy
and army shore batteries have caused tremendous damage to Fort Sumter, uud a
complete
demolislunent of its walls is looked for within
a week.
The Arkansas experienced
very heavy
weather from Charleston to the
cupes of Florida.
The following account of the bombardment
is from the pen of Charles C. Fulton, editor of
the Baltimore Americau:
oners

Free Reading.— MissDelphine P. Baker
will read

entitled, “Washington and
at New City llall, on Tuesday
evening, Aug. 25th. Miss B. is the proprietor
of the “National Banner,” a literary periodical which she has established in the city of
Washington, nnd which she publishes lor the
sole purpose of creating a fuud for the rebel
a

poem

the Union,”

of our sick and wounded heroes, who have
been disabled in tlioir country’s sendee.
She

with the best recommendations
from eminent and patriotic men, and her enterprise commends itself most strongly to the
comes

attention of all lovers of their country. It is
hoped that a large subscription to her paper
will be the result of her labors here.
Mr. T. M. Brown, the distinguished lecturer, will address
the reading on

the audience at the close of

subjects

connected with the

present aspects of the country.
Our Late Guests

from

the

West.—

The

Chicago, Detroit aud Milwaukee papers
are full of flattering notices of their
reception
and entertainment during tiieir recent visit to
AIIF/.iln

crally,

Tim

are, we

for the

__I

think, entitled

to

-St_

some

credit

in which they got up and
good
carried out all the arrangements iu so successful a manner. But so far as the
enjoyment
taste

concerned, we think our people enjoyed it
quite as much as did their guests, who were
a very
worthy and intelligent class of men, a
credit to, and lilting representatives of the
great West. It was the best tiling Portland
was

did to establish commercial intercourse
and friendly relations with our North Western

ever

people.
New Yosk and Boston Air Line Railroad.—This Railroad, which is now iu process

between New York and

of construction

by Hon. John M. Wood, of this city,
is nearly completed to Woonsocket, K. I., and
the cars will lie running between that place
and Boston the present Autumn. An engine
house of wood, 00 by 30, has been commenced,
and a passenger depot soon will be, at Woonsocket. This road will pass through MiddleBoston

town, Ct.
Acknowledging
the

happiest

friends iu

Corn.”—One of

given by

turns

Boston

the

our

mortified

Portland's recapture of

at

they and we at first supposed were the
Tacony prisoners, was received by the Collector of Customs, Saturday, Iroin a
personal
friend there, who sent the following dispatch
by telegraph:
‘Insatiate ArcherMould not one suffice?
what

C. H. P
^—1^———

BY TELEGRAPH
-TO the-

EVLAIYh

PAPERS.

-.«•*.—-—

The Rebel Army believed to have gone to
Richmond.
New York, Aug. 23.
The Herald lias the following:

Potomac, I
August 21. )

Headquarters

Army of

I have information from three different
sources, which leads me to believe that the
rebels have left our front and gnuc south to
Richmond. Deserters, who come in across
the Rappahannock, say that the movement of
troops towards Fredericksburg from Culpepper was only a ruse to cover Lee’s real object,
to enable him to move his troops southward
by way of (ioidonsville.
Day before yesterday large bodies of relic!
cavalry dashed down the Rappahannock at the
separate fords; and, driving in our pickets,
they came boldly out in sight of our lines, and
deployed in a line line-of-battle order. Immediately all the corps along the river were put
under arms, in winch position they remained
until morning, when, behold! the enemy bad
withdrawn. A cavalry recounoissanee was
then made, which went as far as Culpepper, lint
found no enemy; on the contrary, obtained
such information as leads to the belief that the
wnoie

rvuci lurce. nave

of Gordousville.
am

not at

liberty

The
to

gone in me uirecnon
reasons lor my belief 1

Flagship Dinsmore, Aug. 18.—The attack
Sumter commenced at daybreak
yesterday
by the siege latteries of Gen. Gilmore and the
naval battery on shore. At 6 o’clock Admiral
Dahigren proceeded on hoard the Weehawon

ken.and with the Ironsides and entire Monitor
Heel attacked batteries Wagner and
Gregg
with great fury, completely silencing
and almost silencing Gregg. Thu wooden
gunboats, seven in number, also joined in the
assault, and enabled all the shore batteries to
pour their shot and shell into Sumter. At 10
o’clock the -Admiral changed his Hag to the
Passaic, and with the Patapsco proceeded to
within about 1400 yards of
Sumter, and
shelled the sea wall with the rifled guns of
these vessels for about one hour with marked
effect. Sumter fired about fifty returned
shots,
doing no damage to the Vessels, whilst the
wall of Sumter was badly scarred.
Fleet Captain George \Y. Rodgers took
command of his old vessel, the monitor Catskill, and went up into the fight, going within
150 yards of the beach in front of
battery
Wagner. After firing a number of shots, a
shot from Fort Wagner broke a
piece of the
interior lining, which struck on the head of
Commander Rodgers, instantly
killing him,
as well as
Paymaster Woodbury, who was
standing by bis side. Buth of their heads
were split open.
These were the only persons
injured on land or water during thesis hours’

Wagner”

engagement.

damage done to Fort Sumter by the
batteries is visible without the aid of a
The
rebels had erected a false wall
glass.
against the wall exposed to our batteries. It
extended within 10 leet of the top of the wall
over 40 high and 10 feet thick,and this wall is
now a mass of ruins, whilst the old wall is
bored full of deep boles, the parapet crushed
and ragged, and the northwest corner
gashed
and cracked down almost to the water's ed"e.
The harbor and Stone River are tilled wTlh
torpedoes. About a down of them were picked up in the Stone River, and one was
exploded under the Palapsco, raising her a foot out
of water, but doing her no harm. Nine of the
vessels were not Injured in the least, and the
Admiral and his officers are confident in the
ability of the Monitors to batter down Sumter
He is, however, anxious to save the vessel.!
for the heavy work required of them after
Sumter is taken, and to let the army reduce
Sumter, if possible. The fleet, except the
Weehawken and Naham, all retired before 2
o’clock, but they remained lo keep Wagner
silent during the afternoon, and prevent the
remounting of guns. The shore batteries continned firing all the afternoon and
night on the
walls of Sumter with good effect.
This morning is coo! and clear, and the batteries are steadily at work. The Weehawken
and Passaic are keeping the batteries of
Wagner and
Gregg silent, and up to noon, when
the Arkansas sailed, the remainder of the Heel
are lying at the mootings.
The bodies of Capt. Rodgers and Paymaster
Woodbury have been embalmed, anti go Xorth
in the Arkansas.
Gen. Gilmore announces that the work thus
begun lias been entirely satisfactory; that the
Fort is «rustiy
damaged, and the work progressing finely.
Admiral Dablgren is much depressed by the
loss of Fleet Capt. Rodgers, but is
highly
gratified with the operations of the fleet and
army, and very hopeful of ultimate success.
Up to the moment of sailing at noon the
seige guns since morning have been hurling
about 5 shells per minute at Sumter, with
marked effect. Two Monitors. Hie Ironsides
and some gunboats, are
shelling batteries
Wagner and Gregg.
The

seige

Second Despatch.
The Arkansas left the fleet at 7 o'clock
Wednesday morning. At that time huge volumes oL smoke was seen
issuing from Fort
Suintcr, as if from the burning of cotton, and
the officers of the Arkansas believed that the
Fort would be captured or
entirely destroyed,
lfy noon her guns were replying feebly to our
lire. Fort Gregg had been entirely
silenced,
and Wagner stilt held out. Tiie bombardment
continued without cessation duriug Tuesday
night and was renewed Wednesday mnrniil*.
and when the Arkansas left, the
firing was furious; the Ironsides, Monitors and batteries
all
being
engaged.
Two refngess from Savannah, named
Joseph
II. t’aliff and John C. Callum, are
passengers
on the Arkansas.
They rc|>ort that there is
nearly a famine in Savannah.

give.

Richmond papers of the 18th, brought into
lines, speak most despoudiugly of aflairs,
but particularly deplore the prospect now in
view that Charleston must fail.
A complete panic prevails in Richmond to
obtain greenbacks. Many of the dealers will
take no other money for the commodities
they
have to dispose of.
The Enquirer mounts the Jew speculators
rough-shod, and classes Mr. Benjamin as the
king thief of tho tribe.

FROM KANSAS.

our

Burnside’s and Roserans' Armies both in
Motion.

Dishoxf.st'Skrvant.—Some time in the
month of June, a domestic, named Ann Konntgan, left this city and went to Richmond
and worked in the family of T. J.
Southard,
Esq. After working there some time, she

hain

aud

Daily Press.

FROM CHARLESTON.

of

Romeo became a servant to Gen.
Knox, and
!• landers froze to death in
crossing one of the

the

with taste, and

—-

er.

audience convulsed with
as

were:—

Parson Smith, the Journalist.
Flanders—belonging to Parson Smith.
Prince Hooper—belonging to Esquire Hoop-

business,
keep
laughter. Stratton,
and can

They

servitude.

Portland

account

on

Lonnonn—belonging to ('apt. Mayberry.
Romeo—belonging to Thomas Smith, son

find bail in the

at tile U. S. District Court on the first Tuesday of September. Irving W. Darker for the

or

known

was

TOTHE

Cincinnati, Aug. 22.

The Gazette has advices from the army of
Gen. Ro.ecrans to the ISth Inst, and from the
army of Gen. Burnside »o the 10th inst. Both
armies had commenced a forward movement.
The former is bound to Chattanooga, and the
latter to Knoxville. The troops are in good
condition and Hue spirits.

Town of Lawrence Destroyed by
rillas.

Guer-

ISO KUletl him/ U'oiimlefl.

Quantrill Eetreatiug towards Missouri.
Leavexwokth, Aug. 22.
From citizens of Lawrence, Kansas, who
have arrived here lor supplies and
tiiediciuea,
1 have gathered the Ibi'owing particulars of
the hurtling of that city liy the guerrillas. The

list of killed aud wounded number some
180,
the majority of whom were killed
instantly.
The houses that rciiiaiu standing are tilled
with the killed aud wounded, who
belong to
all classes of society. From the ruins of the
burned bouses tbe charred remains of victims
are constantly being found.
Hut one hotel is
lelt standing in the place, aud Quantrell
spared
A Request from Western Virginia—The Inthis in consequence of his having made it his
home there some years since without expense,
valid Corps.
Imt the proprietor was shot by his men.
Nkw York. Aug. 22.
Among
the most prominent citizens known tots- killed
The Herald's Washington despatch contains
are the
the following items:
followingGen. G. W. Coleman,
Gov. Boremau of Western Virginia, attendmayor of the city, and his son. J. G. Low, Josiah \V ash, 1 1*. i hroop, llr. Griswold, James
ed by Col. Crotliers of his stall', is here to urge
Eldridge, Col. Stone aud his two brothers,
upon the government the adoption of measJohn Spear and his three brothers, Judge
ures to enable the loyal citizens of the new
State to protect themselves against the rebel
Carpenter, Rev. Mr. Snyder, Lieut. Yates
and two brothers, and Mr. Riant, and
marauders. His requests have been acceded
they
were killed' instantly,
most
of them in
to, and all the arms required have been given
their own houses witli their wives and chilto him.
dren clinging \o them, while the murderers
The steamers belonging to the New Y'ork
and Georgetown Company have been taken by
placed pistols to their breasts and shot them
dowit. In one case the guerrillas diove twelve
the government. One was stopped at Alexmen into a house, shot them and burned the
andria, on tier way out with passengers and
building. The friends of these men, while
freight.
Seventy-five companies have thus far been standing on the banks of the river, were tired
organized and mustered into llie invalid corps, into by the murderers and a number were
killed and wounded. Twenty-live
and have been assigned to garrison and other
negro reduty not requiring too much fatigue or expo- cruits were shot dead. The guerrillas took
all tiie money they could Mud in the pockets
sure.
This corps is proving itsell a valuable
or houses of the citizens, and stole all the
addition to the service.
jewPostmaster-General Blair left this city toelry of t lie ladies, even to rings on their linday for New Hampshire. He will spend a few gers. They spared nothing that was valuable.
days with his family at Portsmouth, the late Gen. Jim Lane managed to escape on horseresidence of Judge Woodbury. During bis
back, and rallied about twenty men fully
absence Mr. Randall, First
equipped, followed aud overtook
Assistant, will act armed andwhen
as 1
twelve miles from Lawrence.
Quantrell
oslma8ter-GeiK*r«il.
The result of this tight is not knowu. Quaiitrell is now retreating towards Missouri burn(Capture of British Musket* at M&tamoru.
ing aud laying waste everything on his route.
New York, Auk. 22.
It is not expected that he will be interrupted
A Havana letter of the 8th instant to the
by our forces, aud will probably get away
Herald states that they have Vera Cruz dates
without loss.
No resistance was made at
of the 2d 111st. Ten thousand British muskets
Lawrence to tbe guerrillas. The people were
had been captured at Matainoras
a
French
shot down as they ran through the streets in
by
gunboat. A noted brigand had been cau<dit their night clothes, and their iiodies thrown
and sliot by the French. The famous Padre
into the wells and cisterns. The citizens of
Miranda, exiled by J uarez, and for a long time Lawrence have been expecting this raid lor
a resident of New Y’ork, is the
President of some time, by threats made by Quantrell, and
the committee charged w ith the important dua company had been organized for the defence
of
the
Archduke
ty
visiting
Maximilian, for j of the place, and for some time were conthe purpose of formally offering him the !
stantly kept underarms, but from some assurCrown of Mexico, and is soon to take his do. : ance that
Quantrell would never invade Kanparture for Europe.
sas
again this organization was abandoned. A
The expedition against Tampico lias not yet
large train left
lo-day with supplies, prosailed from Vera Cruz.
visions, clothing, Ac., for tbe sufferers, and
■

the citizens of Leavenworth have
opeued their
doors to all who choose to come, and
many of
the victims have availed themselves of the
hospitality offered them. 'Die feeling among
all classes of citizens here is
very bitter
against the commander of this department and
district for being so wholly
unprepared to meet
such on emergency. The
Commanding General was ab-ent at the lime the raid
occured,
and did not known of the invasion until the
was

destroyed.

Everything, however,

was then done in
regard to interrupting yuantrell, but it was too late. Our State authorities are now taking the matter into their own
hands, and Col. Jamieson lias been reinstated
in command of a new regiment, and is about
starting down the border with sutlicieut troops
to overcome any rebel force that can be
brought
against him, and if not iuterferred witli by the
commanding general raids into Kansas’ will
end with the present.one. The
guerrillas are
probably safe in Missouri with their plunder as
l.
nion
citizens. The loss at Eawrence
good
is not less than $2,000,000, and will fall
heavily
on New York and Leavenworth merchants.
Two banks were robbed of every dollar.

■

PROPOSALS._
Proposals

by

A band ol

guerrillas drove in our pickets
at Lalayelte at midnight.
Our hoys rallied
and followed them a few miles,
killing four
and capturing seven, and returned well salisliud with their midnight adventure.
Intelligence of the movements of our forces
below is contraband. The weather is very
hot.
There Is considerable cotton
coming into
Memphis by wagon*.

From New Orleans.
New Yoke, Aug. 23.
Steamer Cromwell, from New Orleans, arrived to-day.
The Mobile Tribune copies approvingly an
article from the Charleston Mercury, which
says that sinoe the Federal successes Beauregard bad better lay aside his engineering and
artillery drilling, which are now •played out,”
and take to the bayonet, and advises the authorities to reinforce Morris Island or else
abandon Charleston to the tlames.
Gen. Pemberton lias issued an orders calling
on his troops to assemble within
thirty days at
Deuiopolis, Ala. He compliments them on
their valor at Vicksburg.
Francis Scott was executed at New Orleans
on the 15th for the murder ol
Major Bulleu,
of tlie 2Mh Maiuc Kegimeut, on llie 5th of

July.

The great eveut of this department

opening

was

third series of 5-20 coupons, each series
being
hundred millions in amount. The new
bonds have additional guards and
protections
against counterfeiting. Upon the face of the
bonds the denomination appears in a
gilt device underneath the engraving, which cannot
he removed and cannot he copied by photography or any other known process, and the
hack of the coupons aro so printed that coupons for one period cannot by alteration ol
date be substituted for another period without
detection. The bonds arc considered safer
from imitation than former issues, and arc
produced at far less expense.
The following General order has lieen
promulgated from the Army of the Potomac:
The practice of desertion, by substitutes
under the draft, has become so prevalent, that
hereafter the extreme penalty of Martial law
shall l>e awarded to such delinquents as maybe recaptured, and extraordinary ell'orts wiil
be made to effect that object.

New Yoke, Aug. 22.

Cotton—dull and lower.
Flour—State amt Wtutern. fresh ground steady;
SlIIMTtilie state 3 U0 « 4«Vl: K.vtra i.n 4 tWi fS) A
Choice do 6 00 «; 6 20; Round Hoop Ohio 6 00
@ 5 46; Choice do 6 60@ 700; Western 3 90; common to good Extra Western 4 35
4 96; Southern
unchanged; mixed to good 6 30 ft 0 30; Fancy and
Extra 6 35 (a) 9 00: Canada 5c liigher; common Extra
4 HO a 4 96; Extra good to choice 6 no a 7 00.
W heat—dull, and in favor of buvent:
Chicago
Spring 77 ia 108; Milwaukee Club 89 o 1 17; amber
Iowa 1 17 te l 25; red Winter Western 1 16
1 23;
amber Michigan 1 23 ^ 1 28; common Winter red
Illinois 1 05.
Corn—a shade better.
Beef— dllu: country Mom 6 60 7* 7 00: Prime 4 60
@600; repacked Chicago 10 60 <g, 13 50; Prime Mees
2t> 00 a 22 00.
Pork-tinner; Mess 11 *12 & 11 874 for old and 18 «2
for new.
Sugar—Arm; New Orleans llj}. Muscovado 9j a
11: St. Somiugo 9f.
Freights to Liverpool—steady.

Noyes'
CIRCULAR POINTED PENS,
300.

NO

PEN has risen

so

short

a

so

rapidly

in

public favor,

in

time from its introduction.

Much time and expense has been spent in experimenting, and endeavoring to get a Pkhkkct Stkei.
Pis. The artie’e we now offer to the public, we
have

been selling about

year, and it has given
parties.
They are intended to take the place of GHlott’s 303
l’eu, and were manufactured by Joseph Gillott, Birmingham, England, expressly after our particular
pattern. These Pens are superior to the 3(13, being
circular pointed; but still capable of making a finer
hair line. Sample Pens sent by mail, free ol charge,
one

entire satisfaction to all

when
No

requested.
Book-keeper, who likes

without them.

a

fine steel

Pen, will be

Call for

a more
black. It is not a strong
acid, audcoiisequeii ly wili not spread in drying, and

Circular Pointed Pen, No. 300.
Ageuts wanted

in

every City and Town in America.

BAILEY

&

NOYES,

Smith, Bookeepcr at Tyler A Lamb’s.
Fillebrown &. Burton,
Rev. D. M. f.raham.
aug22dlw*

VIA

insurance Company,

mHE stockholders of tire W ESTBROOK MANUA FACTURlSO COMPANY are iierebv notified
that their annual meeting for the choice of officers,
and the transaction of any other business relating to
the affairs of said Company, will be holdeu at the office of the subscriber, iu Portland, on Tuesday, August 26th, 1863, at 3 o’clock p. m
REN8ELLAER CRAM, Clerk
angll dtd

Monday, Sept. 7th. at 124 o’clock, the two Mory wondcu house. No. 4 Atlantic street
Said
house Is nearly new, aud contains ten rooms
wall
finished end convenient for two small AuniUes 'light-

ON

ed with gas. aud his plenty of hard uud soft
(’an be seen any time before the sole.
for particulars call ou
E. K. DRESSER
Fore Street.

’water

_augl< edts_154

House nnd Lot of Land nt Auction,
shall sell at auctiou on Tuesday, Sept. 1st, ai
4

WE

o’clock P. M., the home on Sherbrook street
owned and e.-cupicd by 8. K 1-eavitt. it has
thirteen
finished room*, ga-. hard and aoft
wafer, an excel*
lent cellar, with cemented floor, a
good stable, and
everything neat, convenient, and In order ia and
about the house. The lot is 60
by §0 (bet.
Also a honse lot adjoining.
being on the corner of
glterbrook aud natervUle streets,
graded, wallod
and fenced.
House can be examined betweeu the hours of 3 and
4 I*. M. each dav of the week precious to sale
HENHV HAILEY * CO.. Aaetioaeera.
auglO dtd*
%

Chicago

I

RETl’RN,

MERCHANDISE.

MILWAUKEE, WHITE MOUXTAISS,
MOXTRRAL, TOROXTO, and SORT
SARXIA,

Via the Grand Trunk

OF NEW HAVEN, CT.

Railway,

NEW FIRM AND NEW

and

*200,000.

119 Commercial and 4 Moulton Btreots,

Tbrouvh Lavk IIcko.v to Mackixaw ui.I Laii
Michigan I'okts ; touching at Milwaukkr,
thence to Chicago, and return saint* route—
a passage of about 40 hours.
State Boom*

receive 7C*prr rent, of net profit#, (or
cash discount made in lieu of participation.)
DEALERS
a

ami Mult

Insures Buildings, Merchandise. Household Fundueuts, leases, and other Insurable Property,
against Lessor Damage bv Fire.
D. U. 8ATI LKLKE, President.
C'uable* IViLflos, Secretary.
Sam'l L. Tallott, Surveyor.

Indiidwl

on

JUST RKCKIVMD

fibO barrels Extra Family
**
<»
Mes# Pork,
20
Leaf Lard.

sn.aim.ri.

lO tiair liurro

Coal and Wood!
LOWEST PRICES FOR CASH,
DELIVERED TO ASY DART Of THE CITY.
A r SHORT SOTICE.

quality,

and

good

to rr-

Two Through Trains leave Portland
a. m and 1.25 r. m.

daily

*t 7.46

• ftoiirtal x*<w>rtrurnt of Groceries.
Ship
Ac., which will be until at rkoUtalt or mail.
HAMILTON A LOTH HOP
Portland, Au£. Id. 18H8.
8*4

Muscovado Saiar.

WM.

All Kinds of Hard and Soft Wood.

their custom.

WHEAT
VKW
Extra—Gao.

Forulobjr

Will make

PEAK’H
Oh

AND UPHOLSTERERj
No. 51 Union Street,
prepared
ISBING
in

a

to do aU kinds of CABINET JOBprompt au«l satisfactory manner.

Book and Show Cases mkde to order.

Veliow’ Cora.
Jy

Gallons of good soft Soap can be
fpWEXTY-FIVE
JL made from one pound of tue concentrated Lye.
Full direct io s for u»o on every package, and it is

W. r. PHILLIPS,

OruffgiM,

110 Middle
Agent for the State.
N. B.
Dealers supplied
tors' lowest price, in anv

Jeo MWAFSm

as

Street,

above, at the proprie-

quantity.

KEEPERS. Stage
^1TABLE
k3cr* that
have to use

Drivers, and all otb-

may

AXLE

GREASE!

Is the best Lubricator ever invented. It keeps the
Arles at ton ns cool, and will last twice as long as any
other. Sold in large boxes for 90 cents a box, at

in Wntkitw

-.w.K’..

mi.

W.tbi...

brick Store In

,.

Enquire of U. T M AI 111 X. (.alt Block, or
r. BABKEN. MT Middle Street.
apdietf

A lew New Vork Top Baggy,
|> BrA.CSACHl'Srrrs BUl.T. far rah-br
Jl
A.P. FVLLKU.aMlongrcmSt,
««f6
opposite the Preble House.
For Sak.
A FARM In Cap* FJinbelh^sit
"Y 4* miles from Portland, containing
aitoat 170 acre*. with two dwellinghouses, barn and out-bnildinga.—
_1 Large projw.rtum of Hc« stonewall
A t»arf or the whole will be sold. Inquire ot
CLEMENT JORDAN, on the premises, near South
Congregational meeting-house.
Jy 21 dSaw w4m«
*■

'^

For Sale

or

Exckanff,

A |a*rm s»1o*t«*d i« Bangor, 24
miles I mm the city, lying between
the Levant and Avenue roads. It
contains about 100 acics ef which
one half
in tillage and pasture and
the remainder is coveted with a young growth of
wood. The bnl’dingeon the
place ate lu good repair.
Will exchange tor a house in Portland.
G BO. BOYNTON k CO.
Enquire of
67 Commercial Street, Portland.

aug4 d&wlm*

Beal Estate for Sale or to Beat.
The Varm formerly owned by John
tS Muuntfort, Ling ra South'Grav,

i

HTJ9R9I
li
!

j

containing 100 acres, €0 of it improvremainder wood and timber.
well fenced with stone wall

Good

building* and enough of them. Two hundred apple
good condition. For particulars enquire of
ELIAS MOl’Nl FORT, on the premises.
Also, the Brick Building in Portland, situated on
Fore and Chatham streets.
aug 12 tlttA w8

trees in

WANTS....LOST.

I

-.1

Wanted.

nal disease; Charles o Harbour, asthma and heart
I disease; Lyman Winslow, only son liable to duty;
John Irish, furnished substitute: John Hatch, do;
Win 11 Merrow. paid commutation; llosea
Stasent.
ples. father of motherless children; Wm F Cook,
N. B. A libera!discount made todcaler* who buy
dclictae constitution; Jas II Foster, asthma; Arthur
a iloien boxes.
K Small, feeble constitution; John Pink ha in. Jr,
jc6MW4»Sm
loss of thumb; Oliver li Strout. chronic rheumatism;

W. F. PHILLIPS'

f.w sale br

Mw for Sak.
K

injury

Take Notice !

wharf.

Free Street—Wo. §
four-story
THlit the
Freextreef Block—ooxteaaf ofToltorA

trophy

Pennsylva-

Widgery’s

FOR SALE & TO LET.

imbecility;

FOR MAKING SOAP.

bred

———

draft; ttonry

Morgan, hypertrophy of heart; K1 bridge Fit Id. iccble constitution ; Ccpha* II Bennett, do; Greenleaf
Mount Pont, fkrnhheii substitute; Jams II
ll.*tgki*»s,
two members ot same household now in service;
Abraham Verrill, stutteriug aid contracted hand;
Charles G Morrill, asthma and hv
prrtrophy of heart;
Philip C Keith, dislocation of elbow: Major W Morrow. deformed ankle; Janies V Cole, wound of leg;
Washington Maples,
Augustus F Dolly,
contracted Angers; Hamilton 8. Hawks, tarnished
substitute Kll Stone do; Calvin Morrill, do; Edward Cobb, hypertrophy of heart ; Daniel II Tworn*
blv, necrosis of femur; Win 11 True, wound of ankle; Joseph II Frank, deafners; Jo-iah L Tukev,
furnished substitute; Noah Webb, do; John A Cobb,
do; John H Small, hernia; Mooes II Allen, hv |*erof heart: Enoch M Doughty, only son liable
to duty; Jason G Shaw, furnished substitute; Horace
O Mimpson, hypertronv of heart; Dennis L Green,
only son: Beniah If Hall, noo-resideuc; Charles M
Witham. delicate lungs; Glrrin S Higgins, furnished
substitute; Alinawger Kollock. do: Robert F Ballard, do; Cha* M Goff, two brothers in army; Albert
Verrill, paid commutation; Solomon H ( handler,
injury of hand ; Daniel N True, furnished substitute;
Nathan Lord, do Jas W Harris, feeble constitution ;
Silas W Foster, heart di*ease; Seth Decker, over
age: Geo II Raymond, paid commutation; Cvrus R
of ankle; Cyrus L Stinchtiel'd. hip
Carlton,
disease: Jonathan R Foster, rheumatism; Albert W
Manchester, scrofula; John F Cutter, delicate lung*;
Elias Irish, furnished substitute: Robert 8 Howe,
do; Marquis G Wight, elected before draft; ( has A
ltlake, non-residence: Dame! C Man> feeble constitution; Cyrus II. Plummer, furnished substitute;
Samuel Mitchell, hemorrhoids; Jordan B Mitcholl,
elected before draft : George Murch, spinal disease;
Levi SmaB, scrofula and defoimed chest; JoatA f
Small, defective sight and hearing; Daniel Nash,
delicate lungs; George Nutting, non-residence; Or-

CONCENTRATED LYE

very little trouble to make it.
Retail price only 25 cents a pound.
None genuine except that made by the
nia Salt Manufacturing Company.

to

si root.

I*. F. \ A KMM. Commercial street,
O
bead Widg ry’s wharf.
j> 13 <Jl*tf

ISLAND,

-on

Wharf.

Si. Louifl Flour.

List of Exemption—and the Cause.

SAPONIFIER!
OK

and lor rale br
C. E. CKAM.
No. $ Oatral

Yellow Corn, for tale br
PUliib
P. V. YAR5UM.
13
Commercial

Wrdnnday August 'ifilh.

Libby, only

PLOUK. from SI. Loula Trabln

Pagram'# Cbampion.

£JT. LOCI3.KLotfR.

following Isa Hat of these exempted from
draft in tho 1st District, Aug. 20th and 21 *t:
THE
E*1 win U
!ti»hle

ryrnrniture Made, Repaired and Varnished at
SHORT NOTICE.
Portland, May 2tt. 18*3.
tf

vA/VJ

•

Excursion to

Tickets 3n cents—Children half price.
Chowder. Coffee and Ice Water luruislx-d.
Tickets to be had at Crosman k Poor’s, Middle st ;
Litchfield k Hearn. s»t. Lawrence street: and 8. II.
Sawyer k Co.. 79 Middle street, or of the following
Committee of Arrangements—A. 8. Dan*. J
(.
Ward. I. W. Scamtnou, A. C. Pearson, G. C. henuedy, and W. C. Gookin.
rF*Barge Comfort leaves Atlantic Wharf at 9 o’clock, and half past one.
ang2l

CABINET MAKER

Pint.

nixed In.n.
“ili WT Hu.bet* ilearr Mixed Cora landinn

aue?0 distf

~f7~M. CARSLEY,

ROBINSON.

P. K. VAK..LM,
Head Vfldgory’a Wharf
If

Ea.tcrn Agent, Bangor,

an

li. 1

Portland. Auyuxt 10. 18U8.

The Eastern Star Division No 47

RANDALL & McALLISTER.

bj

No. 1 Portland

*l

J>*T If

S. of T. PICNIC

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.

for sale

New Wheat Flour.

FLOWERS,

Bangor, July 29, 1903.
aultsepldk w

The Public are invited to give us a call, as we are
bound to give saUslactiou to all who favor us with
^

™vf

nn*l* cilialm

S. SHACK ELL. Genera! Eastern A gent, Boston.

-ALSO, FOK SALE-

III! I VC bright Muscovado Sugar, iu store,

3^A
•

And 90 Ekflmiigc St., Portland.
C. .1. BRYDGES, Managing Director, Montreal.

war-

I ■••<* I meal

AUo
Wore,

Saloon*.
E3F“Tickets fronH&angor and other points, at reduced rntrn to Tourist Ticket Holders.
TMtOUGH TICKET*, and other information,
apply to a'l the Grand Trunk Agents in v-aine and
»w Bnin*wic v—or to connecting Steamboat Offices,

AT THB-

Our Coal Is of the very BEST
ranted to give satisfaction.

Ticket* -old from Vapid IO
lura ontil Sept. IO, I 80 J.

This Excursion afford* facilities never before offercd the Tourist, to visit Canada. Niagara Kalis, Toronto, Port Sarnia, tho Grand Lakes of Huron and
Michigan, the Gut at West!
1F“American money taken at par at all the principal Hotel* at Niagara Falls, Toronto. Montreal and
Quebec: also on tho GrandTrunk Railway for Sleeping Gar Berths, and tor meals, kc., at Refreshtnt4R'

SON, Agents,

•VO. I (HI FORK STRKET.
Jy20MVV&F0m
Portlajtd, Mb.

—

Flour.

**

lure,

J. W. MUNGER &

GOODS,

-AT-

STEAMERS OF FIRST CLASS,

CASH CAPITAL

Drug Store,

D1S('Oi;.\T OX TAXES.

Francis Svmoods, deafness; John Tripp, loss of two
Hnge»s; Wm Plummer, Jr, feeble constitutiou; Jas
K
inguinal hernia; Geo W Leighton, furnished substitute: Albion K PStrout, father ol motherless children; John H Berry, varicose veins: Orlando F Cash, asthma and heart disease: Newell I’
Hanson, loss of teeth; John Li Spiller. lame ankle
and palpitation; Edward A Barton, broken ankle;
Abner K Witham. wounded ankle: Joshua
Dyer,
palpifatiou and rfeeutnati*m; John C Robbins, alienage; Kingman t. Pcrhain, famished substitute. Wm
R Card,
commutation: Ira Brown, injury of
left leg; W in M, Thompson, onlv sou; Gibeon P’Davis, \aiicose veins; Mark W Chase, chronic heart
! disease. Mark C Fickeft. elected by mother before
j draft; Albion Skillias, in service March 3d, 1*63;
Charles F. Libbv, had teeth: Andrew J User, paid
! commit! tion ; Bcnj Rlwell. d : David Dyer. Jr.do;
| Edwin R Mayberry, feeble constitution; Joseph W
Churchill, contracted Huger: Win II Trnnv. injury
of back: John Lord, injury of knee: Orrison Gammon. only son of aged
parents; Wm Stiles, elected
before the draft; Win H Babbadge, asthma and heart
di'caw*: Robert || Knight, tun i*hed substitute: Jos
Batty. sperinatorhcs and hemorrhoids; Enoch Shaw
myopia: Amos S Strout, dead ; Joshua Davis, loss of

Tripp,

The time

FIVE

allowed for Hie

PER

CENT.

DISCOUNT ON TAXES

j

rxpiniss on —

—

next, the St7th inst.

Internal Revenue

Stamps.

rilllIS Office having bcou made a depository of
X Revenue Stamps, the public will bo supplied at
the following rates:
Less than 050 at par.
060to #100, 3 percent, discount.
6100 to #1000, 4 per cent, discount.
91000 and upwards, 5 per cent, discount.

NATll’L J. MILLER. Collector.

jy 17 dtf

(iorges

Monument Association.

milK undersigned, the three persons tir>t named
X iu the first section of the act of the Legislature
of Maine, approved March 24th, 1*63, entitled “An
Act to incorporate the (iorges Monument Association,” hereby give public notice, that the first meeting of said corporation will be held at Fort l'opham,
in the towu of l’hipsbiirg, iu the ancient Proviuco of
Sahino, ou Saturday, Augu-t 29th, A. D. 1S63, at 9
o'clock a. m., to establish by-laws, appoint Trustees,
and take such other measures as will secure the objects of the Act of Incorporation.

ABNER COBURN,
JOHN A

POOR.

LEONARD WOODS.
August 14, 1863.

>

dtm

Head <luurler* Provost lYlundiul.
1
District Maine,
Portland, August 20th, 1868. I
ARD of Teu Dollars (#10) and the reasonable expenses incurred, w ill be paid to any per-

AREW

fbr the apprehension and delivery of a Deserter
at these Head Quarters.
By order Provost Marshal (Yoneral.
CHARLES 11. DOUGHTY,
rug21
Capt. aud Provost Marshal.
son

Bowdoin

Street

House,

BOWDOIN STREET,
BOSTON.
Corner Alston ^
34

Portland, He.

IVoiite.

$20 to
AND

27 Exeteage St.

House at A action.

Bnojolat.

EXCURSION !

Frank

PATTEN,Auctioneer—Office.

FtXJlvISEY,
Lion

GHAXD

Only

M

K

■

lege.

STATIONERS,
56 & 58 Exchange St.,
auglH 4wisdftw9

1

Doors open at 7. commence at 8 o’clock.
HA UK V ft IA 1*4 OOD,
augl7 7t
Agent a id Business Manager.

will not corrode a steel pen.
It is the best copyi. g Ink iu use. It Is
entirety
free from mould and aedtment.
It is used and recommended bv the principal banks
in Now York, by the Comptroller’s office,
Albany,
and by business men and professional penmen
throughout the country.
it
tested,
Wishing thoroughly
samples will be furnished to business men on application to
F. W WARNER,
Sole Agent for Portland,
At Bryant, Stratton & Worthiugtou’s 1 oininercial
College, 8 Clapp’s Block.
Recommended by the lullowing citizens of Portland
B. M. Worthington, Principal Commercial Col-

First

Bmi:V A- NOYES’

mu*

Qf^Entire cliango of programme each craning.
ADMISSION..26 CENTS.

a

Portland, July 17th. 1*63.

A;

S.

M.. on the premPea. Commercial straet
oppo.ii* the Thomas Ulock.the two Stora Lota,about
t
abou! 58 dpth. Sold subb. vT„ 'i*!
om;,,crcia| bymouths
ject
from Jaly lat, ISM.
thirty

of

management of

Exchange's?.

Valuable Real Estate nt Auction.
*’
on Tuesday,25th
August,
W1 stL.I-,.U;.*oId
14

Will hare the honor ot appearing an
above, in a
choice and varied performance, introducin'' the
*
light* aud shades of darkey life.

to

Thuisday

Bailey

H.

The

Stock Murket.
I1EN K Y P. LORD.
Nkw York, Au^. 22.
Collector aud Treasurer.
aug?2 dtd
Second Board.—Stocks easier.
Chicago A Bock Islaud,.llOj
Illinois Centra] scrip.126*
Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,
American Gold,.124 j i
First Collection District of State of Maine,
Missouri 6's. 704 j
United States 6’s 1881 coupons.107
22 Ext haiib'P Slirel,

!P E 1ST 8.

Organization ia composed
Sixteen Stan!

Mammoth

dor the sole

The Union Patent Axle-Grease

New York Market.

The

Comprising the Elite of the Ethiopian profession,

Chemical Writing Fluid!
American Iuk 6unerior in
everyfrespect ArAN
lower price ft flows better
nold’s, and
aud turns
brilliant

one

5 T EEL

i

PATTEN, Auctioneer—Office27

E. 41

and Monday Ev-

enings, Aug. 21, 22 and 24.

USE THE AMERICAN

From Washington.

»VASHINUTON. Allg. 23.
The Treasury Department is issuing the

Friday, Saturday

Men.

Home

u>asibie*4tkfa<

cm

and be endorsed on the
envelope "Proposals
Horses."
C. (i. SAWTELLE.
Lieutenant-Colonel and Chief Quartermascr,
aug22 dtfCavarly Bureau.

at

1^7,114%!^ W0n

at Auction.

Mondav. 24th August, at 124 o’**“' Pr«*n««i, a Adams
rtreet, the
a,1‘l Land. House convenient as
on

possible, with ten well finished rooms, arranged for
OUC or two families—in
good lrimir
(.noH
°°°d piuta
for soft, and abundance
Eor particulars call on the
auctioneer
lUgli dtd

Model Troupe of ilie World.

reau,

the

the 14th of the New Orleaus, Opelousas A Great Western Uailroad
through to
Brashear City.
A Government sale of 838 hales cotton on
the 14th realized 50 3-4 a BO 1-4 per
pound.
The rebels had sent a ilag of truce into
Brashear City to get permission lor Mrs.
Gardner, wile of Gen. Gardner, lute commander at Port
Hudson, to go to New Orleans to
he with her husband.
Kverythiug was quiet at that place.
A man named A. H. Church was killed at
Brashear City by B. F. Shaltuek.au agent of
the Government. A political dispulu was the
cause.
Shattuck has been arrested.

PATTEN, Auctioneer—office 27 Exchange St.

um.l. be sold

RUMSEY’S MINSTRELS!

for

on

SALES.

IIOUM- mid Land

Positively, Throe Nights Only!

Proposals must be addressed to Lieutenant-Colonel
C. <i. Sawtelle, Chief Quartermaster,
Cavalry Bu-

Memphis, Tens., Aug. 20,

Southwest.

deeringhall"

ney.

to

I
via Louisville, 23d. j
About twowcekssince Major-General llurlburt ascertained that there was a
large amount
of railroad stock at Grenada, which the rebels
were endeavoring to get off south
by making
temporary repairs on the railroad. With bis
usual energy and promptness Gen. Ilurlburt
arranged an expedition to destroy this stock,
first sending a request to Gen. Grant to make
a diversion irom the South to aid
the enterprise. The expedition started from Lagrange,
Temi., on the 13th, under command of Lieut.
Col. Phillips ot the 1‘Jtli Illinois Hegiment of
Mounted Infantry, and readied Grenada on
the 17th, driving Gen. Plummer with 2000
men and three pieces of
artillery from the
place. They then destroyed 57 locomotives,
of
400
upwards
cars, the depot buildings, machine and blacksmith shops, and a
large quanof
ordnance
aud commissary stores. They
tity
a
numiier
of
railroad
captured
employes and
other prisoners. After Col. Phillips had thoroughly aacomplished his work, Col. Winslow,
from Gen. Grant’s army, arrived witli a force
from below. The expedition returned to Lagrange to-day. Great praise is due to Col.
Phillips and Ids gallant command for enduring
the hardships ol such a march
through Central Mississippi in mid August, and for "so
cripthe
of
the
pling
rebellion In
remaining energy

AUCTION
F- M.

of the

|>KOPOSAL.S
,,!.*!!*

From Tennessee

Hit*

for Horses.-

Cavalry Bureau,
Chief Quartermaster,
Washington, L>. C.. August 15,1853.
are solicited and will be received at
°®co for the furnishing of CAVALRY
HORSES, to bo delivered at Pittsburg. Pa., Philadelphia, Washington City, Syracuse, N. Y., oa Indianapolis, I ml.
Proposals will be considered for the furnishing of
Horses in lots of not less than twentv-five
(26). The
lloraes to be from flflevii (15) to sixteen
(16) bands
high, from five (5) to nine (i») years old. well broken
to the saddle, compactly built, in
good flesh, aud free
from all defects.
The ability oftbe bidder to fulfil his
agreement
must be guaranteed by two rewonisble
persons,
whose signatures must be appended to the
guarantee.
1 he
responsibility of the guarantors must be shown
the official certificate of the Clerk of the nearest
District Court, or of the United States District AttorOffice

KssBBBssasgi

ENTERTAINMENTS.

BT

\V.
I.ato

Proprietor

of

1\
the

DAVIS,
Minot

House,

Cohassot.

TERMS,.*1.60 PER DAY.

jy20 d3m

__

Teazle Bank Currency
at par lu exchange for .roods, or redeemed in an- amount at 10 per emit. disiauS.
STOKE' Nos. 13 and 1!^6at ALLEN S FKi
augl9 edjw
ebange street.

RECEIVED

paid

leg.

aug21 St

CHARLES II DOUGHTY.
( apt. and Provjst Marshal,1st Dist.

HR. IUHIIUV

Eclectic Medical Infirmary.
Established for the treatment of those diseases in
birth sexes, requiring Experience, Skill. Honor and
delieaci/.
CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has

WOODMAN. TBTE k CO.’S
Clothing Room*.

*of€ dim

Agenln Wauled.
food Afents wanted immediately

tor the
SEVERAL
hrift

ple

new

Kncraeindace*
1641. Portland
anf4 dtf
Good

Wanted to Purchase or Went.
the Southwest part of the city. a moderate sited
House, for a small family, where there are no

IN

children.
)y 16 dtf

Applr to

PRIVATE

for a numbe r of years confined his attention to
a certain class
During his practice he
has treated thousands of case*, and in no instance
has he met with a friluie. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes i« in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a eure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
Ilis remedies cure disease
wheu all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies: cures new cases in a few hours: cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vesret
Me, and no injurious effect, either eonstitatKMnll
locallv. can be caused by using them.
YOUHG MF.N. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain aud dizziness in the
head, forgetfalnes*. sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
cured.
All correspondence strictly oonfldentlaland will e
returned If desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street,(corner of Middle),

diseases of

W. RYAN,
161 Commercial street.

Wanted.
American girl to do housework. Enquire a
47 Wllmot street, near corner of Lincoln stree
Iwtween
and 7$ o’clock t. M.
jy|4 tf

AX

t'arriace Trimmer Wanted^
AGE TUlMMEIt. whoisagood work
to whom tlio highest
price will bo
• good situation at Xo. 161 Middle 81.

ACAKKI.ml
man.

paid, can get
Apply soon.

Franklin
For Boys

Jvteodtf

Family School
Tomtom,

...

Portland.
lull-dfc wtft

PORT REGULATIONS.
NOTICE.
I
CvavoM IIousk. Portland,
Collector's Office. August ISRh. 1863. »
the Revenue Cutter now acting as
a Guard-Ship in our harbor, is absent on a
cruise, all vessels arriving in this port, including
Coasting and Fishing vessels, will forthwith report
to the Custom House, and if the same is dosed, to
the Hoarding Officer at the Old Custom House. Fore
street
JEDEDIAH JEWETT, Collector.
augSO d2w

WHENEVER

Be.

K
highly imcwM School
9th. 1M8, aad coalinao
twenty Mine
For “( ircalars.1' bo please address tbe PrinciParents are cordially iavited to visit the
pal
School.
WAHKEX JOHNSON. M. A..

Tcrwt of this
TilwillFall
begin September
weeks.

Priaotpai.

sanity

gy Send stamp for Circular.

to

splendid Stool

and
inf,
fits*ting Litt/r tht/drm.
mcnt* will be offered. Address Box
1*. O., «tatinf address.
cauvam

t

Refer* wees.
PATRO»s-Hon W. W Thomas. Mayor.Portland;
A. Spring. Esq.. Portland; S. C. Blanchard, Esq.,
Yarmouth: Hon. J. W Bradbury. Augusta Hob.
John Appleton. Joues P. Vearie.
Capt.
C. H. Soule. Kre#port; Leri Young. Esq., Ottawa.
Prof C. 6 Stowe. Andover, Mass.
C. W
Ha permission—Pres. Woods,and Faculty of Bewdoin College J W. ( bickering, D. D.. Charles A.
lg>rd, Esq ..Portland; Rev. Wooster Parker Bel lust,
line J. L. Cutler. Augusts.
augll dSw

Esq.,Bangor;

Cam Sfreel Srmiury.
FALL TERR of this
dies and Misses will
TI1E
aud

School

commence

fhryoungLaTweaday.

on

continue eleven weeks. There will
also bs s department for children.
For further informal Ion inquire of tbe Principal,
at 117 Cumberland street, after Aug. Wtb.

Sept. 1st,

augodedts&w

MISo H. HifrkH

—P———■

MISCELLANY.

MEDICAL.

A Minister of Am. Work.—At the opening of a new Baptist chai«el in Bayswater. of
which Mr. Spurgeon’s brother is to be the
pastor, the Rev. H. W. Beecher, of New York,
made a speech, in which occurred the following amusing passage; “It did me good to hear
in
my brother, young in years, and I presume
the minstry, speak as he did of the work to
which he was giving himself. It brought back
my own early days. X began my ministry in
a church in the wilderness, where there were
nineteen women and one man, and 1 wished
him out more times than one. (Laughter,)
They were the saints and he was the sinner.
(Renewed laughter.) 1 was at the time sexton and general undertaker for the church. I
swept it, I bought the lamps and lit them; I
would have rung the bell, but there was none.
(Laughter and applause.) 1 did the preaching. was superintendent of the Sabbath school,
and did everything else there was to do; and
though many years have passed, and I have
seen other scenes. I have never had happier

THE

CAH€ER

it.

German

to a

ir|»in»c?

imucriuMT

uiic

state

HfOHLY

and tell
“What

dar,

kee]«-r of a saloon, advertising his establishment, couciudcs thus: Those of my patrons who may desire it, can be sent home on
a wheelbarrow gratis.”

!

Why is a man dead drunk like a piece of I
field artilery ready for action? Because he is
all limbered up.

(irtl<*f'ully

Car~“l)o

you like codfish Balls, Mr. HT “I
really don't know, Madam, 1 never recollect of

sky,

meet.

Remedy

FOB FEMALES.
DR MATT!SON'S INDIAN EMMKNAGOCI F.
This celebrated Female Medicine.
poHucwKiug virtues unknown of any
tiling else of the kind, and proving
effectual after all other* have failed,
in designed for both married and nn>
ale ladiet, and in the very bent tiling

known for the purpose, ns it wifi
bring on the numthly airknear in cases
of obstruction*, from any cause, and
lfler ill. other remedies of the kind
hive been tried in viin.
OVER 2000 BOITLES hive now
been sold without
tingle failure,
when tiken is directed, and without
the leant injury to lieilth in any rate,
mt is put up iu bottles ot three
different strength*, with lull direcwon* lor using. and sent by
express,
closely sealed, to all part* of the country.
PRICES—Full strength, #10; hall strength, #6;
uarter strength, #8per bottle.
^-REMEMBER—This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which alt other remedies
ef the kind hare failed to cure; a'so that it is warroasted as represented m every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
|WTBE WA RE OF I Ml TA TtOXS! None genuine aud warranted, unless purchased directly of l)r.
Jf. at his It“medial Instilute for Special Diseases,
No. 28 Union street,Providence, K. I.
83F"'fhis Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, both or MEN and WOMEN, by a regnlarly educated physician of tweuty years' practice,
giving them hi* whole attention.
l^r^CoiiHiiltation* by letter orotherwis»are strictly confidential.nod medicines will bo seut by express,
secure from observation, Xo all parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure and quiet uetueat, with good
eare. until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to
swindling
qaacks annually, in New England alone, withoutawy
benefit to those v.ho pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, character and sk.ll, and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, no m/itter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY ;—it will cost you nothing, and
may save you many regrets; for, a*advertising phvsicians, in nine cases ou. of ten, are begus, there Is
no safet v in trusting any of them, utiles* you know
are.
who and what
t3T~ Dii. M. will send fuse. by enclosing one
•tamn as above, a pamphlet ou DISEASES OF WOMEN, and on Private Diseases generally, giving full
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of ANY CONFIDE SCR WHATEVER.
attended to. Write
|3r*0rders by mail
aouraddrc«i*/>/otu/g, and direct to DK. MAfTlSON,
ys above.
dec6dawly80

praise

they

promptly

WAR CLAIM AGENCT.
•IOO Bounty lUoney, Back Pay,
And Pensions.

or

Soldier* dying

Invalid Pensions,
^'"hed f°r Officer* and Soldier*, wounded

2r'f^rdTbXic£??*c?n?,lclcdw|.,lp

or

in <■<>« service

of the United States, in the line of duty.

e«f 8t ^e°

Prize Money, Pensons Bounty and Back
Pay col»
lated for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pension obtained.Five
lars.
▲11 Claims against the Government will receive
prompt attention.
Post Office address

SETH E. BEED1

Augusta, Me.

nuuoe

ba« left

my bed and

*nd. Provocation, and this
forbid all persons
harboring or trusting
W

Baldwin, Aeg. «. M3.

SPEER’S SAtIBICl tVIHE
PLKK, AND FOLK YEARS OLD,
Of C hoice Oporto Grape,
FOR 1*H YfllCIAKS*

For Females,

Weakly

*>o*debt*

of

her

j£{^K

USE.

Persons and Invalids

ire tale from the Boston
of Oct.
furnishes Additional Testimothis
Great
fieor of
Specific

Journal
ny

in

f'HARLESToWN'Oet. 18, 1862.
To the Editor of the Jhtston Journal
Wishing to perform a duty which I considerdue to
the afflicted, a* well as an act of Justice to the
proprietor of the medicine named below. I take this
method to give publicity to the following: Mv wile
has been dreadfully afflicted for years w ith canker in
the mouth, throat and stomach, irhich at times made
its apin araiice upon the surface of the
stomach,
breast, side, and one arm, even rendering the
parts
completely raw and producing distress that brought
her nigh un1o death.
Some time sinoe, being confined, she was greatly
reduced in consequence of the
settling of the humor
in her breast,
producing uo less than five ulcers at
■

one

confining her to her
leaving her in a.very bad

time,

bed for fifteen weeks
and
and almost
condition, which baffled every noun* used hopeleM
for her
benefit till some time in August last, w hen “Howard’s Cancer and Canker Syrup" was
to
brought
our notice in a manner that induced us to
give it a
trial, which we did with the most astonishing and
results. After using seven bottle* of the
all signs of the humor
disappeared and her
health isjiow good, a condition to which she has
been a stranger for many years. I cannot command
language to express the
that this most excellent medicine has brought to mv family but as
some slight return for the benefit ! have
received
make this public statement of the case, entirely
my own accord, without solicitation from any one
should any person interested wish to consult oither of us upon the subject, we should he
pleased to
see them at our residence, No. 46 Warren
street,
Y’ours truly,
Charlestown, Mass.
UllBT SlVADIE.

gratifying
Syrup

of

sold by D. HOWARD.
Randolph,
Mass., to whom all letters of enquiry should be addressed. For -ale in Portland bv H. H. HA Y.
Druggist, junction Free and Middle streets. General
Agent for Maine—and by dealers in medicine generally. Price SI per bottle; 6 bottles for $5.
j>24 eod3ro

STOCK AND STAND FOB SALE.
of
a
change m their business, offer for miking
sale their
a,,d *Stand situated in North
Yarmouth. The
stock consists of Dll Y HOODS,
HROCFItl FS kc.
and is one of the best locations for
trade in the couu8 ^
"VW- wi"‘
houie
1 hey offer

one

-ALSO.other store and stable near bv with
A
ebauce for a’ Boot

,an<1al>12Ui»lwU»?creV>f
and Shoe Manufactory.

Par£oufars

inquire of CHARLES Mrr
LALGHLIN
k CO,, Thomas Block,
Commercial
Portlaud, Me., or of the subscribers, ou the
I. S. STAN WOOD k CO
premises.
North Yarmouth, May 21st, 1863.
je4 tfd& w51

street.

The fast and favorite steamer DANIEL WEBSTER, 800 tons.
Captain
Charles Decring, leaves Grand Trunk

....

>\

4,
hart, Portland,
every

Or
I

Monday, Wednesday
mornings,
I

medicinal and beneficia
qualities as gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent
used in
and American
and by
some of the first families in Europe and America.

Europe forits
a

physicians,
Hospitals,

European

|
|
j

AS A TOXIC
It I as no equal, causing an appetite and building up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary organs, very beneticialin Dropsy,Gout
and Rheumatic Affections.
SPEER’S WINE
Is not a
or manufactured article, but is
pure
from the juice of the Portugal Sanibuci grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians as possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
Inflrni, improving the appetite,and benefittiugladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or otherliqnors, and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nhtritivc
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
soft and healthy skiu and
organs, Miid a

fixture

&S&ta2Bgl

ark,N.J.

| Dr.Cummings,Portland
Dr. Hayes, Boston.
|
0TX one genuine without the signature of“ALFRED SPEER, Passaic, N.J,,” is over the cork oi

each bottle.

XT'MAKE ONE TRIAL OF THIS WINK.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agentssupplied by the State Com-

missioners.

A.

SPEER,Proprietor

Vineyard—Passaic, New Jersey.

Office—208 Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
Agent for France and Germany.
Soldin Portland by II. H 11 AY,Druggist.Supply-

ing Agent.

dec22dly

Marble
J.

B.
Is

fur W\v

Vinevarri

ton, Ac.
Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 T. M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin R. R.
train* for all statious on that road aud at Augusta
w ith the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Waterville. Kendall's Mills and S c
hegau ; and at Kendall’s Mill* for Bangor,
Portland for Bath and Augusta at 8.15 T. M.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the station* on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Road*.
STAGE OOSKKI TIOXP.

Stage* leave Bath daily for Rockland at 9.00 A.M.

and 3.00 P. M
Leave Augusta for Rockland at 9.00 A.M. Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 1*. M
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Mauagcr aud Superintendent.

Augusta, April#, 18C-8.

Portland an.I Boston Line.

Will, until further notice, run a*
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharf. Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
! Friday, al 7 o’clock P. M.. and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. *t 7 o’clock l’.’M.
Fare in Cabin.$150
on Deck. 1.25
Freight taken as usual.
The Company are not
for baggage to
I any amouut exceeding $50 in value, and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate ot
j one passenger for everv #500 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb.18, 1888.
|

j

responsible

I

The

splendid and fast Steamships
"CHLSAl'KAkK,’’ Capt. Willett,
V
JV^aud PARKFKM’.l Kg,” C aptain
tc2U!90LLal!Ss Hoffman, will,until further notice,
-f*

run as

follows:

lA*ave Browns Wharf. Portland, everv WF.DNE8DAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, ever) WEDNESDAY
ai d SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M

.,

These vessels

Store

MARSHALL Si CO..

!

AitSIlALL'S i'iir<- and Ext. Pure While Lead.
Superior While Lead.

All

colors

do
Nos. 1 A 2.
oil put up in assorted cans.
warranted superior.

ground

in

ty‘8 Uboad Stbekt, Boston.

Rooms.
Goods forwarded

Junction qf Exchange, Conor?** ami
Lim? Street*, op/nmit* new City Hall, PortThis new and centrally located
land.
Hotel is First Class in all its appointments,
and one of the tn*>st home-like lnu-e»iu New
Charges jnode- ate.
O. C. ROLLINS, Proprietor.

STREET,

aud

undersigned have this day formed
THE
and style of
nership under the

a

name

copart-

NOYES. HOWARD & CO.,

Stove and Furnace

Business,

NO. 35 EXCHANGE STREET.
N. W. NOYES,
I. L. HOWARD.
Portland, July 1, 1863
jy3 dtf

S«*n

1

CITY
earner of

1

FECTIONERS’ and COLD

SCALEN!

BY

HOUSE,

fotty

‘•E LIU

HO USE.”

tf

Street, Portland, md invites
the travelling community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, attentive servants aud moderate charges are the inducements Iu* holds out to those whose business
ure cal It hem to the “Forest City."

or

pleas-

■

■■

Alfred Carr,

■

■ ..—

■

■■

—

Portland, May 26,1863.

tf

a

Amount of ( ash Dividend paid
in 1868 to Life Members was

by

hid

Company

$335,000.
Premium, may be paid iu ca^h. or la
quarterly or
feiai-auitual
pu.ment,; or when tor abide life, they
■uay be paid halt cash, aud Die balance ia
on
Hve year,, with iutcrent.
Amount taken iu oa*

eaiih

ruk.i,

*15,000.
FUK.; POLICIES.
be paid in ten years—no forfeiture

WILLARD PHILL1P8, President.
Bairr. F. Stktknu. Hecretary.
Policies are Issued on the life, or for a term of years,
or on certain contingencies. Creditors
may insure

choir debtors on time.
>lv object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy o| Life Insurance is the cheapest and safes#
mode ol making a provision for one's family."—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will waif upon persons
desiring
to effect Life Insurance, auhis office, or at their own
--

Haw

Reference* in Port land may be made to tb« following parties: Messrs. II. J. Libby k Co., .Steele k
II aye#. E/ra Carter, Jr., Mown. Howard k Strout,
tie©. W. Woodman,Ear). Messrs. John Lynch k C
Ilezekiah Packard, Kwj.

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

No. 100 Fore Street, head of Loaf Wharf,
d«:i»
Portland, mf..
odija

every.
recom-

complaint, without finding any relief, the inventor of this compound thought he would
try an experiment, and tinallv succeeded in tiudiuga
remedy that has effected a permanent cure. Atter
w aiting four years for the
purpose ot ascertaining
whether the cure was
perfect, and not hating had
the slightest touch of it during that time, he then

advertised it in the Bath Times for one year. .Since
its introduction it has proved itself to be tlie best remever brought before the
public for this complaint.
It is made of different things that grow in the
fields and pastures.that are good for any one to take.
It has be»-n taken by children but three
years old.
and from that up to people of seventy vears. and has
effected a cure in almost every ease. Some
people
are troubled with other complaints in connection
with this, aud he does not claim that this medicine
will cure
every disease that people are subject to. but
those troubled with the Piles need not
despair Many
who have been troubled with the Piles but a few
have been cured by the use of a single bottle:
years,
but for those who have had the disease in their blood
twenty or thirty years, it will require more.
This medicine baa been taken bv huudrvd* in the
city of Bath aud its vicinity, aud has proved to be
the REST REMED F ever discovered for the above
complaint. It is got up expressly for the Pile*, but
for Inflammation of the Bowels it is second to none.
flie inventor, wishing to send it to other eitfaa and
towns to let the
•*ati«fv themselves of its healing and cleansing virtues, has been at the expense of

large cities.
The Saoadahoi k is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thaee miantes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom lions*. Ac., being dithe business centre of the Citv.

Day

Marine, Fire St Life Insurance Agency.

Fifteen Millions of Dollars !
can

Also is

take on any

one

desirable Fire Risk,

M.

ifgtna Life Insurance Company,

reputation.
l*artk» wishingeith Marine.Fire or Life Insurance,

would do well
all

to

call upon the subscriber. His Comif fair and honorable one*, at
not fair aud honorobU,

Losses,
pay
is Agency, in Portlaud—if
Eanies
to be contested.
are sure

29 Exchange St.

£.

DOW,
Portland. Me.

IUTI*I,
To any

FIRE

TMHE subscriber begs leave to inform Tanners in
X Maine, that he is Agent for the sale of Bloomer's
Superior Bark Mills, manufactured in the 8tate of
New York, and extensively used there.
These mill'* can be seen in operation at Win.
Gray’s
fannery, Portland, Allen k Warren’s. Frveburg,
I,.

II III

•.•Terras SI per day. 8tab)«

II,-, ,MTW»V,

Caah Capital aad Surplu, Jan. 1, 1863..3408.61*

Citv Fire Insurance
NEW
Caah

dtf

Company,

HAVEN, CONN.

Capital and Sarplua Dec 1.186a.*393.000

Moward Fire I nan ranee Company,
BOSTON, MASS.
Capital and Surpla. Not. 1, 1863..• 153,914

Caah

Eliot Fire Insurance
BOSTON.

Capital

Caah

and

Sarplaa

Company,

MASS
1, 1863.*332.078

Not.

Merchants’ Insurance Company,
PROVIDENCE, B.l.

Capital aud Surplus Noe. 30,1832.9204,994

Cash

American Insurance Company,
PROVIDENCE. R. 1.
Caah Capital and Sarplaa De« 31. ISA_*213.304

Atlantic Fire and Marine In*. Co.,
PROVIDENCE. R. 1.
Cwh Capital and Surplus Dee. 1.1*9..9204,684
Policies issued agaiuat Io«* or damage by
Risk* token on
any amount wanted.
Houses from one to Hveyears.

Fire, for

Dwelling

EIFE INSURANCE.
New

England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

BOSTON.
Aaattta orar.e2.400.00*

Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
A welt*

over...9400,000

WAR
boM deodlr

RISKS TAKEN.

J. W. SI KES,

ATLAitT IC

OF

L >UR <1RV IX. SEEDS. PROVISIONS. LARD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

generally.

Mutual Insurance
51

Particular attention given to
shipping br quickest
Hid cheapest routes. No. 152 SOUTH WATER ST.,
r o. Box 471.
iiiinoK.

C'hiciiKO'

L'hickering; C. II. Cummings A Co.: S. li. Bowdlear
A Co.; Charles A. Stone; llalletf, Davis A Co., of
Boston. Mass. Cashier Elliot Bank. Boston. J.N.
Bacou. Esq., President Newton Bank. Newton. C.
B. Coffin; Warreu Ellis A Sons, New York City
jv9 *63 (fly•

NEW

Livery

Stable !

The subscriber, having rittt'd up a
Livery Stable on
Frauklin street, between Federal ami Congress
streets, is preuarod to accommodate bis fricuds with

it rrunnablc r»to*.
a*.. in solicit, d.

Carriages,
public patronSAMI’EL WELLS,

A shura of

l’ortlaud, May S8,18ti3.

myZ!)3nd

MAINE INSURANCE CO.,
Of Augusta, Maine,
Buildings, Merchandize, and Personal
Property generally, not exceeding $5000 on any
one rist.
J. L. CUTLER, President.
J. H. WILLI AMS, Secretary.

INSURE

Agent for Portland and Viciuity,

No. 102 Kiddle Street... Up Stein.
jy29 eod3m

Sails and Tents.
GOOD LOT of second hand Sails for sale.
—a luo—

F. A.

LEAVITT.
W id gerv’s Wharf.

furnish 13able bodied Substitutes at short
D. T. CHASE.
Apply to
Head Long Wharf.
dtf

1CAN
notice.
augl3

Exchange Eating
MERCHANTS’
Exchange St Free Lunch every day from 10
L S TW0MBLY.
ap8d6m
House, 17 A 19

to31.

Company,

of WiHiam)New

York,

InHuraiu eagainst Marine and In*
land

Navigation Hink*.

Am*
United State* und State of New York
Stock. City. Bank and other Stocks. 92.8S6.960 5a
Loan* *ecured by Stocks.andotherwine, 1,446.220 47
Real Estate and Hood* and Mortgage*.
238.700 00
Dividend* on Stock*. Interest on Bond*
and Mortgages and other Lnans.sundry
Note*, re-insurance and other claim*
due the Company. estimao-d at
122.388 63
Premium Notes and Kill* Receivable,
2.464.<<62 *8
Cash in Hank,
227.40229
97.130.794 84
t^^The whole Prod fa of the Company revert t
the AMCRin. and are divided ahhva llt, upon the
Premium* terminated

Cortiticate*arei«*u«it.

during the year. and
beakiho

fbr whick

ixtkkkst, until

re-

deemed.

Dividend Jun. 87th, isfti, 40 per ft.

T II E

A

W«IIS(.y(cor.

January 27th, 1805.

ltKFKRKNCKS-Messrs. Maynsrd k Sons; II&W

Dlno at tlio

connect

,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

The Proit* of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 1842. to the 1st of
January. 1862. for which Certidratrs
were twined, amount to
912,763.789
Additional from Ut Jauuary. 1863. to 1st

January, 1868.

1.740/109

Total proflf* for 201 years,
914,498,780
TheCertiOcate* previous to 1891, have
been redeemed by cash.
10,278,699

TRUST RES.
A. P Pillot.
Joe. Gaillard. Jr.,
Lerov M. Wiley, J. Heur Rurgy,
Dan'l8. Miller, CornetiusGriaa*)!
S. T. NicoN.
C. A. Hand.
Josh'a J.Ileory,Watt* Sherman,
E. E-Morgan,
Geo.G.
Hobson,
W.C.'Pickersgill,
B. J. Howland,
Lewi* Curtis.
David Lane.
Cha*. II. Russell, James Brvee.
Benj. Babcock.
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Stand*. Jr., FleteherWeetray
R. B-MJttaru.Jr
H. K. Bogerl,
P. A. Ilargoa*,
G. W. Burnham,
A. A. Low,
Meyer Gun*,
Koval Phelps.
Wm. E. Dodge, Fred. Chau nee y.
Caleb Barstow.
Dennis Perkin*. James Lew.
John D. Jone*.

Charles Denai*.
W. II. II. Moore,
Thoa. Tileston,
Henry Coit,

JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vise President
W. H. H. MOORE.Id Yiee Fre**L

Attention Conseripts.

with house.

—

Fir* and Marin* Ini. Co

Springt

Purchaser for Eastern Account

auglodlw*

PI. U M M K R.

Office#.

INSURANCE,
——•V-

Superior Bark Mills.

U.

RISKS

amount—placed in responsible
W ar Bisk* Taken*

.....

B LOOJI E It'S

BUM

Insurance.

wonld respectfully notify the
A Public that they are prepared to take MAKIKK
RISKS on Skips, ftargius, /trigs, Srkoanrrs. t'mrami Prt ight* per »©\ age. at carrent rale*, to
4»m part of the m»rU.
Parties Ue* ring luturanca
will And it for their interest to CALL.

for the

of Hartford, Conn.—an old and reliable Company
with large asaetta. This Company does butin*-** on
the Stock and Mutual principle, and has better inducement* for iusuriug Lives than any other Company. This Co. has large assetts, and a world w ide

386, Washtwoton St., Bath

Bath, June 23,1862

Marine
fflHR undersigned

sioo,ooo.

Agent

Commercial Mutual Mariae In*. Co.,
in New York—an old and established Company,
ha*, tug a capital and surplus of One Million Dollars,
paying back to the assured from 26 to 30 per cent,
yearly. Also la the Agent of the

•

BATII HOTEI.,

By C.

So. 1M Fore Street, Portia id.

Whittier. H. II.
jv31 d3m

JOHX E. DOW’S

TENTS for sale and to let.

or

dtf

Bath, June 23.1862.

INSURANCE,

patent.

a

Aqbxth for Portlaxi>—L. 8.
Hay. and E. L. Stanwood.

and

SON,

MARINE, FIRE * LIFE

people

securing

EDWARD SHAW,

Terma Moderate by the Week

JOHN W. MUNGER &

edy

of the healthiest

IJlXJUV

nothing gained.

having small capita) to invest in safe
THOSE
kU8*ne*8 call at 229 Congress street.
addtf**1*
a

one
coast ot

localities on the
Maine—delightfulIv situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles
1 from the sea, and affords one of the most
I inviting retreat* from the dust and turmoil of our

rectly iu

disposed

of his entire interest in his
office to Dr. S.C FERNALD. would cheerfully
reccoiuiiiend him to his former patients and the public. Dr. Fkknald, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the “Vulcanite Base,"
and all other methods known to the proictsiou.
Portland, May 26,1863.
tf

j

Proprietor.

ilthUl

17$ \Iidcll
Street.
Reference*.Drs. Bacon and Buknlin.

ns some

do.)in cash, every live years.

By WM. CARR. Bath, Me.

BATH. MAINE.

toibcfc Til L City of Bath is

WF.XTIST,

(.'ompmny divide*lie net earning, to the Ilf*
THIS
policy holders, (not in scrip
companies

the Cure

suffering sixteen years, and trying
thing that could be found in the market
AFTER
mended for that

dtl

Portland, Aug. 19,1862.
—■

C. FERNALD,

No.

Boston.
CASH CAPITAL.t8.31*,943 14, INVESTED.

of the PILES!

BLISS, Proprietor.

SAOADAHOiK HOUSE,

ventured

Compound for

Horses and

Federal

JONATHAN

Portland by EMERY k WATERHOUSE

Nothing

A Patent

Hunters. Health Seekers, Romance Lov-

on

—

COMPANY.
ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER J, IM3,

janSeodly

ers !—Attention
cares of life, or

all who weary with business and the
seeking to restore health impaired by
I
severe application to business, or soliciting pleasure
for pleasures sake—to tie superior comforts, healthy
location and romantic surroundings of the above
named Hotel—connects g with the city of Portland
bv steamer ou tin* arriv alof every train, the Ottawa
House coach couveying passengers from the Depot
to the steamer. Tow aid the North and West, in lull
1
view from the House, like a t^ueen viewing her
charms in the clear mirror of the sea. rises the populous and flourishing citv of Portland, with its
spires and elms, its grand public edifices and princely
mansions; Mount Washington in majestic grandeur
rears its mighty head, kissing the clouds. Towards
the South and Last lies the Ocean decked with Is: lands, and alive with sailing and steam vessels,
stretching aw ay to the verge of the horizon.
The subscriber, having leased the above named
House, and having proenred the assistance of those
skilled in the various departments of a well regulatI ed hotel, has the pleasure of announcing that it will
be iu readiness for the accomodation of the public
on dune 1st, 1868.
B. ALL8TRUM, Proprietor.
Post Office address—Portland, Me.
my28tf

1

Ronton.

HAVING

plication*

For particulars in regard to the advantages claim*
5d for this mill, gee Circulars which will be sent on
.1. M. SOUTH WICK,
spplication.
256 Congress Street... BOSTON.
ray30 d8m*

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above House,

118 .Milk.Stuket_corner of BatterymarcbStreet

DR. S.

in a form to secure for them an
early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office
EDMUND BURKE,
Late Commissioner of Patents
fc“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN applications, on all but one of which patents have been
granted, and that is note pending. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his
part
leads me to recommend nil inventor* to <n.i»ui.i«
to procure their patents, as they may be sure of havthe
most
faithful
attention
ing
bestowed oa their
eases, and at very reasonable charges."
JOHN TAGGART.
Dnringeight months, the subscriber, in course ot
his large practice, made on /trie* rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
was decided in hit favor,
by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. II. EDDY

House, Lowell.)

Til L

FAIRBANKS & BROWN,

Sold in
oc26

regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
succesifuf practitioners with whom I have had official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON.
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trusticorthit, and more capable of putting their ap-

good

complete variety of
WEIGHING APPARATUS,

LIFE INSURANCE.
New England Life Insurance

Premium* may
after.

*‘J

Attention I

a

—

taining patents.
All necessity ot a journey to Washington, to
procure a patent, and the usual great
delay there, are

mch23ttod3m

Cushing's Island,

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.
With

of the Howard

OTTAWA
jjdU
j'HH'l
Pleasure

Forsale.in overy variety,as

Groom Slrrrl

mo*

FOR T I. A N D HAltBOR.

I

Huy, Coal nnd Railroad Scale*!
BUTCHKK8', (IKOCNKS'. DlUKililSTS’, CON

beyoud

JOKX

Outrallv situated, accommodations excellent. table well provided with the luxuries of the season, charges reasonable, and
a good stable connected with the house.
A
_share ot the public patronage is respectfulsolicited.
ly
Port land, J uly 17, 1863.
Jyl8 dtf

legal rights

Thosec,i-lebrated .Scales are .-till made by the original inventors, (and ONLY BY them.) and are con
stantly receiving all the improvement* which theii
long experience and skill can suggest.
They are correct in principle, thoroughly mailt,
of the best materials, and are perfectly occur ate anti
durable in operation.

Vongrm.

(Recently

he ha-been

SCALES.

ters touching the same.
Copies of t he claims of any
Pateut furnished by remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
The Agency is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors ha\e advautag- s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions, upsurpassed by, if not immeasurably superior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber ; and as SUCCESS IS THE BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, bo
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charges for
professional services so moderate
The immense practice of the -ubscriber
during twenty years past, lias enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection of specifications anil official decisions relaive to patents.
These, besides hi “xtensive library of legal and
mechanical works,and full accounts
granted in the United States and Europe, render him
able,
question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

HOTEL,

LEWIS HOWARD, 1‘roprittor,

subscriber most respectfully begs leave to infpHE
X form the citizen* ot Portland and vicinity that

Standard

states; also in Great Britain, France, and other
foreign countries. Caveats, .Specifications, Bonds,
Assignments,and all Papers or Drawings for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, and with
despatch. Researches made into American or
Foreign works, to
determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all mat-

they

NEW FUNERAL CAR.

FAIRBANKS9

Island.Portland. Me.

Henry M. Brackett would respectfully
inform his friends and all those intending
to visit the sea-shore for health and quiet,
that lie lias recently purchased the PEAK’S
,_ISLAND HOCs'E, situated but a few
yards front bis own. Both these house*, pleasantly
situated, commanding a fine view of the ocean and
surrounding islands, will now be open for the accenti modation of genteel boarders
Steamers will make
several trips dailv between the Island aud Portland.
lerm* reasonable.
i,12dtf

tf..

appointed an undertaker, with all tho
and privileges to bury or remove the
dead that the superintendent has. and is now ready
to attend to that duty in the most careful manner.
1 have a new FI’S ERAL CAR, such as is used almost entirely in Boston, New York, and other
large
cities, which 1 propose to um* at the fuucrals 1 attend
as undertaker, at the same price that other undertakers charge for the city hearse, and nothing extra
from the o'd price. The poor always liberally considered by
J A 8. M. fcUK KI Ell,
Sexton of Rev. I>r. Shailer’s Church.
rS'-ltEBIDKNCE No. I CltAPKL STREET. jy23dflm

Bulking, Fishing, Boating and
Boarding,

At Peak's

Paint and Varnish Manufacturers, Sole Agents for
N. E S tates—Store 78 Bboad St„ BOSTON.
JelR d.Srn

Dr. X. II. 1IEALD

for the transaction of the

AT

.vin^ii a i.l. \

.v.

wen

secure

ed

THEaubacrIW

ivri.itviTiovir iioise.

and the

PAINT!

practice of upwards oft
AFTER
ty yeats,continues to
Patents in the Unitextensive

wi.hn to cal) attention to hi* facilities for .tf.-l/i/.V*:. FIRM, and LIFE liTSVRASCK. He ha, the Agency of .even of the -onndeat and safest Fire Insurance
Companies in New England, having a Capital and Surplus of over

HOTELS.

metal* from rust or corrosion.
?iy~It does not require grinding, and i* warranted
to give satisfaction for painting Railway C ar-, Iron
Bridge*, House*, Barn*, hull* and deck* of Ships,
tin and shingle roof*, Ac.. Ac.
■

this line to and from

Ac.

Jel8d,1m

Copartnership Notice.

titled up with fine accommodations

leave Potiland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMiJD A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
11 It. CROMWELL A CO., No. 88 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6.18 IS.
dtf

At Buxton Centre, for West
Buxton.Bmmy-Kagle
South Limington. Limington and Limerick.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollisf Limerick,
Osaipee. Nowttold. Par*on?field. Effingham, 1 reodom
Madison. Eaton, Cornish. Porter, Ac.
dan c arpenter,sup t.
»P&4tr

78 Broad Street.Boston

MiuionoiniuoF
Buckeye

are

i for passi tigers, making this the most speedy, sale and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Parage $5,00, including Fare and State

Montreal,
by
Fall*, Baldwin. Sebago. Bridgton, Hiram, Liming- I Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
ton. Cornish, Denmark. Brownfield, Lovell, Frye- | John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
burg aud Conway, Bartlett, Albany, Jacksou and
Eaton, N. H.
j steamers asearly as 8 P. M., on the day that thep

A CARD.

WHITE LEAD!

LINE.

SEMI-WEEKLY
m

1On and after Monday, April f.th. 1%3.

UNION

B O 8TO N

Foreit City, Lewiston and Montreal

>

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Fitting*,

Street9«>pposite Kilby Slreet9

~~

York A CuinbnistiKl Kailroutl.

«WP!^Betrain*

76 StJite

A NEW DISCOVERY!

Portland and New York Steamers.

will leave a* follow *, until further
order*:
laeave Saco River for Portland at 6.15 and 9.00
A M
and 3.30 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7.45 A. M.. and
2 00 and 6.2f» P. M.
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.00 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight train* with
passenger
car* attached.
Stag*** connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Fall*.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish, Steep

PATENTS,

Ojflce, H'ashington
(underlie Act of 1837.)

THE STEAMHRS

aj*4tf

Work and

C»r«cr «f Pearl n,,H Federal Si...
jc23tf
POKTLANB, MB.

ST. JOHN.

Week!

a

OF
Patent

TESTIMONIALS.

Wu

I‘»««nger Train* will leave daily,
(Sundays excepted) as follow*:

SOLICITOR
Late Agent of U. S

here saved inventors.

Steamship Co.

Two Trips

Augusta for Bath. Portland and Boston. at 5.30 and
11.15 A M., connecting at Brunswick with train* on
tlie Androscoggin Railroad for Lewiston,
Farming-

prepared to receive orders for
Monumental
Grindstones.

80MERBY, Agent.

CALAIS A-

Foreign Patents.

otrpatents

on

On and after Thursday, April 9th,
theSteamer New England, Capt.
E. Field, and Steamer Naw llnuxewick, Capt. E. B. Winchester, w ill leave Railroad
Wednesdays and SaturWharf, foot of State St., every Monday and Thursdays, returning on .Monday* and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, A von
day.nt 6 o’clock P. M., lor Ea'stport and St. John—
and Phillips.
| connecting at Kastport with Steamer 0««*en for RobPassengers lor this route will take the cars at the j inston. St. Andrews and Calais.and at St. John with
Stranirr Kninpror fr
IVinilutr
IUIir>v
v.....
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Snp’t.
S<*>tia.
1 arnungton April 1, 1863.
t
ticket*
will
bo
sold
hrough
aptidtf
by the agents and
clerk* on board the steamers, at reduced rates.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday and
KENNEBEC AND PORTLANDR.R,
Thursday mornings, at 8 o’clock for £astport,'Portlaud and Boston.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
apitf
Commending April G, 1863.
Staire leaves Farmim-ton
Portland and Kingfield, on

THOMPSON,

Chimney Pieces,

and Friday

landings as above.
please apply at the Office
A.

E ASTPORT,

STACK CONNECTION*.

W orlt.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

all

all the

passage

International

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning opposite days.

complexion.

J.R.Chilton.N.Y.City.

or

jylSdtf

On and after Monday, April 6, 1863,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
?■**
via i ran*wick, at 1.00 and 8.15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Farmington .via
Brunswick, at
I. 00 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Bath and Portland,9.10 a .m.
Leave D*wistou for Bath and Portland 6.00 and
II. 40 A. M.

imparting
blooming,

WE REFER TO
a few well known gentlemen and physicians whe
have tried the Wine:
Gen. Winfield Scott,USA. I)r. Wilson. 11thst.,NY,
Gov. Morgan, N.Y .State. Dr Ward, Newark, N.J.
Dr.
Dr. Dougherty, Newark
Dr. Parker, N. Y. City.
N.J.
Dra. Darcy k NicholI.NcwI)r. Marry, New York.

making

and

For freight
the wharf.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

rwom-

1

mornings, at 6 o’clock,
the arrival of the Boston steamers, for

on

Returning—Will leave Bangor every

I

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

a

celebrated in

and Saturday

ROCKLAND, BELFAST and BANGOR, making
the landings except Scarsport.

tf

Manganese.
Linseed Oil. taking two gallon* less per Mu lb*, than anv mineral
and possesses more body than anv other
paint;
paint,
it forms a glossy, unfading, durable metallic coin,
protecting wood from decay, and iron and other
WINE,

tf

Tuesday, Thursday

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

S METALLIC BROWN TAINT
mends itself. It i*
WINTER
pure oxide of Iron
It mixes rea-lilv with

H. K. F.

Grand Chance for Investment!

|I

Portland at 6.30 a. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland at 7.30 a. m.
Botii
trains connect with through trains to Bostou and
Lowell.
Freight train leaves Portland daily for all station!
on line* of this road at 8 A. m.
Tickets sold at the depot of the Grand Trunk Railroad in Portland for all stations on this road

PAINT !

urethe

passage, place to apply to
A. SOMERliY, Agent.
At the Office on the Wharf,

or

For the Penobscot River.

arrival of trains from Boston.

June 1,1863.

Freight

Portland, July 13.18»33.

j

Returning trains leave Lewiston and Auburn foi

3 7

Worcester, Mass.

Tkrfoiutiring Letter,

For

On and after Monday next, passengei
SHGSMS! trains will leave ucp tof Grand Trunk
i.miioact hi Portland, for Lewiston and Auburn at
7.45 A. M.
For Bangor and all intermediate stations at 1.10 p
m. on

Portland to Bath,
.50
Richmond and Gardiner, .76
Halloweli and Augusta, $1.00

INSURANCE.

K. *i.

an

from
j Fares
•'
"

(until hi* shop is rebuilt.) ready to auswerany order*
for steam, gw* and w atcr pipe*.
Steam and Ga* Fitting* of all description*.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
g.is.
Order*received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery. Boiler*. Water Tank*. Ac.
Will devote hi* personal attention to arranging
and setting Engine*, Boiler*. Shafting, on reasonable
term*.
I K.A WIXX Agent
declCdtf

SAMBLCI

irhich

j evening.

at

Every family,.ttlilne.non,should

Marson Eaton.

3.0(

MACHINERY,

ASTONISHING CURE.

<

and

subscriber would inform hi* friends
THE
public, that he may be found

Restored to Health.

Mu. I). Howard:—It is with great pleasure that
I wnd you my testimony in favor of vour Cancer
It ha* effected by the blessand ( anker Syrup.
ing ot (iod attendinir it* administration tin* <rr«otow»
cure that over came to my knowledge.
Mv son was
afflicted with Freer Sores to such a degree’ that lor
four month* hi* life was despaired of. wh-n I was
lnforni“d that /,< ha Howard of Randolph, Mass.,
I immediately sent for him, and in three
cure him.
flays after he came the hoy began to recover, and
continued to impfove till his sores w'ere
completely
healed, since which he has enjoyed a- good health
as could be desired.
I have recommended the
Svrup
to a great many person* since, who are also readv to
give their testimony in its favor. Of all medicines
of which 1 have any knowledge. I regard this, for
the diseases for w hich it is recommended, a* the
best.
I could write all day, and not tell half I feel
in relation to the utility of your excellent
Syrup
May God s|K*ed vnu in vonf work, and succeed your
efforts to alleviate human suffering.

a. m.

SUMMER ARRANGKM! NT.

Steam and G.in

Most Malignant Freer Son s Healed, and the Patient

itUchwT

Notice.

to the use of private
place to heat water lor

H. S. STEVE'S.
Sonth Pari*, June 6. 1803.
je4dlOw

Dry,

_

kan,abee,

convenient

a

physicians

REFERENCES:

Hon.LotM. Morrill,
Hon.Joseph B. Hall,
U. 8. Senate,
Sec'v of State
Hon. James(>. Blaine,
Hon.Nathan Dane.
sep20dfcwl4tr
StateTreasurcr

..

especially adapted

tea.
The undersigned is prepared to manufacture and
sell the above Ovens, and Mights for the same in any
city or town iu the Slate ol Maine.

Marble

Pensions

M' is to

No. 3 is

families, being

Prepared and

Procured for widows or children of Officer* and Sol*IEVe d*ed* w*,ilein the service oi the Unit-

_

ner in which it does its work to any other invention
of the kind now in use.
It is a perfect Oven, doing everything required of
it in the most superior manner. It will roast at tinsame time as many different kinds of meat as the
oven can contain,'and each piece
will be perfectly
sweet and free from the gases arising from trie different varieties, as the gases are let off through an escape pipe at the top.
Tor baking bread and pastry this Oven is without
a rival, as the heat is regulated hy dampers at the
bottom, and is under the perfect control of the operator. It is not exoellcd in |>oint of economy, as the
heat required is generated within the oven. The material from which it is manufactured being a nonconductor. and constructed with air-chambers.there
is no radiation of heat, and a small quantity of fuel
w’ill keep it going for hours.
Seven sizes are manufactured suitable for the
smallest private frmily, or for steamers and hotels of
the largest class.

’Mr*. Sarah Ann Clapp.

happiness

ender.lgnod I* prepared to obtain from the
Bolted State* Government, C100
THK
Bounty Muncy,
Back

invention, the result of practical experience,
having now undergone the thorough test of extensive
practical use in hotels, public institution*, steamers. boarding-houses and private families,is now confidently presented to the public as suj»erior in point
of economy, safety, durability, ease of management,
convenience, and above all, in the unrivalled manThis

LADY.

Boston for Portland at 7.30

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 a. m. and
5.35 p. m.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
stations.
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
JOHN KUS8ELL, Jr.. Sup't.
Portland, Mar. 10, 1803.
je8 edtf

Portland.

__

Everything

ICopyrigM s«cure*V]

(Office No. 9 8tate House.)

yuuii,

.....

of your "( axi kk and Canker Syrup**. Several
year* since my wile, being confined, was severely
troubled w ith what is usually called “Nursing Sore
Mouth." ami what the physicians call "milk limb."
lioth legs were badly swollen, and were iu a dreadful stale.
that could be thought of was
resorted to without any benefit. Her
pronounced lier recovery very doubtful, if not impossible. At this time, hearing of your Syrup, aud
it being highly recommended, she concluded, a* a
last resort, to give it a trial, which she did with the
most beneficial* results. Shortly after she commenced taking it, her health began to improve, aud
the use of a few bottles completely cured her. And
although she has bc'-n twice confined since, she ha*
been perfectly free from the trouble above named.
I have also seen its effects in a great many cases out
91" mv family, which have been of the most natisfactlory character. 1 have procured hundreds of tollies for my friends aud neighbors, and as far as my
knowledge extends, it has given general satisfaction,
I take great pleasure in recommending it to the
public a* an invaluable remedy for the diseases for w hich
it is recommended.
Henry B. Dickinson.

fashionable beau,
can't make both ends

Pay, fce., for heir* of Officer*
the U. 8. service

TESTIMONY BY A

Howard,

Street

Worcester, Mass.
Mu. t>. Howard—Dear ff/r.*-*-You wish to know
what information 1 possess in relation to the efficacy i

a

The Great Indian

J. Xj.
Kxchnuge

3.0C

p. M.

V A Li: A1U.K TJSSmKOfT.

attending any.”

n

IMPORTANT

Elizabeth.

A O E N T

operaticu,

A

bow in the

Work House.
Charles llauuiford .Cape

t}^

Captain do Smith remonstrates with Mr.
Holmes, veterinary ol lii.s regiment, for malpronunciation of the word horse—lo him the
Vet—" Well, if a liaitch and a Ho, and a Har,
and a Hess, and a He don’t spell ’Orae, my
name ain’t 'Ellery 'Clines!”

general rule,

un-

truly astonishing

arc
to one who

DOBCHESTER, Mass.
Mu. !>. Howard—Is-ar Sir:—Thinking a statement of mv case and the cure of mv complaint would
be of service to others similarly afflicted, I hasten to
give it to you.
It ia briefly this. Some time since I was afflicted
with a swelling, which gradually increasinr.gavc me
great pain and uneasiness. At first I said nothing
about it. but finally concluded to consult the physician who attended my family, who pronounced it a
Cancer, and urged me repeatedly to submit to a surwhich 1 then declined.
gical
The trouble grew worse every day, till 1 finally was
forced to the conclusion to submit to an operation
for its removal. 1 even had mv b d removed to a
suitable room for the purpose, engaged the services
ot an eminent surgeon, and had nothing intervened,
should have ere this been saved or d?stroved by the
knife. Fortunately a friend had heard of HOWARD'S S YKCP, and knew of cures it had effected
in case* similar to mine. She and others ot my
frieuds urged me to try it before going on with the
operation, and fortunately prevailed upon me to do
so.
The result ha* been a perfect cure. 1 followed,
1 need not say, strictly the directions laid down in
(lie circulars, and now that my health is restored I
look hack to mv escape as almost tuiraculo js. None
but a person who has suffered a* 1 have, aud boon relieved from that suffering a** 1 have, can tell how
grateful 1 feel, under l'rovidenee. to those who suggested a trial of the medicine, as well as the proprietor. Mr. Howard. 1 was. I had almost >orgotten to
state, relieved at the same time of another similar
swelling which was manifesting Itself upon another
part of my person, nod which would have resulted
without doubt in just the same thing—a Cancer.
Vow may make what use you see tit of this certificate of mv case, and if by iny instrumentality others are «avcd from as deep distress as I have been, I
shall consider myself amply repaid lor the trouble
and publicity it cause*.

remarked
with the “English Items.” "is it so?” “Yes,”
replied Valentine, they are trying to tlud a substitute for it in England.’

is said that, when Hie prophet Jonah
saw the whale getting ready lo swallow him,
he looked "down in the mouth.”

fluids ot the hotly is

A ('oncer, th emed incurable by Eminent Physicians,
Syrup.
Entirely Removed by

going to he drafted. I see,"
Valentine, languidly, as he dallied

sr~n

other

only

is

him to lay up treasures iu heaven?”
for? What de use ub luyln’ up treasures
whar he neber see urn agin?”

or

has not witand almost beyond belief
nessed tin III.
This sv rup will as certainly cure the diseases for
which ii'is recommended a* a trial is given it, and
the cure will be permanent, as it, by its wonderfully
searching power, entirely eradicates the disease from
the system
to try it to become conHie atllicfed have
vinced of what we say in regard to it aud to fiud relief from their sufferings.

is of the militia of London that it
once jokingly said that the captain of one
of the corps averred it was dangerous to mnk;
tile rear rank take close order, for fear it should
pick the pockets of the front rank.

to massa

blood

It* effects npon the system

EF-It

Sam, why don’t you talk

of too

surpassed.

and

Portland every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday mornings, at 6 o'clock, (or on
; the arrival «1 the Boston steamers) for Bath, Richmond, Gardiner, and connect with the steamer for
ilalowell and Augusta.
Returning, will leave Gardiner, connecting with
|
steamer from Augusta and Ilalowell, every Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday Thursday and Frldav.at 12
o’clock M., landing at Richmond and Bath for Vortlaud and connect with Boston steamers the same

maim: central railroad.

Barnuin'* Eating House, Temple St., Portland, Me.
R. 8. Stevens—Sir:—1 have had in constant use
for the las»t three years one of your Patent Galvanized Ovens, which in in point of economy superior
to any Oven 1 ever used, and which has in roaming
meat*, baking pantry, &c., given I lie greatest satisfaction.
Isaac Baunum.
Portland, May 9th, 1863.

|

was

a

TESTIMONIALS.

extremely

wrote a

■

like

It. S. STEVENS, South Paris, l?Ic.

Synntsa

B3T“A clergyman of a church liavimg put a
notice in ll. clerk's hand slating that the services would he morning and evening, and morning and afternoon, alternately, honest Roger
improved upon it and said that the services
would be so lo “all eternity.”

*

1

dreds of case*.
It has always cured Salt Rheum when a trial has [
been given it, a disease that every one knows is very
troublesome and exceedingly difficult to cure.
Kiiympklas always> ields to its power, as many
wholmveexperienced its benefits do testify.
It has cured Scbokula in hundreds of cases,
Portland, June 3d, 1863.
R. S. Stevens—Sir:— 1 have used one of the Pamany of them of the most aggravahted character.
It cures King > Kvil.
tent Galvanized Ovens of your manufacture for five
It has cured uiuiiy cases of Scald Head.
When 1 purchased 1 anticipated much from
years.
Tumors have been removed by it pi lejH'ated init. from what 1 had heard ; and 1 can say that it has
stances in which llieir removal had b en pronounced
more than met my expectations.
It is decidedly a
great improvement over any other invention that 1
impossible excepting by a surgical oreiation.
Ulceus of the most malignant type have been
have seen lor all kinds of baking, ami I think the
same amount of cooking can be done with one-quarhealed by its use.
Souk Moutii
It has cured many cases of
ter ot the tuel used by any other process. My folks say
when all other remedies Have faile-l to bcnclit.
it is a pleasure to use the Galvanized Oven,' the heat
>'».YKi: Souks of the worst kina have boon cured
being so confined that they suiter no inconvenience
bv if.
from it, even in the warmest weather. 1 can with
confidence recommend it to the public. It needs onScurvy has been cured by it in every caseinwhich
ft lias been used, and they are many.
to be tested to be approved.
ly
Yours truly,
It removes White SWELLING w nil a certainty no
Charles Bailey.
has.
ever
medicine
ttlier
It speedily removes from the face all Blotchkb
Portland, June, 1863.
p,mpi.es. Sec., wtiich though not very pamlul, per
R. 8. Stevens—Sir:—We have used in our family
unpleasant to have.
haps, are
for the last five years one of your Patent Galvanized
It hastKL naed »u every kind op humor, and ] Ovens, and would most
cheerfully recommend it to
never tails i.- enetit the patient.
the public. Mrs. W
says it w ould he almost the last
N ku it a i.o a in its most distressing forms, has
article ot furniture in the house that she should part
been cured by it when uo other remedy could be
with. She considers it as great an improvement in
found to meet t»*e case.
baking and roasting over the cook stove, as the cook
It has cured .1 a UN DIG* in many severe cases.
stove is over the old-fashioned
way with the open
It lias proved very efficacious iu the treatment of i tire for
cooking. It saves a great deal of fuel, ami is
I*!Left,nil extremely painful disease.
a great comfort in warm weather, as it heats the
I»YbPEI\**ia, w lii ji is often caused by humor, has
room so little.
been cured by it in numerous instances.
It seems to me that when its merits are frilly known
In Female Wkaknesses, Irregularities, and
that it reu-t come Into general use,for no family who
to
has
been
their mix, it
louml a
Disease* peculiar
has ever had it. cat: afford to hi- without it.
most potent remedy.
Most truly yours,
Alfred Woodman.
Iu cases of (.enkual Debilitt, from whatever
cause, il»© Syrup cun be relied upon as a most effiREFERENCES.
cient aid.
It is a most certain cure for Rickets, a disease
Grand Trunk Eating House.Portland.
"
common to children.
8initlfs Eating House.

of bis mourners lor laughing at a funeral, and
says lo him, 'You rascal, you! 1 have been
raising your wages these two years upon the
condition that you should appear sorrowful,
but the higher wages you receive the happier
you look!”

Jf“ A*

use

MANUFACTURED BY

IT

friend
who had been inquiring alter his son, lie bit
himself mit a rattlesnake, and vas sick into
bis ped for weeks in te month of August, and
all his cry vas vater, valer!' And he couldn't
eat tiotlieg at all till he complained ot [icing a
leetle [letter so he could stliand tip on his elbow and cat a cup o’ tea.’

IT'‘Colton

other Oven in

SYRUP

you see!

uic

VEGETABLE
VXD < A\Kl.lt

m.

p. M.

Leave

Warranted to Cook with less Fuel than any

Surjntsses in efficacy and is destined to supersede all
other knotru remedies in the treatment of the IHstases for tvhich it is recommended.
lias cured I'ancib* after the patients have been
given up as incurable by many physicians.
It lias cured t ankeu iu its worst ioiius iu hun-

Copperhead.—O no—never! I wouldn't do
surli a thing for the world! I only want to
hold your arms pinioned behind your back
while Seeesh cuts it. That’s v»ry diHercu*,

1'iay

and Private Families.

American and

Tlio new and very fast steamer
HARVEST MOON, Captain VV. R.
Roix, leaves Grand Trunk Wharf,

A 1! It.I X 0 E .1/ E X TS,
Commencing April 6tb, 1863.
Passenger Trains will leave the Station. ( anal street, daily, (Sundays ex-

ecuted) as tallows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.45 a.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Kennebec Riverand Portland.

PORTL AND, SAC O A- PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.
S V M MKR

-yon-

Hotels, Steamers

STEAMBOATS.

_RAILROADS._

PORTABLE OVENS!

A FrUCTED TH IK

HOWARD’S

throat ?

ill ail uiu

Patent Galvanized

GREAT HUMOR REMEDY.

«__

“Poor Hans!'’

BLODGETT & SWEET’S

COMBINE
|TO GIVBTOTHK

Dialogik.—Uncle L... >: Seeesh: Copperhead :
Seeesh.—Stoop down here, Uncle!
Uncle Sam.—What for, Seeesh ?
Seeesh.—I want to cnl your throat!
U. S.—Guess not. It don't want cutting.
Copperhead.—Yes, stoop down. Uncle!
U. S.—What! do you, loo, want lo cut my

see

Powers of Uic Vegetable Kingdom
THEIR MEDICAL PROPERTIES

hour* since.”—(Cheers.)

U. S.—No. I don't

MISCELLANEOUS.

ty Application-forwarded and OPEN P0L1CIE b

procured by

JOHM W. nVNSGR,
Ho. 16* Fore St., head of Long Wharf,
Portland, Maiae

t»k91a* Umw4t>«m

•

